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Editorial

Prasadi Souvenir-2070 is the true reflection of Prasadians and it is our great privilege to be the gem of this gallery, gratitude of which is beautifully expressed in the souvenir. The souvenir is not only a bundle of pages for us but our feelings, memories and nostalgia that we had together. It is a true souvenir from the Academy that we get, which always inspires us not to be an ex-Prasadian but the Prasadian in the ages to come.

Prasadi Academy is really an academia where students gain knowledge secluding themselves from other activities. We are being taught to be focused on our aim in the most conducive environment possible with complete dedication. We express our sincere gratitude to the Academy for being with us all the time and providing us with platform like the Souvenir to exhibit our hidden talents, feelings and experiences through our words.

We deeply acknowledge the encouragement and support from all the teachers & staff in the very tiresome hours of preparation of the Souvenir and put across our heartfelt indebtedness for their help. At the same time, we express our earnest gratefulness to respected Chief Mr. Bikram Rai and inspiring Mr. Principal for their support and instigation to shape the Souvenir in this form.

We highly appreciate comments and critical appreciations from our valued readers, which will play pivotal role to make further improvement in the Souvenir.
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First and foremost, I would like to thank you with my inner heart for giving me an opportunity to write some few words of encouragement for the PRASADI SOUVENIR 2070. On the behalf of the Higher Secondary Education Board (HSEB), I would like to provide my best wishes for all the students who are involved with my full support. For achieving the goal and enlighten them to gear up for making their dream come true I pray to God to provide them full of strength and positivity. I would also like say special thank you to Prasadi Academy management for providing the students with such a motivating opportunity.

(Hem Kumar Mishra)
Vice-Chairman
HSEB
MESSAGE

It is said that a journey of thousand miles begins with a first step forward. It gives me immense pleasure to see that we have successfully completed one and half decade in our journey firmly inculcating truth, morality, value along with state of the art education to live up the expectation and need of present time in our students.

At present, Prasadi is the first choice of every parents and wards to pursue higher secondary education as she has proven herself as an epitome of excellence in higher secondary education. I believe she would continue to inspire and educate scores of minds with the same spirit in the years to come, which fills my heart with profound pride and fulfillment alongside humbleness as a founder of the institution.

Prasadi souvenir is a mouthpiece to express the feelings, memories, experiences & creativity of Prasadians during their study years in Prasadi Academy. I am sure the writings and brief autobiographies of students will fill their heart with positive vibes whenever they go through the souvenir in distant future.

At the end, on behalf of the administration, I express my wholehearted appreciation to all for their indefatigable work to bring the souvenir in this form.

Bikram Rai
Chief
PRIDE OF PRASADI

SHREEYA SHAKYA
EXCELLENT STUDENT AWARD WINNER 2069/71
MANAGEMENT

SALU MAHATO
EXCELLENT STUDENT AWARD WINNER 2069/71
SCIENCE
**Friends**

We were about three or four years old when we were enrolled in a school for the first time. The first day at school was an entirely new experience for us. The mixture of emotions, including the feelings of excitement and a bit of awkwardness had made that moment even more special and an inevitable part of our cherishable memories. The first day at school was our first independent attempt to make friends, which might have continued to first few months at school.

Then as we grew up and got promoted to higher grades, we began to make more friends. In junior classes, friends were merely the classmates or playmates for us but as we grew up friends occupied an important part in our lives and became more than just a playmate. Our friends' attitude towards us and our activities mattered more than anything to us. The longest period when we remained among the same group of friends or in a familiar company was during the school years. At those moments the company of our friends lured us to such extent that we began to spend more time with them than with our parents. we shared secrets, had gossips, made fun and laughter. By the time we were at the end of our school life we had developed so much bonding among ourselves that we thought that our life would be rather difficult and incomplete without them. The last day at school had a different scenario than the other normal days. We exchanged good byes and promised to remain in touch. There were eyes all wet and cheeks with tears rolling down.

But soon after we reached college, we began to make new friends. The new faces around us in the college became our friends and we added a lot of new names to our “friends list”. We are people and have to live among the people. Exchanging thoughts and ideas help us understand each other and know more about the world. Making friends means learning more and understanding each other. Friendship teaches us to share and help. The teachers, our elders and our parents teach but our friends share and sharing is the easiest but the most effective way of learning. We share not only our sorrows but also our joys with our friends. Sharing sorrow is to reduce half of the problems but sharing joy is adding happiness to our lives.

Life is an ongoing journey. In this journey we come through different places and make many friends. The human life is not merely a word of four letters but is a really precious and valuable treasure of new experiences and memories. Friends and friendship are an important part of our lives. The friends that we made in the earlier days are the part of our beautiful reminiscences and the friends that we make at present are a part of our journey who help us to enrich every memories that we live!

By Salu Mahato

XII  D5 Science
I remember the day pretty clearly; it was a calm morning on 2nd Shrawan 2068. Unlike the weather that day, I wasn’t calm at all. An orchestra of emotions was playing out loud in me. I was nervous, excited, curious, enthusiastic, all at the same time. After having been enrolled in a school with a familiar environment for so long and then stepping out to the new environment of a new institution with a whole lot of new people will definitely be tough. But I was ready for all it had to offer. So in my crispy new uniform, I headed out for my first day at Prasadi.

As I entered through the front gate, I had butterflies in my stomach. I could see some teachers helping out the new students; we were asked to wait for sometimes until we found out the sections we were placed in and then we were sent to our classes. It felt good to see some familiar faces back from my school. The day went fine. There were introductions and interactions between the teachers and the students and brief lecture from chief about the rules and ways of Prasadi, and of course the trademark of Prasadi: studying on the first day.

I had heard about Prasadi earlier, about its strict rules and level of discipline to be maintained here. Since I came from a very reputed school of the country where I experienced strict discipline, I didn’t think it would matter much to me. But my college turned out to be even stricter than my school.

During the starting days, things were difficult to manage: the persistent lessons from teachers, the regularity of home works and the rush to utilize the twenty minutes short lunch break. But then with each passing days, it all turned well. I started adapting in the environment of Prasadi, in fact I started enjoying it here, as many of my friends did, without whom, this journey would’ve been difficult. I’ve made many new friends here at Prasadi who have turned out to be great companions. They have made these two years of my life memorable.

I am glad I chose to pursue my studies in Prasadi after completing my SLC. Branching out from studying many subjects at school to a particular stream and bridging the gap wouldn’t have been easy, had I not opted for Prasadi. The teachers here were very helpful, inspiring and encouraging. I enjoyed learning from them. All their teaching, guidance and effort have contributed a lot in my path of learning. I have learnt about a lot of stuffs in Prasadi and I am glad to have been a part of this great Institution. You never know how time passes. It feels like yesterday when I entered this gate of Prasadi and now it is all coming to an end. I’ve had lot of delightful experiences and met many new people at Prasadi. I will cherish every moment of the parcel of these experiences and memories that Prasadi has given me. They are sure to bring a smile on my face every time I recall them. And now when it’s time to leave, I’m sure every fellow student here feels the same as I do: Proud to be Prasadian!

By Juliana Shrestha
XII B5 Mgmt
Looking Back the Memories in Prasadi Academy

Now, it’s time to leave Prasadi Academy. It seems just like yesterday waiting in a long line to get a form of entrance exam. But I wonder how fast these 2 years passed. While joining Prasadi I was unknown, alone, strange as friends were few, however, at the end of the stage, I am leaving Prasadi with many friends.

From the first day in class 11 O8 till now in class 12 B5 I’ve gained very good memories. It feels really great to look back for a moment in Prasadi Academy. On the very first day of grade 11, all of the students in the class were shouting “that is Prasadi” while our first teacher started to teach us. After that, load of home works, bag checking rush of submitting homework at the last minutes which turned normal for us as time passed by. I cannot forget my friends with whom I’ve shared every great moment. Laughing, eating, and of course shouting with my bench partners Nikita, Kripa, Alisha, Rikita, and Palistha on class 11. It was great fun and of course returning back with my special friends Pratibha, Pema, Subeena ans Sangita laughing a loud in the middle of the road was great memory.

Walking up to the top floor in class 12 was the hardest thing. Laughing non-stop with my laughing partner Alisha spending great time with my great bench partners Puza and Lasta was the best memory I’ve had in my life. I will never forget dance of picnic, running early in the morning to get inside at 6:40 was most memorable moment.

I would like to thank all my inspiring and friendly teachers who’ve taught me. Their inspiration will always be with me. Every day you all taught us new things in new ways. I feel really proud to be a “PRASADIAN”. Prasadi has taught me a lot like, to be loyal with friends, forgive enemies etc. I hope up-coming Prasadian will also learn same thing. Thank you “PRASADI ACADEMY” to make me part of you.

By Pratikshya Bhusal
XII B5 Mgmt
Flashback

As a normal student I too had a dream of getting a best place for my higher schooling and I didn’t have the best option other than Prasadi, I must say Prasadi gave me the most beautiful moment of my life. From the first day in the college I could feel that my life was changing. I got some wonderful friends and they became close to me very soon. Many of Prasadians said homework troubled them but homework never troubled me. I had nothing to lose before I entered Prasadi but now I have probably the most beautiful gift which I am afraid to lose. I really got very good environment to study but as a matter of fact I might not have utilized it properly.

Grade 11 was really good but grade 12 was one of my dreams came true. Each and every second or minute in 12 were incredible. “RAM SIR I WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU FROM MY DEPTH OF MY HEART WITH FULL RESPECT” Sir, you might not know what I am thanking you for but really what you did, changed my life. Having fun in class, being with Anuj, sitting in last bench with Suyas, Sanjay just in order to be close to someone would be missed a lot. Writing message and passing would be missed a lot. Ears to teachers but eyes and heart somewhere else would be missed a lot. Really PRASADI, I would be missing you a lot. Surprise entry of our teacher in class for hair checking or bag checking, waiting for holiday’s notice was too crazy, we used to scream as if we had just won a big battle. Jokes of Sarthak were really interesting. Eyes’ talk with special friends, teasing friends, making useless gossips were the wonderful moments. Picnic was nice. We danced too wildly.

Every single moment in Prasadi would be truly missed. Finally I can say “I AM PROUD TO BE A PRASADIAN”.

Thank you teachers with respect! Love you all! Love you Prasadi! Love you sir and love you madams!

By Aashish Dhungana
XII B3 Mgmt
If you want to achieve success in life, there are only three things to do:

1. Study  2. Study  3. Study

Studying with determination is what makes people successful. From my childhood I have been listening a single sentence from my father “time and money spent on education never go worthless.” So, spend as much time in study as you can and don’t hesitate to invest on study either. Studying hard doesn’t mean studying anything but it means studying what you are interested in. I want to thank my parents that they never compelled me to read what they wanted rather they always encouraged me to study according to my interest. I have seen many students ruining their lives because of choosing the subjects what their parents and relatives forced them to choose. They then blame themselves and their parents for not being able to study according to self interest throughout their lives.

I’d like to share an experience of one of my friends here. Science faculty is still considered as only good subject after SLC; so my friend’s parents forced him to study Science with the dream of making him Doctor. So, he for his parent’s happiness gave farewell to his dream of becoming a successful banker and joined Science in a well known college of Kathmandu. But the pressure of study and pressure from college couldn’t help him to concentrate on laws and principles of Science so he failed in three subjects; Physics, Biology and Mathematics in grade XI and in Physics and Biology in grade XII. Now he is studying his +2 again taking Humanities faculty. So, pressure from his parents made him lose his dream of becoming successful banker and, his parents’ dream of making him a Doctor made him lose precious two years’ time of his life.

‘Always try to be best at what you are good at’. Never fail to recognize your interest and work with determination and dedication to achieve that. Do not compare yourself with other successful person or unsuccessful persons. Compare what you were, what you are and what you will be. Stepping forward with loads of interest on what you are doing prevents you from looking backward in your past. Do not think of being successful without hard work. “Chase excellence, success will follow you” these are the knowledge I got as a Prasadian.

Learning continues throughout our whole life and study enables us to achieve our goal in our lives. I’d like to thank Prasadi Academy, teachers and Prasadi management for providing me proper environment for my study. “I am always proud to be a Prasadian”.

By Dipesh Poudel
XII D3 Science
On that day when I entered into my college, I felt that I just got into the restricted area for me. All of them were walking past me and watching me like a mutant. The staff in the management and the faculties seemed to be giants and I was standing with them like a deer stand in a cave of a lion. In my hall all of the students were watching me. My mom always used to say that I was the best. I too believed her before coming to my college, because I was from the kind of circumstance. I was the top student in my class until I finished my 10th standard. Friends tried to spend their time with me. However, in my higher secondary level, I didn’t give much importance to the studies but tried to enrich my practical knowledge.

I realized that my mom lied to me. I saw many people there having extra ordinary knowledge and looking so beautiful and also found some people having nothing in their mind like me. I thought on that day I made a big mistake in my life. Commerce was not my right faculty, but just a wrong ambition for me. My game was over. But my brother said, “Don’t worry my dear! It’s just a day. College will teach you all the things itself”. Those words gave me a little energy. And that was true my college made me a complete girl in few months. My first friends in my college were Sangita and Pratibha. They were the first best friends for me. They were good looking and beautiful. They proved to be very good friend form the very beginning. After that I made all classmates as my friends. Toonisha is just stunning about her humor. She was from Jhapa and had knowledge in all fields. She was an interesting person. Selika was a cute girl and she believed on whatever we told. I love all my friends. I love my classroom and my last bench. So, friends, don’t be afraid of the first day. Those days are the turning point to our life.

By Nisha Kumari
XII B5 Mgmt
In Prasadi Academy

On my first day in Prasadi I was excited but, by the tight schedule and less break a bit disappointed. Thought my college was most boring of all the funniest part was the last period roll call.

The home works were compulsory, strict was the rule. Thought the teacher were all very cruel. A lazy fellow I was and still am. To the home works that I didn’t give a damn.

But soon even home works began to look fun. It felt great to say, “my home works are all done”. The teachers became friends, class turned into a gang I’ll always miss the gossips we had and the songs we sang.

Many new different people here I met, The golden moment with them will I never forget. Can’t explain in words, how good a Prasadian it felt to be I’m proud and happy I was a student in Prasadi Academy.

By Pravin Shrestha
D9 Science
Make a Right Choice

One big company was having a new staff. The question in the written exam was: you are driving a car in a big stormy night. When you pass by a bus stop you see three people who are waiting for the bus. One old lady who is dying, one doctor who saved your life before and one lady who is someone you have been dreaming to be with you. You can take only one passenger along, which one will you choose? Please explain your reason. Think about it before you read the following.

Every answer has its own reason. An old lady is going to die, anybody should obviously save her first, however every person has to die anyway. You should take the doctor because the doctor saved your life before. That is a perfect chance to pay him back. At the same time some people believe that you always pay doctor back in the future but you may never be able to find the perfect love once you pass this chance.

Among two hundred candidates, the one who was hired didn’t explain his answer. He simply stated “I’d give the car key to the doctor and let him take the old lady to the hospital and stay back to wait for the bus with the lady of my dream.”

By Tenjila Shilpakar  
XII B2 Mgmt
A Painful Departure with Prasadi....

Now the time has come to say goodbye to Prasadi. The two years journey in Prasadi had been really exciting and adventurous for me and had actually gone through a lot more stresses, ups and downs, pressures within these two years, but these stresses also had a hidden excitement. Every moment spent in Prasadi will always remain in my heart as a beautiful memory. I never thought that the departure with Prasadi would be so painful and difficult. When I firstly entered Prasadi, I thought that life in it, would be really boring. Gradually, when time passed I got to realize, how exciting Prasadi was. How can I forget my teachers and their presentation in classes. I had been such a student, who was commonly called for presentations. My teachers used to appreciate me for my confidence and my language of speaking. Prasadi was my first choice and today I can proudly say that it was my best choice.

When I was in grade XI, my only goal was to impress my teachers and secure higher percentage, as there’s a saying “first impression is always the last impression”. But once I was promoted to grade XII, I actually started enjoying my college life. I got to know my friends and my teachers more closely. While talking about my teachers, I think I’ll always be owing to Saroj Pyakurel Sir for making me what I am in Accountancy today. There are some more teachers whom I’ll be missing the most. Bhogee Sir, the class teacher of B’6’ and will miss his joke encouragement, his tough questions in terminal exams which always made me cry thinking that I wouldn’t be the higher scorer. Megh Raj Sir’s way of teaching was literally awesome. Manju ma’am’s encouraging skill will always be missing in my life after leaving Prasadi. I will always miss RKN sir’s dialogue “ek jhapad handinchu”. How can I forget Tara ma’am, who actually took us for a whole year. She was the only teacher who used to give some spare time and crack lots of jokes. Among various memories, my best memory would be Ratna Man Sir’s classes. I still remember he gave me a new name ‘Champ’ which made me feel out of the world. I can never forget the moments which I had shared with my mates. All those gossips, jokes, pranks, games etc. Aah..., how can I forget to list out the picnic day, where I got to know new friends. We literally danced for a whole day.

These were some memories that Prasadi had given me within these two years. Prasadi has actually transformed me from a weak person to a capable one. Today I can feel the difference being a Prasadian. Whenever I’ll be opening the book of my life, I’m sure Prasadi would be one of the most beautiful chapter of that book. Lastly, I would like to thank Prasadi for making me a part of its family.

By Sonisha Maharjan
XII B6 Mgmt
that I got chance to sit with Melu and Chandu. They were too much funny. I also got to know that the business studies and accountancy teachers are same from O’8’. That was also the great thing to me. I not only enjoyed with my old friends but also made many new friends. We used to make lots of noise so Manju ma’am changed the seat and I got to know that I had to seat with Pema and Toonisha. First we were really sad but after some time we three also became very good friends. We enjoyed a lot. In the break time Melu and all other my friend used to play basketball.

One day, when we were playing basketball we forgot that the time was over and we ran to the washroom but one of the teacher told us to stand infront of the punishment zone and told us that he would call chief. But we were lucky that chief sir was not in the college that time and he told us not to be late again and sent us in the classroom. Chief came in the classroom and called mine and Chandu’s name. Oh my god...that was the most frightening day, he told that the next day he would give...
….i.e. punishment. Whole night I was thinking that I would die. I knew that I should have been calm but my heart was beating very loud and fast. The next day Incharge sir called us and said not to do such things but I wondered that when I had not done anything then why me…?????But I was happy with it. Grade XII was the year full of memories for me. Lots of my friends will be missed and I know I’ll be alone but no matter friend are always friends.

Oh god! now it’s time to write the last paragraph but I just want that the two years of my life should again be replayed so that I can enjoy it again. Time and tide waits for no man. So, I will be carrying all those memories with me which were given by my friends, teachers. Thanks to Prasadi and my salute to great Prasadi: “PROUD TO BE A PRASADIAN”

By Sabina Chaulagain
XII B5 Mgmt

Proud to be a Prasadian

Rajesh Hamal may be proud to be an actor,
Barack Obama may be proud to be a President,
You may be proud on what you are but we are proud to be prasadians.
Malvika Subba is proud to hold the title of Miss Nepal,
John Cena is proud to hold the title of WWE championship,
You may be proud to hold the title of best student,
But we are proud to hold the title of Prasadians.

A director knows when he gets his model,
A musician knows when his instruments are in best condition,
Similarly, we, being Prasadians,
Know this is the best college.
Parents teach us about the society and rule,
Teachers teach us about book and knowledge
And Prasadi rules help us to maintain the things we have learnt.

By Muna Thapa,
Puja Shah and Gyatri Yadav, XII D4 Science
Prasadi : Lying in the Core of My Heart

“Memories warm you up from inside, but they also tear you apart”. The thought of leaving Prasadi has left sadness in my face but the memories created here shall always enlighten my heart. Before I could even realize these two years are about to end. It feels like there is a big part of me inside Prasadi and immense part of Prasadi and the memories created here have wound up inside my heart.

Looking back at the 1st day of Prasadi, lost in new faces and struggling for existence, I feel like how far has the time pushed me. Though I had hard time, I am sure there is no better place than Prasadi. The knowledge gained in Prasadi is an incessant success to our lives and my friends are a plus point to every experience I had in this institute.

Being a part of Prasadi was a joyous moment in my life and by the end I found myself enjoying every moments in Prasadi though it was a bit hectic in the beginning but by class XII, it was the homework I enjoyed the most. All the teachers and the way they taught had made a great impact on my mind. The jokes they cracked making the moment lighter was a relief from those complicated chapters for the time being.
The friends were an incredible support making the days in Prasadi an unforgettable one. The togetherness and the unity grew each day. Combine study with my friends was really a fun...

Summing up the moments in Prasadi, I found the Chief Sir’s lecture most memorable, enthusiastic and encouraging. Everytime, he came up to our class the passion for studying and doing something seem to rise in up. Further, the teachers of Prasadi were a helping hand and my friends were worth mentioning, they were the catalyst to every moment in Prasadi. Hence, every moment I had in Prasadi will remain fresh in my heart and mind forever. I am going to miss every single day in Prasadi.

“PRASADI ROCKS...”

By Stuti Poudel
XII D4  Science
Unforgettable Moments in Prasadi

There were several such moments which will last with me for life long. Specially the love and care of teachers, friends and staffs. I still can’t believe that we are at the end of our college life. Life in Prasadi was somehow as I thought in the beginning but soon I realized it was for our betterment and got used to it. Those moments spent in Prasadi will always be in my memories. The fun we had in picnic. I never expected I would even dance in my life but I did. Whenever I think of those moments automatically smile comes on my face. The classes which I attended were very precious to me. May be in the beginning I wasn’t that serious but soon I came to realize the moment which would decide our future. But still there are some tones of teachers which can’t be ignored. The argument between Rahul and BCG Sir for every questions. I can never forget some funny moments and the teachers funny dialogues. The mostly used dialogues of some teachers:

- BCG Sir: ‘aille halla garchas stupid’
- YKG Sir: ‘How easy? ullu de great’
- DD Sir: ‘you are excellent’
- BKTM Sir: ‘tero navaeko jhardinxu, halla nagar’
- SK Ma’am: ‘room No :8’
- RKS SIR: ‘nice cup of tea’
- RPY Sir: ‘don’t observe it, absorb it’
- SBH Sir: ‘I will cut your head, ghhans haru kei aaudaina’

Those moments won’t ever be lost. The knowledge we get from our seniors and teacher was very precious. Our Chief sir, who guided us in every steps will help to achieve success. They might forget it but I won’t ever let it go. In future, I don’t know where I might be but I will always miss each and every moments of my college life. Those funny tones will make me remember what we had done. The moment of when URT Sir warned us for long hair, GT Sir calling for explanation of leaving classes. Each and every friend of my college, specially J’12’ boys, I will really miss them a lot. In class 12 I rarely got a chance to understand my friends, maybe due to several misunderstandings. If anyone had ever got hurt with my words, I appolosize, but I never wanted to. Each and every members of college who helped me will always be in my memories. Thanks to all. Hope you all have a great life ahead.

By Bibek C. Mahaseth
D8 Science
When there is so much love for someone, when there has been so much of happiness and joy, it's natural to be reluctant to close that beautiful chapter. Whatever it may be, but it's always important to know when something has reached its end; finishing chapter, saying goodbyes, it doesn't matter what we call it, but what matters is to leave in the past memories that are over. But I think the memories in prasadi are going to haunt me forever.

When I had entered the gate of Prasadi, I didn’t have the slightest idea that I’d be so attached to it that it’d be heart breaking to leave it. The period of two years was really a golden period of my life. I was in O’10’ section in grade 11, a morning section. Oh! My god it was really a Hercules task for me to get early in morning. But I am glad to state that I was never late for class. Getting loads and loads of homework and managing time for entertainment in this hectic schedule was really a challenging job. Despite that heavy schedule I managed time for everything. Classes of BCG sir, SBH sir, RKS sir, SK ma’am, BM ma’am SSA ma’am, RRG sir are like the vivid pictures printed in the memories. Jokes of SBH sir, BCG sir’s yesterday and the way of RKS sir relating every derivative of Physics with tea are really unforgettable. Cracking jokes, giggling in class, and gossiping are the fresh memories that can’t be erased. The time that I spent with my cute friends Shrinkhala, Mona, Anupa, Monika, Rijju, Upama and Sanjana.

As I travelled in time and got flash backs of those moments I felt an incessant energy flowing through the synopsis of my nervous system that guides to the world of heavenly pleasure. I have no words to express the gratitude to my friends and teachers. I just want to say “THANK YOU” to all for helping me to become a better person each passing day.

By Pratibha Acharya
XII D2 Science
“Prasadi with My Unforgettable Moments”

My 1st day at Prasadi is still fresh and it’s already time to say goodbye. “Prasadi” the number one college in Nepal, which has been regularly rewarded with National Academic excellence award for almost a decade, is a great example of success in itself. Prasadi has become the ideal platform where one can bring best out of himself / herself. Prasadi does not only promise to give quality education but, it helps to build up good discipline among the students.

I have spent lovely moments of my study in the ambience of Prasadi and from my experience I could confidently claim Prasadi as the best alternative for your bright future. In these two years I have collected lot’s of unforgettable and cherishable moments in Prasadi. However, there are some sweet as well as bitter memories spent in Prasadi. First memory that comes on my mind is about doing lot ‘ of homework till midnight, carrying the heavy bundles of books and copies, hurried departure from college gate etc. Sometimes there would be surprise bag checking. Special memory is about unexpected visit of chief sir. Whenever our chief gave us speeches my intensity for study increased. It was really fun to attend the speeches of chief sir. Chief sir’s strict rules to control the students and brilliant mind and his effort to make us perfect individual is the thing that we all Prasadian must salute. So, I heartly want to thank our chief sir. Likewise there are some sweet memories about our teachers which I never forget. Our class teacher Raj Kumar sir dialogue “haina haina”. Pharindra sir’s saying” my English is very fast yaa!!!! It will be hard for you to understand. So, listen up! Bhadra sir with his dialogue “what’s the cause?” Ram sir with his funny act during the class and last but not the least about out handsome Pankaj sir with his jokes and expression makes the class refresh. Oow!!!!! How can I forget my friends who have filled my college days with fun and laughters? My best friend Manisha who, always kept on supporting me, other close friends like Rasana , Jasmine, Hasina , rabina , Nisha, Tanjila and I will miss other friends of section O’9’and B ‘3’ too. I will miss you guys. Other thing which I’ll be missing is the time when I used to wait eagerly for lunch break and especially to go to home because the periods used to make me feel very drowsy. But now there aren’t enough days for me to wait for 11:10 Wow! The moment of Picnic was superb with wild dance I couldn’t forget every moment spent in Prasadi with my friends and teachers are truly memorable and unforgettable. I’ll cherish all those moments forever.

Lastly I would like to say that “if a drop of water falls in lake, it has no identity, but if it falls on a leaf of Lotus it shines like a Pearl. So, choose the best place where you would shine. Try to take every moment in Prasadi as a golden chance so that you won’t have to regret later. As we know time and tide never waits, the time is near to change us from Prasadian to ex-Prasadian. As I come Prasadi alone but I’m leaving it with lots of unforgettable and cherishable moment with my friends and teachers.

By Punam Maharjan
XII B3 Mgmt
Days in Prasadi Academy

I have completed my two years in Prasadi Academy but it seems as if I have joined recently. The time which I spent in Prasadi is really very special for me which I can’t get back. The thing I can take for whole of my life is memory.

Before I joined this college I heard from people that this college was strict, full of rules and regulations but I don’t think it as strict as I heard. I found Prasadi Academy’s teachers were very friendly. Obviously, Prasadian are not allowed to put on cosmetics, make their nail long and for boys long hair. People think its rules but in my opinion its necessity of students to be in a proper uniform.

The first day of class XI when I entered Prasadi there was a lot of questions in my mind. How are the teachers going to be like, whether I would find friends or not? Actually my only one best friend have joined Prasadi Academy but she was in D’11’. I entered the class and introduce myself to few friends. Within a week I got closer to each of them. Our first period was Nepali and I was the most recognized student because on the very first day during attendance I presented lovely and whenever I spoke I was caught by him. Second period was of Nagendra sir, he always encouraged us and he was one of the caring teacher as well. Likewise, the third period was of Amala ma’am which was also quite interesting but I would always ask Rabina about time because after that we had 20 minutes break. Fourth period was of Saroj sir which was interesting as well as encouraging. Whenever he asked me question my friends helped me and one day I was caught and we three had to give presentation. We three (Fameeda, Rabina and me) were called 3idiots by him. And lastly it was Rajkumar sir’s period, he used to say “Haeena” after completion of his every sentence. He used to entertain us by giving 30 second break after completion of every topic. I must say every moment I spent in O’7’ was really great.

Finally I stepped in class XII B’6’ after completion of grade XI. I thought, I would be separated from Rabina and Femeeda but luckily it didn’t happen. Out class teachers BRR was really encouraging and second period was Economics and we were really very happy after we found our Nagendra Sir as our Economics teacher. Third period was of Manju ma’am which was very inspiring and encouraging for me and espically when she assigned us task in class. I would do it as fast as I could so as I get “good”. Fourth period was Tara ma’am “business period”. Fifth period was maths and it was interesting period. After 11:05 I would wait for sir to say “girls”. I found myself very lucky because I was able to attain Ratna Man Dangol sir’s class. His class was just unforgettable. His jokes, way of teaching, I like his way of teaching very much. And we also got opportunity to attend Megh Nath Dangal Sir’s class.

I enjoyed a lot these two years. I got to make more friends, learnt about people’s nature and many more. At last I would like to thank all teachers, friends who supported, encouraged, and inspired me throughout the year.

By Sujata Dulal
XII B6 Mgmt
Flashback……..

Closing my eyes, I could see a very dim vision ahead and notice two gateways to lead my life ahead. I have come to realize that the time has come up with an alarm to make me alert about building up my career. Among two gateways, one seems to lead very easy path and next seems to lead very hard one but has got fruitful future. I have arrived to a real journey to my future. I’m scared and wish to stop this time and make static. But knowing that time is most precious in the world that never stops for anyone behalf of begging and cries, why am I making this foolish wish? Though I know all these things I am getting much more frightened.

Before I walk ahead I want to have flashback to my most memorable days in the past. And for making my past colorful, my college life pays most. With a new hope, I joined Prasadi Academy for my +2 studies. It is common for everyone to be a bit nervous at new place and with new faces. Likewise, some months were lost to get adjusted in a new environment. Study burden during exam time due to no gap in between, late night stay just to complete home works, fun with friends, eating during class hours etc strikes my mind till now. These two years went just in a glimpse. During these years, we became familiar with many faces, teachers and some teachers repeated words are fresh in my mind. Some of them are RKS sir’s chiya jokes, BCG sir’s ‘you stupid’, YKG sir’s ‘very easy’, DD sir’s,’ you are excellent, etc. wonderful moments will always remain in my mind. Likewise, the point has finally to be departed from Prasadi life. It is said that we begin to see good aspects about something or someone when we realize that we are soon about to lose that or them. Now I’m worried about losing my college life but as time and tide wait for none, I should walk ahead. The things that I have got from this academy is priceless.

Now, winning my fearful mind I should go ahead in life, achieve something, build up my career. I should accept the time. Though, I had a good time in Prasadi, I willingly also couldn’t stick to it. So, it’s the time to bid goodbye to prasadi. I could never ever forget the wonderful moments of college life. Lastly, I wish for the prosperity of this academy.

By Utkrista K.C
XII D8 Science
Party in My Mind

No matter how the burning our feet were and limited platform we had, we, the students of grade 12 Science had forgotten all the worries and yet we danced wild! This was a part of the picnic for grade 12 science which was on 13th February 2013. We excitedly gathered outside the college premises, boarded on the respective buses to set off to our trip to Tribhuvanpark, Thankot. We all were excited to be there. On the way we sang and played in the bus. As soon as we had reached there, we filled our stomachs with light refreshment and we took rest. As the music started, all the students were on the floor dancing. This day was very ‘BIG DAY’ for us. After two years of long hectic and tiresome homework and study business, we finally had a time for ourselves and we spent the day with our friends with whom we were never together due to the limitation of time in the college. That day I saw many of my friends including me whose feet got frozen while dancing with the music. Maybe it was the ‘MOST MEMORABLE’ day of our high school life. On the way back home, the dancing hangover had not gone. So we were still like “PARTY IN MY MIND”

By Manjita Khadka
XII D8 Science
Life in XII B3

XII B’3’ is the worst class
This is what you may have heard,
We are one united mass,
All you have heard will seem absurd.
Some classes are boring
And tension is always growing,
Yet we manage to have fun
And get all the homeworks done.
We don’t know from where to start
All friends seem so nice,
Here friends aren’t two faced
But have more faces than a dice.
Shriya is the brilliant one
She is first in everything
Amita and Poonam are fashion queen
Sajun, Aaditya, Krishna are happy teens.
Rajkumar, Suyash, Silon, Jasmine are silent & hardworking
Sama, Getson, Upasana are most of the time joking
Hasina and Rahul are window peeping
This class can make the teachers fuming.
All of us are the best of friends
Jasmine know the latest Bollywood trends
Parikshya is very good friend,
Suyash and Sanjay are trying hard to blend
Anish’s cheeks get red when he is shy
Velin is too busy to say hi
Ashma is always on time
Ishana and Shraddha’s voice sounds like wind chimes.
Then comes friendly sulochana, Niran, Santosh, Aparna
Who’s polite to everyone,
Where would we be without Getson, Sama?
They bring all the fun.
Aishma and Ishana
Aren’t very tall
I don’t know much about Nemika
Since, she is the new girl.
Shreya is always found
Chewing lots of gums,
Soni and Nemika
Don’t talk to everyone.
Miraj and Rojit
I don’t know what to say,
Poonam and jasmine
I never see them play.

our own Ashish Basnet
He doesn’t talk that much.
Don’t get us started about Hasina,
“Blah!!! Blah!!! Such and such”
Saguna and Rabina
Always try to be the best
Sitting at the last bench always feels great
We get punished while coming late.
Oh dear!
How can we forget Sarthak here,
The tourist who’s seen few times a year
Doing homework is his only fear.
Shraddha, Isahna and Shriya
Have a divine power
When they sit at the last
Class 12 B’3’ always has a blast!!
Who did we miss????
Yes Aastha! she’s another new girl
We can’t remember anyone else,
So we guess that must be all.
Oh! our class teacher Mr. RajKumar,
He simply rocks.
And a word of “haina!haina”!
He can really box!
These years have gone so fast,
We feel bad remembering the past.
Feels like yesterday when we said “Hi”!
But time has come to say “good bye”.

By XII B3 Group Mgmt
Two Years in Prasadi

The two years of my life at ‘Prasadi’ have passed away so quickly that I cannot even realize that it is going to end. I think that I just entered “Prasadi” about a week ago. All memories which I had in “Prasadi” are still fresh in my mind.

My college life is going to finish in 2weeks but I still remember the first day of my life at “Prasadi”. I entered into the college with fear in my heart. I went to the notice board to see where my name was. I found my name at the end of section O’13’. I went to the class. Simran and Zoonu were my first friends in Prasadi.

I have lots of good memories with my friends like gossiping, having cheese ball and chocolates during the break time. I will miss you Punam and Jasmine, helping each other in studies and other memories with my friends are with me. My life at Prasadi is a mysterious journey where I had to face many consequences and I had to compromise with many occasion due to lack of holidays. This is all about me and my friends. But what about the hard working and determined teachers who gave us the knowledge? I would like to thank them all from my inner heart. I would miss all the teachers very much, especially Pankaj Sir for his jokes and expressions and Manju ma’am for her love and care. I will miss them.

All the memories that I had with “Prasadi” are priceless. In these two years we had lots of fun with friends and teachers. At the beginning I was really bored with the rules and regulation of college. But today when my college life is coming to the end I would like to stop the time. But time never comes back. So I am going away from Prasadi with lots of memories which will always make me happy in future. I will miss the jokes told by Sama and friendly friends Cilon, Parikshya, Ishana, Mansa, Rasna, Shreya, Sharada, and Anjali. Finally for all these memories I would like to thank Mr. Bikram Rai and say I am proud to be a Prasadian.

By Hasina Maharjan
XII B3 Mgmt
It’s all about Days in ‘Prasadi Academy’

On the day of entrance exam, all alone and shy, carrying an umbrella in that heavy rain, I was waiting for the gate to open; the new stage of my life began. Entrance exam was over, admission done and I came as a Prasadian in section ‘O9’. Seeing all new faces with full of ambition I chose to sit with my very new friends Upasana and Soni. Time passed and I enjoyed every day in the class, our friendship became stronger. At the end of the year everyone knew that we would be upgraded to Grade XII. Everyone thought what they would do if they got separated with their friends without whom they would get bored in every single period. Grade XI completed with full of fun in O9 in which I had many new friends with whom even every boring period became interesting; everyone felt happy and promised that they would regularly meet their friends even if they got their section separated.

Admission time for grade XII students and I was this time selected as Noisy ‘B3’ student…..confused whether I would find my friend in the same section or not…..Slowly, I went to the class…..Should I say luck by chance or what so ever I found almost same friends in section B3, I also had same bench partners. I was so happy about having a year more to spend together. Our friendship touched the heights and so our burden of studies. We enjoyed classes more, bringing a new topic every day. Days passed and the session ended but my love for Prasadi will remain the same. I will be missing all my friends, teachers, chief sir’s lectures and so on I am and will always be ‘proud being a Prasadian’.

By Smriti Atal
B3 Mgmt
Things that will never Return in My Life

- After Prasadi; I will never get chance to wish that there would be checking whenever I am late for college.
- I will never be called as “class ko don” by Saroj sir again.
- I will never get chance to gossip in class again being “3 idiots”
- I will never hear RKS sir telling “haina” after each correct sentence he says.
- I will never be scolded with respectful words like Bhogi sir does.
- I will never be called “chhorī” by any teacher during my classes like MRD sir did.
- I will never be frank with any teacher as much as I was with Tara ma’am.
- I will never have that smile again which comes in my face when RKN sir says “girls”.
- I will never get phone call from school to know why was I unable to attend my class.
- I will never finish my lunch, talk with my friends, read around, play and do many other things within 20 minutes.
- I will never get chance to eat samosa of Prasadi’s canteen.
- Whenever I enter in Prasadi, I will not be known as “student”, I will be known as “ex-student”.

By Rabina Luitel
XII B6 Mgmt
D5, Journey from Jestha -28 to Chaitra 7

Come on guys, climb five storey building for a moment
Don’t be in dilemma… just climb it
You reached an entrance hall?
Oops! no door , no problem we have two back widows
And five side windows, we have three fans too, right?
Yaa, this is the D’5’, a journey from Jestha 28 to Chaitra 7,
Here we live a family of 47 members entirely guided by
A lot of teachers and nourished by their love and knowledge,
Oh! How I can forget those dreadful sounds of striking
Windows, frightening us time and again,
Two rows of benches, on the right it’s entirely for girls and boys have it on the left
Umm….bored? Please, don’t be … Now comes about our members.
Rohit a gentle guy whose behaviour always pleased others,
So were Mahim , Saurav and Kiran , always wonderful friends,
Anil never stopped making humour in the class,
Who was accompanied by his near mates Pritam, Saughat, Birat and Niren,
Salu, a wonderful girl, always took her first position with her laugh,
Oh! How can we miss Diksha’s cross questions along with her sweet smile?
Nabin…Oh ! god…his dedication to study’s really appreciable,
Gentleness of Abhi always made his sharp personality in the class,
So was Sailesh, always friendly, dedicated to knowledge,
Ha….Bhaskar would never forget his incident in chemistry lab with chief sir,
A really friendly and smiling guy.
Oh! Let us remember Pappu’s organic conversions, Nirajan’s calculations,
Rabindra’s smile and subodh’s gentleness
Let us not forget the friends, Nabina fine and fast & Sonali’s  nature really nice,
Sorry! We missed our captain Suraj, a hat wearing guy,
Really, difficult to identify him in the picnic.
Dancing with Ashok was really shocking and wonderful experience in the picnic.
We shouldn’t miss our talkative Pratik, always sharing his own experiences.
Aashma always turning a cool girl, perfect from every aspect,
Nisha umm…confusing right? Shrestha or Mahaseth?
It’s impossible to forget the boldness of Yashoda in her unique and cute smile,
Dakshyata, oh! We seldom saw her eyes up, wondering in her own world,
Shreya ,again confusing right? Thapa or upadhayaya?
It’s Shreya Thapa along with Samikshya having their own company definitely glad.
Let’s come to Shreya Upadhayaya, a sincere girl whose entry fills charm to the surrounding, a perfect example.
Oops! We missed Nisha Mahaseth and her bench mate,
Surakshya umm... not so frank but silent in their talks.
The things that will be memorable is Aagya laughing in silence followed by our laughter.
Let us not forget Shibu’s English tone really appreciable,
Pratigya, always remained silent, determined and kind,
Rumi, Subina and Aastha, the three bench partners, always following their principle of unity,
Reema, Alina and Pratistha were ever close friends from XI to XII and attached as a permanent magnet,
Jyostna’s hair style, Sunita’s dimple and Pratika’s smile will always be in memory of hard disk of our brain,
So will be Sabina’s sincerity and Sarmila’s mischief,
Last but not the least, we all are the pride of D5.
“Proud to be a Prasadian”

By Manoj Mandal
XII D5 Science
Farewell

Let me tell you today
What filled my class with fun.

They are priceless gems of D9
My awesome friends for long run.

My day begins with Raisha’s favourite song
When it comes to pranks, Pravin is never wrong.

Smily Utsav, hardly awake you’ll get
Subin is the quietest tiger I’ve ever met.

Talented Nikesh is famous for his golden voice
Anisha is the fun bank with all gossips of your choice.

Yaju has the cute evil smile, everyone adores
Sevok with his “daari des;” is a company who never bores.

Charming Sujina’s jokes never go in vain
Here comes Bhuwan, to make you smile again.

Intelligent Allen has answer to make him stand tall
Apoorva is strong one who can easily make you fall.

When it’s about talking to girls Sanyam is a bit shy
If you have a clear loud laugh, then Ashesh is the guy.

Thanking all my friends for making my years
It’s me Nikita, writing about you all biding a farewell.

By Nikita Dulal
D9 Science
A Journey From Dawn To Dusk

I read somewhere
That life is a journey from dawn to dusk
And was advised to be aware
While growing up in the land of fun
These two years of mine spent here
Has taught me many things that today I want to share
The first day I stepped into Prasadi I was filled with a strange fear
But now as the day of leaving this place is coming near
I want to spend my last days here with great care.
Days spent here as I look back today
Have forced me to say
“Prasadi, I thank you today”
For teaching me lesson of life every day.
This is the place where I found friends I’ll treasure all my life
And from the teachers I learnt that pen is more powerful than a knife.
Here I got the opportunity to learn to do many things in just 20 minutes
And also the chance to enjoy many sonnets.
I also tried to get in me the virtues like diligence and patience
And also tried my best to chase excellence.
Today I feel that my decision to go to Prasadi was right
As in these two years my road trip has actually turned into flight
With a goal set in front of my sight
I’m hopeful to get victory like a Knight.

By Deekchhya Basnet
XII D5 Science

Prasadi, Memories and a Salute

When captain RPY gives his slow and steady lecture;
I realize those cosmic bombardment of my near nature;
When sergeant SBH presents his lecture with humor and laugh;
I remember those music of violin with which Einstein justified E=mc²
The morning tea; and those vibrating waves at its surface;
Make me visualize those words of colonel RKS
The sense of courage and spirit forces me out;
With the powerful words of sir JPY scholar.
Those scolding; full of love and warmth;
Is better experience in RL’s class.
These all memories rise violently in my mind;
Anywhere when I see sir KBP’s facial emotions.

By Sandesh Lamsal
XII D4 Science
Two years of Our life.....

A part of our journey has been come to an end
Something started and will finish as the trend
Seems like it’s only yesterday that we started
But today we’re here to be departed.
We still have long way to go
We have our journey to complete
Yet these two years will be treasured the most
Though there are things we gained and things we lost

These years of our life are the most cherishing
As it’s full of memories, learnings and bondings.
In this short time
Teachers taught us to learn better
And our friends taught us to be better
So even though this phase has come to an end
You’ll all be remembered in every step and every bend.

By Sneha Shrestha
XII D8 Science
If you ever make a mistake and follow up the noise
you’ll end up to XII D2 at top of their voice
you’ll always find SK ma’am shouting hey!
Because this is the class where devils play
Shouting all wild to shake the whole block
And when you see Kushal sitting all quiet it is a shock
Anupa’s voice is heard when moon is blue
Monika’s hair is best in class and that is true
Asif is known as hero of our class.
Ujjowol, Pratik and Pramod are so cool always ready to make a blast
Dilkash is a guy still unknown to us
‘Homework garyo’ is what Manjila asks you first
Shrinkhala is sweet with strong determination
Here is Sammit who is laughing Buddha’s 13th incarnation
Riju is not meek as she looks
Neha can get lost in the world of books
Saurav is a guy who is silent and shy
Aayusha is always engaged in books, we don’t know why?
Smiriti the genius is always so sweet
Om Prakash in class is always mute
Who can beat Upasana’s wonderful art
Without Rajand, Nirman, how can anyone laugh?
Sanjana G and Sanhana Y are friends forever
Talking about breaking down makes Mona feel better
Though not by looks Astha studies a lot
Look how beautifully Chandra speaks Nepali, Oh my god!
Here is Nitesh speaking faster than uv radiation
Bikram is the guy with mind and creation
Who can ever beat Imtihaz’s caricatures
Richa the girl with shrill voice is of helping nature
Sandip J and Sandip P thought competes are good friends
Here is Pratibha whose confusion never seems to end.
And this is how the devils of XII D’2’ are cool
We are tortures for teachers, and break our own rule.
And if you give history a rewind you’ll know XII D’2’ is just one of its kind.

By Pratibha Acharya
XII D2 Science
An Interview with Bhimlal Gurung, Member secretary of HSEB

Bhimlal Gurung, born in 2007 B.S in Kushma of Parbat district, started his career as a teacher of primary level. After 34 years of involvement in the field of education, Gurung is working as member secretary of Higher Secondary Education Board now. He has had an experience in this field from lower level to policy making. He got opportunity to serve as a primary teacher and later as a principal of secondary level. Gurung entered the job of officer in 2034 BS and promoted to Under secretary, Joint secretary and policy maker respectively and finally appointed to assistant general secretary of UNESCO by Nepal government.

Gurung, who did Bachelor degree in humanities from Prithvi Narayan Campus and Master’s Degree in Education from Tribhuvan University, claims that he attained this status because of his creativity, intelligence, and ability of his own. Parents’ awareness to education encouraged him to know the value of education and got interested in continuing his education, says Gurung.

A Dialogue of prasadian with member Secretary, Gurung.

How is your tenure going on as a member secretary?

It is going on comfortably, satisfactorily, and pleasantly. Really, it is my pride to be appointed to such a prestigious post of a member secretary of Higher Secondary Education Board and to undertake my duties and responsibilities. While working being service oriented, life becomes pleasant and self satisfaction prevails. Thus, it has become the moment of joy for me to work as a member secretary.

You are working in the field education for a long time; what do you say about the condition of education in Nepal?

There has been rapid development of education in Nepal. Destination is not so far while talking about the expansion of access in terms of basic education. In secondary and lower secondary level, there is the situation to be initiated little by the government. But we have to work further for the improvement of the quality education.

How have you contributed to the development of education in Nepal as you have worked in this field for a long time?

Basically, I spent my professional life in the field of education. During this time, I worked a lot for the promotion of education by undertaking different roles related to this field. I have contributed my best from my side but an attempt of an individual is not enough. People involved in the field of education should be active as per the policy, purpose and objectivity to achieve the goal. There has not been long term thought, goal, policy and programs of education for eight years or so because of political instability. So, now we are in an uncertain situation. This situation is sad but I am optimistic that our education automatically takes its speed if as politics gets stable. Now the whole state has got entangled in transition, leave it alone the education sector.

It is said that Nepal’s education does not meet international standard. What do you say about it?

No one should evaluate Nepal’s education without any base. While talking about quality education, It has been considered qualitative which is instantly consumed by the market after the completion of certain level and that is the fact of today. It was not so in the past. Those who could not write bonds and other legal documents, the quality of SLC would be considered as meaningless. That could be termed as impractical education. The education that addresses the need of the time is practical. Later English language got its importance. Those who could speak and write English language were taken as the product of quality education. Now with the course of time, the field of occupation has become wide
and varied, so the students have to have unlimited knowledge in new field. This is how there might be the issue of determination in quality education. Now there is the demand of technical education. We are far back while seeing our education in the world. We are yet to do a lot for technical education but we have set out for it. We might be seen far back because of the absence of practicality in our education.

**What’s the reason that we are back in technical education?**

There are many factors and one of them is the need of profuse investment on it. Government should always be ready for investment. For example, to join MBBS, Engineering in Nepal one should complete +2 in science. There is no environment in many higher secondary schools of the nation to teach science program. While considering the milieu of the whole nation, it is the responsibility of the government to back public higher secondary schools and provide students with opportunities to study science, but it is scanty. Many students have studied in government schools but only few have been studied science. On the other hand, private colleges become the choice of science students since there are essential physical infrastructures that the students need. Those who study at private colleges have access to medicine and engineering and those who cannot afford for private education are deprived of technical education. On one hand technical education is very expensive, on the other hand the education of science at private colleges itself is expensive, and so the students from middle class family have not got opportunity. Very few Nepalese are capable to study medicine by paying four million rupees. Our technical education keeps on lagging behind until the government does not invest on it, or does not make environment for technical education or does not initiate to encourage the students to enroll themselves in technicle education. Nepalese students are tempted to take international certificate and students who are leaving this country for study is increasing. **What do you say about it?**

Yes, the trend of studying in foreign country has increased. The guardians too, for their status in the society, want to send their children abroad. It has become the culture of our society that if you send your child abroad for study, you feel you have position in your society. Students themselves began to think that unless they go abroad like their seniors, they lag behind. But I don’t think students go abroad for quality education. In Nepal, some institutions have already been established which are able to provide with international standard education though they are not enough. Few students may go abroad to study proper technical education, but rest students go there in the guise of student for earning. They have their opinion that they can earn themselves when they go abroad but in Nepal they have to depend on their parent’s investment. In this situation, neither the capable human resource with technical education return home nor those who went abroad for earning. All of them seem busy in earning money there except few. Moreover, they have pine for green card and PR to be settled there. It is really an irony that they are pessimistic since they think nothing happens in Nepal and it is useless to remain here.

**Who’s mainly responsible for this?**

Government is mainly responsible for this. I wonder why the government did not create the environment to prevent students form going abroad. Government should take it under consideration that if the students of this age go abroad they spend all their potential age there. Can this person contribute to the nation when s/he returns home in his/her old age? So the government should discourage these students from going abroad and for this it should be an investment on quality education and high level technical education.

**Why isn’t the investment of government getting success in the production of moderate level human resource?**

Practical education and technical education are two different things. The base of practical education is technical education. The purpose of technical education is to reinforce the practical education or develop technology. Though these two are different, there is nail flesh relationship between, them. So long as the technical education does not develop, practical education cannot flourish. We take practical education as the means of producing medium level human resource. In this context, the streams of +2 of Higher Secondary Education Board have become the initial stage of producing medium level human resources and the second is streams run, maintained, and managed by CTEVT. So those who want to have technical education later can join the streams of +2. Now new curriculum has also been developed. It has been tried to make the education practical from class 1 to 12. For this purpose government is about to run a program of a model education institution in 75 districts.

**Whether the production of technical education has got opportunities in Nepal or not?**

Those who are graduate in medicine and engineering have got opportunities but the number of unemployment is sure to increase unless industries and related business are depended. Whether it is doctor or engineer, the trend of leaving country has increased; it may be because of the halt in proper development. Our qualified resources have been provided PR and opportunities by developed countries so they have remained there. Professional people like doctor, engineer, CA, Nurse, teacher and et al are roaming to and fro with the dream of going abroad. ‘Get rich quick’ has become the trend of today’s people, so the temptation of foreign country has increased. This tendency remains the same until the country does not go on stable development. Unless the government gives hope to those who desire to go abroad, condition becomes worse and it persists.

**How much necessary do you think to provide international standard education in Nepal?**

In the changing scenario, the world has become one now. Neither we are away from others nor are others away from us. We have to make our education compatible to the education of other developed countries while the world has been globalized and there’s open competition. We don’t have any alternative except improving the quality of education.

**What should the government do for the students like us who want to study living in Nepal?**

It has been the same thing talked before. The government should be able to raise the question- Why abroad for study while there is quality education in our country? For this government should make conducive environment to stop student’s going abroad. If the government is not able to do
so, many educational institutions can be established by encouraging private sector on the basis of private public partnership. Student can be discouraged from leaving the country for quality education by generating capable human resources. There must be the situation that students see better opportunities here than abroad.

**Must we go abroad for study until there is not favorable environment as you told?**

No, no you shouldn’t go abroad if you follow my advice since many have got progress living here. Those who have been studying management should get influenced from Min Bdr. Gurung of Bhatbhateni Supermarket, other successful bankers, industrialist Binod Chaudhary and should be courageous to do something like them. If you can, you do not need to go abroad, Do something and show your capability to the nation. Make a status of successful person serving motherland.

**What difference do you find in higher level education of your time and now?**

To say from the perspective of quality education I don’t find any difference between education I had and now. But the crucial thing is that there was good environment for study and strong desire for study. There was not any obstacle in education but now there are lots of hindrances which have spoilt the environment to study, and it has become a problem.

**Higher secondary education is included in school education in foreign countries but it is like college education in Nepal. Why is this difference?**

It is because of the policy of the government. Initially it was said school education from class one to ten, then eleven and twelve higher secondary education. It was proficiency certificate level at university after SLC. It made the trend of being admitted at university programs immediately after SLC. This trend established the culture of calling college. Later because of globalization, there came the situation of competing with foreign education by making our educational programs equivalent to theirs. This is why the government has introduced the program of SSRP now. Under this program class 11 and 12 will not be called higher secondary school; the education from class 9 to 12 will be included in secondary level education. Likewise, from class one to eight it will be called basic education. Now, the education from 1 to 12 will be included in school education as practiced in foreign countries. Though it has been implemented as a model, it has not got legality yet.

**How have you found the condition of +2 education in Nepal?**

This structure of +2 education is in crisis since the government has granted subsidy to school education from one to ten. Teachers, salary for teachers, money for administrative expenditure all have been managed by government. Such is the case of university where education above +2 is provided. Government bears the expense of research and other physical infrastructures. But class 11 and 12 have become such a critical level that the government has not paid any attention. Government itself does not have the teachers of this level and there are no teachers of public higher secondary schools themselves. Subsidy is scanty, and though it has relieved, it is not enough for all the other expenses. Schools themselves have to manage fund. On the other hand, the private educational institutions, which have run 11 and 12, have not been supported. So there is the complaint that +2 education is expensive. This level of education has suffered a lot because of the indifference of the state. If the state had invested on public higher secondary school, there would have been good result as a return of investment, and the students wouldn’t have been compelled to join private schools.

**As per the age, attitude and the goal of students for higher education, this level is considered to be very sensitive but why isn’t there the investment of the government in such a level?**

It is so because those who have to know the sensitiveness of this level have not known at all. Government should know the sensitiveness and should not hesitate to invest on it. The main thing that the government has not noticed yet is that the students who pass SLC join class 11 and 12, and that all these are our children. We can easily realize that there is the main role of the government to keep +2 in limbo.

**If the investment is all, do you think the education of school and university would deteriorate like this?**

Well, you came to good point. Once we from Higher Secondary Board went to finance ministry with the topic of increasing investment on higher secondary education and I had claimed that the return would be good if it was invested on school and university alike. To the question "Why +2, it has been ignored?" One responsible officer said, a lot has been invested on school and university education and so education, result, and environment for education all are in chaos. There is neither discipline nor quality education. There is a good result and result in time since we’ve not invested on +2 education. There has been standard education there. He became skeptical that if it is invested on +2 education, +2 will also spoil like schools and universities. It sounds like a fact somewhat but it is not so. When there is investment on anything, monitoring is a must. Schools have got corrupted not because of the investment but because of the lack of proper monitoring. Likewise it was invested on higher
education but there was not proper management. This has worsened the environment of education. Educational environment has worsened because of the lack of favorable educational environment and skilled manager.

How do you take yourself as a successful person?
I find myself very successful because I was born in a very lower class family. I have come to this level with constant struggle. Till this date the government of Nepal has realized the need of me. I feel proud to see this. The government has kept on giving responsibility to me while I have got retired from civil service and it’s time to have rest. I have been able serve in the field of education. I’ve done good whatever I’ve undertaken. I am satisfied from the work I’ve done till date. I have been able to claim the work done with pride and confidence.

What should one do to be successful?
Main thing for success is your dedication, discipline and thought. These are keys to success to all. One should know family is a unit of society and human beings are social beings. While living help to all, good social spirit, co-operation, mutuality are all key points that one must have. One should always have the thought that I myself cannot do anything alone and so I should get help from others and others too need my help. This feeling makes a bond of brotherhood in any society. Another thing for success, one should be selfless and should avoid temptation, attachment and wrongdoing. One should go ahead with hard work, good work, dedication and perpetuation to work. These are sure to lead one to success.

What reformations have you introduced in higher Secondary Education Board after you got appointed?
There have been lots of reformations internally. It has been established trend of publishing result in time. There has been the total end of the loss of students’ academic year. We have met the deadline of admission at universities. Another visible reformation is the system of making 2/3 sets of examination questions in main subjects. It has been implemented different sets of questions in examination after trial and we have got success in it. Questions asked in Kathmandu, Poahara and Biratnagar have acclaimed the result of balanced and standard matching. Likewise, students from out of valley had to wait about two months for their transcript they can collect it in Kathmandu for their transcript they can collect it in Kathmandu office. Such facility has been provided in Biratnagar Janakpur, Hetauda, Dhungadi, Butwal, Pokhara, Nepalgunj and et. al, too. The provision of double charge has been avoided and transcript has been distributed in systematic way on the basis of registration number for quick service. It cannot be provided on the very day, it takes at least three to five days. No one can break the system by exercising the power since it has been systematized.

Then are you satisfied from the service you gave in education till the date?
I am extremely satisfied but I have to do a lot yet. Whatever is done well done, it has been appreciated by all. We have particularly provided training to the teachers of public higher secondary schools from all over the country to promote the quality of education. Though it has not been organized any training programs for private school, it has been tried best to uplift the level of education in public schools. It is yet to try to publish result quickly by replacing manual work by machine work. We are going to work with optical marks reader system soon. It will be started from supplementary examination. Now it is to record marks in computer by reading one by one and there are lots of chances to make mistakes, so it is typed in three places. And ultimately they are brought in one place and the marks are matched. Optical reader system reads the marks from checked copies and uploads in computer software and this immediately remains in system as mark sheets. The work of man will be replaced by machine and there will be more satisfaction. We are applying bar code system not to identify the answer sheets of any higher secondary schools. And we are implementing piloting project on supplementary examination.

HSEB has made rules and restrictions to maintain the discipline of students; have you found that it has been followed?
This year, we have endorsed the code of conduct of higher secondary school. Though it was publicized two months ago, it has not been followed and inspected yet. It has been decided to implement from the beginning of this session, in order to maintain quality in education. Presence of students in the class in certain days and the minimum marks in internal examinations have been settled to appear in final Board examinations. Otherwise they will be nullified for Board exams. It has been pin pointed in the code of conduct that those who have not been punished for misconduct will not appear Board exam. Likewise, any pomposous clothes have been forbidden. Code of conduct has been implemented to bind students, schools and teacher in rules. It has been done so to build character and it’s an effort to maintain discipline at schools.

Does the apparel help know students talent?
Clothes and talent are different matters but I have already told you code of conduct has been implemented only to build the character of students. Character and culture are very much important aspects in human life. Our character is our custom and culture. Wherever we go, our character goes with us. What we do beyond our culture does not give us any comfort and pride. Where there is culture there is life. Culture is our identity, so to protect our culture we have implemented rules and restrictions. Respecting seniors varies from community to community but it is full of dignity. It is our duty to save our culture which is imbedded in our psychology. It is our culture to cover our whole body; when unusual and vulgar dresses are worn it violates the discipline that has been maintained and it affects the study of students.

What should be done to update the curriculum as per the demand of time?
We are continuously modifying the curriculum. Now the curriculum of English is being amended and be completed soon. This year we are preparing the course of economics and other half dozen of subjects with amendment and these will be prescribed for teaching. It is a continual process. Curriculum should be revised every 5 to 10 years. After the curriculum has been carried out, it is necessary to monitor the practicality and importance of it.
Though it has been said to make higher secondary education more vocational and less theoretical, why isn’t it found in practice?
No, it is our policy to drive vocational education practically. The purpose of +2 education is to build a base for higher level technical education. Our institution is not the one to provide technical education, it is CTEVT. It is different that we have started the curriculum of floriculture as a vocational education. There are many such many subjects which are suitable for vocational education.

Don’t you think that HSEB has tightened more in the name of discipline?
It is a rule to wear tight pants, ride bike while in uniform and visit shopping malls and cinemas. These might not be liked by students but we have not imposed these codes haphazardly; there is the support of guardians, parents, schools promoters and teachers. According to the report of traffic police published recently 50 percent accidents are of teenager students. Some have met an accident with uniform and some without uniform. Discipline is directly connected to study. Where there is discipline there is good result. Discipline is a must for students.

What are the main weaknesses in the field of education in Nepal?
The main problem in this field is the presence of politics. It has really created problem in this field. All along with students and teachers are not left virgin by politics. Moreover, the managing committee of school has also been interfered by politics. There is no conductive environment for education at all. Another problem in education is the absence of investment by government. This field remains problematic until the government does not increase essential investment. Now the state has invested 17 percent of the budget and the educationists say 24 percent of the budget should be allocated for this field. 17 percent of budget is not enough to promote quality; it is spent on the pays of teachers and staff only.

Did you have any other field of interest except study?
I was interested in many fields. I was the best volleyball player of my time. Moreover, I was very interested in singing and dancing. There are two albums in the market in collaboration with Bom Bahadur Karki, which were published fifteen years ago. I could have done very well in the field of singing but I did not make it my career. I am the best dancer and gold medalist in dance. Years before duet (Dohori) and folk dance used to be involved in national sports, at that time one year I was the first in folk dance by defeating the competent from all over the country, and next year I got second position.

How much important is entertainment in student life?
Not only in student life, entertainment is important to all as long as until they live as it gives energy to people. In the context of students it helps them concentrate in their study.
Name: Avil Rajesh
Class: XII B'2', Fac: IP/FIINT
Code no. 61675
Email: AvilRajesh76@yahoo.com
Memories: Fun times, spending time with friends, bonding, parties, laughing.
Message: Life is to chose make the right choice.

“Son of Arvind, Sheffield Band.”

Name: Sanjuwan Sreeatha
Class: XII, Fac: Management
Code: 4617
Email: Smoothrider.sanjuwan@yahoo.com
Memories: Having lots of fun with my best mates in academic, picnic, becoming late and returning back home.
Message: Mistakes show the gateway to success, so don’t be afraid of making decisions.

Name: Jhony Raj
Class: XII B'1', Fac: AIHT
Code: 48697
Email: Jhonyraaj777@yahoo.com
Memories: Every moment is special, proud to be a part of the academy, and the learning table.
Message: Make yourself necessary to everybody.

Name: Rohan Raj
Class: XII B'1', Fac: AIHT
Code: 4613
Email: RohanRaj_royale@hotmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment in class and stupid things with friends, getting punished, cute little kid sitting alone in your bench.
Message: Challenge excellence, success will chase you.

Name: Prasadi
Class: XII B'1', Fac: AIHT
Code: 48697
Email: Prasadi999@yahoo.com
Memories: Fun times, spending time with friends, bonding, parties, laughing.
Message: Life is to choose make the right choice.

“Son of Arvind, Sheffield Band.”
**Name:** Rajju Basnet  
**Code:** 4364  
**Grade:** XII  
**Mgmt.**  
**Sec:** B1  
**Email:** rajju_basnet@yahoo.com  
**Message:**  
Almost all the days spent in Prasadi were and only awesome plans and advice non-stop dance of loads of homeworks also math wouldnt do...  

**Memory:**  
Every moment in the Prasadi special so that you can smile when you turn the pages of your life.

---

**Name:** Manisha Khadka  
**Code:** 5024  
**Grade:** XII  
**Mgmt.**  
**Sec:** B1  
**Email:** manisha_khadka@yahoo.com  
**Message:**  
Each and every moment spent in prasadi is memorable. Having lived in my dear friend, Punjan at class 10 in 10th.  
**Memory:**  
Success is a journey and not a destination.  
**Message:**  
“Proud to be a Prasadijan”

---

**Name:** Nirmal Nepal  
**Code:** 4370  
**Grade:** XII  
**Mgmt.**  
**Sec:** B1  
**Address:** Gulojivi  
**Email:** coolboy_nirmal@hotmail.com  
**Message:**  
Every moment spent in Prasadi especially in 10th in last 6 months and 11th, unnecessary study and much, much more. And no more doing homework in class submitting in last hour.......  
**Message:**  
Be ready to give the re-exam n hats off to those who survive.

---

**Name:** Susana Thapa  
**Code:** 5038  
**Grade:** XII  
**Mgmt.**  
**Sec:** B1  
**Address:** Tantej  
**Email:** susana.thapa@yahoo.com  
**Message:**  
Each and every moment I’ve spent in Prasadi.  
**Message:**  
A brave man acknowledges the strength of others.
Name: Prashanth Raghava
Class: XII 'a'
Section: Mgmt.
Code: 40542
Email: prashanth.ra@hmail.com
Memories: Had lots of fun during grade XII, playing with friends was very fun.

Message:
Live life to the fullest.

Signature: Prashanth Raghava.

Name: Arun K.C.
Grade: XII
Code: 5084
Address: Ghorahi, Dang
Email: Arun_kc@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every moment that I spent in Prasadi Academy was my best memories.
Message: "Better to be alone than in a bad company."
Signature: Arun K.C.

Name: Jyoti Thapa
Grade: XII Management
Code: 5037
Address: Manbhawan, Lalitpur
Email: J_R@Yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every moment that I spent with my friends and teachers, especially playing picnics at Manbhawan park.
Message: Die hard.................. hahaha ha don't know what to give msg for you all..... P
Signature: Jyoti Thapa.

Name: Prasant Bhandari
Code: 4654
Grade: XII 'A'
Section: B
Address: Lamatar-7, Lalitpur
Email: prasant_bhandari08@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every moment I spent in Prasadi Academy
Message: Never give up and always try to get success in your life.
Signature: Prasant Bhandari.
**Name**: Deepika Kashyap  
**Class**: XII  
**Fac**: Mont Cenis  
**Email**: deepikakashyap@yahoo.com  

**Memories**:  
I have many beautiful memories from my time at PRASADI Academy. The teachers were very kind and understanding, and my classmates were a lot of fun. Being here has been an unforgettable experience.  

**Message**: Always stay positive and live your life to the fullest. If you have made a mistake, don’t regret it. Accept it. If you have made a mistake, it’s okay. If you have made a mistake, just move on.  

---  

**Name**: Aarej Khatri  
**Class**: XII ‘B’  
**Fac**: Mont Cenis  
**Code**: 5073  
**Email**: Arej_khatri@ymail.com  

**Memories**:  
I have spent the most memorable times with my friends during the class and school events. I will always remember the good times we had.  

**Message**: Live life to the fullest and enjoy every moment. Don’t let anything hold you back.  

---  

**Name**: Amisha Acharya  
**Class**: XII ‘C’  
**Fac**: Mont Cenis  
**Email**: amishacharya123@gmail.com  

**Memories**:  
I have many beautiful memories from my time at PRASADI Academy. The teachers were very kind and understanding, and my classmates were a lot of fun. Being here has been an unforgettable experience.  

**Message**: Always stay positive and live your life to the fullest. If you have made a mistake, don’t regret it. Accept it. If you have made a mistake, it’s okay. If you have made a mistake, just move on.  

---  

**Name**: Sweta Jaiswal  
**Class**: XII ‘D’  
**Fac**: Mont Cenis  
**Email**: Sweta_jaiswal2003@yahoo.com  

**Memories**:  
I have spent the most memorable times with my friends during the class and school events. I will always remember the good times we had.  

**Message**: Live life to the fullest and enjoy every moment. Don’t let anything hold you back.
Name: Jeevant Kaur
Class: XII  Faculty: N.Gt.  code: 4805
Email: - payaljanjaiya@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every day which I spent in B1 and G9 with my best mates is a memory for me. Specially, Rana wants a special mention.
Message: If you been poor...it not your mistake but if you die poor...it your mistake...: D

Name: Manju Khadka
Class: XII (B1)  Faculty: N.Gt.
code: 4805
Address: Imadol Lalitpur
Email: manjukhadka49@yahoo.com
Memory: The time I spent in Prasadi Academy with my friend.
Message: As you live do what every you want in your own way but don't give chance to spoil your life by others.

Name: Sawjanna Rai
Code: 4801
Grade: XII "Mgmt" sec: B1
Address: Khalbung
Email: sawjanna88@yahoo.com
Memory: I spent in Prasadi Academy as a student.
Message: Remember that you are special person and no one can play a better role of you.

Name: Binita Lama
Code: 4814
Grade: XII
Faculty: Mgmt.
Email: Chichep @ hotmail.com
Memory: Getting punishment, dancing and singing in picnic, passing with friends are most memorable in Prasadi...
Message: Never be absent a lot in Prasadi...
I love Prasadi.

Name: Anjali Mahajan
Grade: XII
Code no.: 4649
Address: Siddhipur-1, Lalitpur
Email: mahajan.7020@yahoo.com

Memories: Non-stop homeworks of Prasadi, rules & regulations. 2 minutes break, samosa of canteen, every checking day, retest, moment of walking for 2.30 am, special picnic at Tribhuvan park, gift given by Prasadi after Dashain & Diwali and all moment spend with my friends and teachers.

Message: Don’t follow others but be a person that makes others follow you. It’s true that all the Prasadians will miss Prasadi a lot...

RESEARCH

Name: Manisha Makwani
Class: XII (B1)
Code: 4583
Address: Tādā, Lalitpur
Email: shrestha.polka@gmail.com
Memories: Among all years in Prasadi Academy, 2 spans left of fond and memorable movement with my favorite friends. Never ever forget these emotional moments.

Message: Time and trials waits for no one. Be punctual in every session. Great memories on our way ahead...

Name: Sachita Mahajan
Class: XII (B1)
Code: 4734
Address: Tādā, Lalitpur
Email: Sachita20@gmail.com
Memories: Sir lectures and the time I spend in Prasadi Academy with my friends....

Message: God is playing chess with each one of us. He makes moves in our life and then step back to see how we react to the challenges. So make the best move before checkmate.

Signature: Sachita
Name: Shradhshree Khadka
Class: XII B’l Fac: Mgmt 4775
E-mail: Bhagyashreekhdka@yahoo.com
Memories: Chief’s suggestion, 20 minutes break, teacher lecture etc.
Message: The most beautiful thing in the world is to see our parents smiling and the second best thing is you use the reason for that smile.
Sign: Shradhshree

Name: Prajwal Khadka
Class: XII B Fac: Mgmt Code: 4807
Email: PrajwalKhadka@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moment in Prasadi Academy by talking to friends, doing homework.
Message: Be proud to be a Prasadiian
Signature: A2

Name: Ritika Mahajan
Class: XII B Fac: Mgmt 5055
E-mail: Ritika-Mahajan123@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi with my friends and teachers and listening words with interest were amazing.
Message: Enjoy each and every moment in Prasadi College.
Sign: Ritika

Name: Shraddha Rayat
Class: XII B Fac: Mgmt Code: 4661
Role: A1
Address: Lalitpur, Patan
Email: bhimshreeRayat@yahoo.com
Memories: The day I entered this college, enjoyed playing with my peers and teachers. Few days were so much exciting but it was ok. Finally, these days for the rest of my life.
Message: Never underestimate people. Be true to yourself. Respect to these very respectful.
Sign: Shraddha
Name: Deepika Silwal  
Class: XII, Fac: Mgmt, Code: 4493  
Email: DeepikaSilwal@gmail.com  
Memories: I never expected the day of departure would come so early. This small piece of paper is not enough to include all the memories of mine, pela's, Sir's, Ra's, Bulbul's, and of course, the best picnic. I wish to have a success life, just like Prasad.  
Sign: "A proof of me in Prasad".

Name: Pramila Tamang  
Class: XII, Fac: Mgmt, Code: 4493  
Email: Pramilatamang24@gmail.com  
Memories:  
Having fun in each moment.  
Memories are beautiful memories.  
Enjoy each moment of both.  

Name: Juna Paudel  
Code: 4916  
Memories:  
Life is a big day in Prasad with only one very thing, learning, to study, spending at Prasad.  
One hour, Java absent, many go Dutch and Hunan, Bish, and teachers have no ball on gold, but they teach the truth.  
Up! How can I make fun  
See them up!!!  

Name: Sunnyoth Singh Kic  
Class: XI, Fac: Humanities, Code: 4967  
Email: Sunnyoth99@gmail.com  
Memories: Each and every moment.  
Speak in the year in Prasad Academy are the next moments.  
Message: Live young, wild, and free but study too.
Name: Pranil Banjara
Code: 4723
Faculty: Management
Email: Death_await111@yahoo.com

Memories: Every moment spent with friends and teachers will be missed. Picnic was just awesome. Everyday was special.
Message: Don’t dream of living a thousand years, just be glad if you can make it through today.

Name: Kushal Niroula
Class: XII A
Fac: Ngtl, code: 5039
Email: kushaniroula91@yahoo.com

Memories: Picnic day, frequent hair cutting and all the moments spent and prosadi.
Message: Even though prosadi is tough, but it shapes prosadi as a unique person and successful in your life.
Signature: Kushal

Name: Sachin Ghimire
Code: 4498
Class: XII B
E-mail: Ghimire_sachin@yahoo.com

Memories: The unforgettable dance in picnic, escaping from teachers’ box or bag, Fair giving standing ovation twice, trying in every period for not doing homework, the main thing is gaining marks fun with my closest friends.
Message: Nothing is impossible box, the word itself says I’m possible so work hard and make us sign an autograph.
Signature: Sachin
Name: Aishwarya Bista  
Class: XI  
Fae: Mgmt Code: 4505  
Email: aishwaryabista16@gmail.com  
Memories:  
All the days spent in Prasadi but above all Picnic was fun....  
Message:  
Live in such a way that when you are alive you are proud of yourself and after you die the world should be proud of you.  
Sign: [Signature]  

Name: Kiruba Cimatu  
Class: XII B2  
Mgmt Code: 4866  
Email: Kiruba.20@yahoo.com  
Memory: Gossiping with my friends  
Message: Thik before you leap.  
Sign: [Signature]  

Name: Dakant Suchkar  
Class: XII 'A2' Fae: Mgmt Code: 4545  
Email: S.dakant@yahoo.com  
Memories: Making fun by Mr. Sir in grade XI & saying to cut hair in every 10 days, Pankaj sir acting, making jokes & doing fun by Tunakan, Prab, Rujor, Debak, San, Such & other Guys. Shabir calling me 'bhaijeen'. Being 11 is a mood of picnic will be unforgettable.  
Message: SOOOO HAG Prasadi RoKK!!!  
Sign: [Signature]  

Name: Ramaje Ram Jodhi  
Class: XI (B1)  
Section: B2  
Email: me@ramahal.com  
Memory: All the moments spent in Prasadi from the day of entrance to the day of departure are the best memories of my life which will be missed...  
Message: Chase Excellence selfless & success will follow you  
Sign: [Signature]
Name: Shreya Shyha
Code: AA 62
Class: XII Management
E-mail: eyashyha.topez@yahoo.com
Memories: Unaccountable memories spent in '01' and '02' playing & eating all the tym till miss 'Eye Spy' a lot '01' to best be my....This paper is too short to mention all the fun.
Message: Those who matter don't mind & those who mind don't matter.

Name: Kavita Chaudhary
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code: 4473
Email: kavi_kab27@gmail.com
Memories: A lot ....... but the best would be the picnic day, week day dancing, gossiping & having fun.
Message: Don't just read it read & tell me.

Name: Kesum Pandey
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code: 4591
Email: kyuns_kesum@yahoo.com
Memories: Time flies so fast that I've realised what it has given me. The unbreakable bond between friends, the ever inspiring teachers & of course the changes it has brought in me.
Message: If you wait for the right moment to appear, no moments will ever appear to be right. So enjoy every moment of your life ;)

Name: Swani Shahi
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code: 5006
Email: m_lucky5@yahoo.com
Memories: Unforgettable moments spent with friends, silly jokes and outstanding dance in the Picnic.
Message: If you have failing to prepare then you are preparing to fail.

Sign: Shyha
Sign: Chaudhary
Sign: Kesum
Sign: Shahi
Name: Prasadi Shrestha  
Code: 507  
Class: XII B2  
Faculty: Management  
Email: Prasadi_shrestha@live.com  
Memories: Escaping from teachers, brazen style of having long hair and the unforgettable dance. And every moment spent in the Prasadi being a Prasadi will be one of the best memories of my life.  
Message: Success is for those who have patience and determination.  
Sign: Jiban

Name: Smriti Nepal  
Class: XII  
Fac: MBT  
Code: 4502  
Mail: Smriti@live.com  
Memories: Every single moment made me grow, the encouraging teachers, fun-loving and friendly friends, crazy talks and acts, and met the best people of life.  
Message: If you want to stand for a reason be prepared to sit and alone.  
Sign: Smriti

Name: Lopesh Thapa  
Class: XII  
Fac: MBT  
Code: 4502  
Email: Lopesh@ibt.com  
Memories: Unlimited... but the best would remain forever... whole day dancing and singing... recall the good memories...  
Message: Dream... dream... dream!!! Upset... upset... upset... upset!!  
Sign: Lopesh
Name: Melina Shakya
Class: XII, Fac: Mgmt, Code: 4508
Email: melina_shakya@yahoo.com
Memories:
Non stop gossip and laugh wid mah friends, doing H.W., rushing to canteen, up and down gameko and many more.
Message:
Work hard so that success'll follow you.
Sign:vara

Name: Akshita Khatua
Class: XII, Fac: Mgmt, Code: 47.24
Email: akshita-caeval@yahoo.com
Memories:
Fun in class, plastic memories, attending class on being Saturday's, having fun with teachers, posters and having more.
Message:
Always be on time at exactly 6:40 am to bring every book in every class. And no matter how famous to show you may get, you should know that you should know and will always keep the ground.
Sign: akshita

Name: Nelia Shrestha
Class: XII, Fac: Mgmt, Code: 49.08
Email: nelia_smile323@gmail.com
Memories:
College days for sure... wonderful teachers & loving friends, laughing, riddles without reason, every time playing with balloons and still of being lectures, each and every unforgettable college memory will be cherished forever.
Message:
Always be punctual, manage time and get the best out of yourself.
Sign: Nelia

Name: Jeena Mahajan
Class: XII, Fac: Mgmt, Code: 44.95
Email: e-16016@yahoo.com
Memories:
I will cherish each and every moment that I spent in Prasadi. Most of all I’m gonna miss the time spent with my brothers, gossiping and doing all the things together. I wish to wake up early in the morning, being sent back home just for being a min we. And how can I forget the Picnic Day.
Message:
As hard as the situation may seem, difficult as you may realize never stop believing in yourself, for you were born to succeed.
Sign: Jeena
NAME: Prativa Adhikari
CLASS: XII FAC: Mgmt. CODE: 4481
EMAIL: Arizona. Bunu@hotmail.com
MEMORIES: There are too many memories. I had never imagined days in Prasadi would be very amazing. Being so old, for completely unimaginable stuffs, all the joy of sitting in the last bench we had, surprise bag checking, our first-days jokes, Priyanka sir’s dance at the picnic, photo session in classroom and many more.
MESSAGE: You are where you have to be. Just breathe!!

NAME: Rakshya Manandhar
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt.
Email: rakshyanm@gmail.com
Memory: Crackin jokes, along all those silly stuffs, good as well as bitter experience during my college life. And, a picnic was the best...
Message: Accept that some days u r a pigeon, and some days u r a statue.

NAME: Sujata Namkai
Class: XII, Faculty: Mgmt., Code No: 4510
Email: Sujatamai@yahoo.com
Memory: Being so old for completely unimaginable stuffs. Gold in the last bench. Have had, gossipping with my bench partner [Shweta and Anu] once.
First-class jokes, photo session in classroom.

NAME: Anju Shrestha
Grade: XII, Mgmt. Code: 4504 All
Email: Shrestha_anu7@yahoo.com
Memory: All the moments which I spent in Prasadi is memorable. Dancing with friends in Picnic, laughing, gossiping, doing homeworks rushing to canteen, surprise bag checking. All these experience of teachers, chief sir, N many more...lehha hounai pujdene...
First bench kofun N last bench ko cry.
Name: Hasina Suklaya
Grade: XII "Mgmt" Sec. B'2
Code No : 9540
Address: Bakiyamari, Lalitpur
E-mail: Suklayahorina@gmail.com
Memo: Any moment of 0'0" is memorable...

THE PICNIC
MESSAGE: NEVER WALK THE WAY WHICH LOOKS VERY EASY...

Name: Ubasha Acharya
Grade: XII "Mgmt" Sec. B'2
Code No : 9473
Address: Thunde, Dhipru
E-mail: Ubasha322@gmail.com
Message: Spending each and every moment with my friends, building non stop laughter in the classroom while teaching. Never forget that exploit day (picnic) dancing and dancing on fire dance is on.

Name: Samana Kunwar
Class - XII (Mgmt) (A2) Code - 9486
Address - 3456, Kathmandu
Email - kunwar.samana@yahoo.com
Memo - Each and every moment I spent in Praasi, the picnics were awesome and never forgettable. Thanks, teachers for punishment small and large, friends of (A2) room A2, Miss. Usha, Miss. Kaushalya, Miss. Puspa.
Message - Don’t ever think to enjoy any PICNIC outside in Praasi. Don’t misuse the day of PICNIC. It’s always listened in your mind. It will be always special, according to me.

Name: Priya Bajracharya
Class - XII Fe-Mgmt Code - 4589
Email - sweetreya15@gmail.com
Message: All the time spending in Praasi. Jokes & guffs we did. Picnic will be always remembered.

Message: "Be good, do good.
Priya Bajracharya"
Name: Parash K C
Class: XII, Faculty: Management Code: 458
Email: Vampire_hunted13@yahoocom
Memory: All the moments shared in B2
and B3, regular haircuts, punishments,
an awesome picnic and so on... Will
be missing Prasadians :(
Message: Shit happens, but life goes on.

Name: Jason Rai
Class: XII 'B2', Faculty: Mgmt, Code: 4476
E-mail: respect_awesomejason79@yahoo.com
Memory: Loved all those silly and
interesting gossips of my friends, week
after week hair cut, unexpected bag
checking, loads of homework & how
can I forget the most wonderful
'PICNIC' day.
Message: Believe in yourself, don't depend
on others, win the race on your own.
Sign: Ancient Class

Name: Tejilla Shilpakar
Grade: XII B2 Mgmt Code: 4843
Email: blahh_20th@hotmail.com
Memory: Collected loads of memories
within this 2 yrs time in Prasadi.
Days spent in 09, B2, Treasured
Moments spent with my friends
Rabina, Sanjana, Utsha, Alusia, Neela,
Kruthika So on. Everyday spent
in Prasadi is worth remembering.
Message: Never use time carelessly,
It can never be retrieved...!

Name: Nisha Badhan Shilpakar
Grade: XII, Mgmt B2, Code: 5028
Email: Sweet_Mishanat_6@yahoo.com
Memory: Wonderful moments that I had
spent in B2, some awesome pictures in B12,
cat, Kruthika, Sanjana, Utsha, Punam,
Rabina n many more. And also
boy checking, homework checking, up n
down you being like my college. I'll
always cherish these things till
end of my life.
Message: Every bad moment has
got hidden good. You only just
have to try to see it appreciation.


Name: Oncho Shakya
Class: XII  Faculty: Mgmt Code: 4524
E-mail: shakyoncho@oocketmail.com
Memories: Every moment spent in grade XII & XIII with my friends. Punkaj Sir is
acting in Badha Sir's dialogue “hey, what's the cause haa!” Surprise appearance of Chief Sir and cutting nails
in college while caught by teacher's.
Message: Everything is possible in this world. The thing is, that you have to be
strong and face the problem.
Sign: Oncho Shakya

Name - Neeti Joshi
Class - XII  Fac: Mgmt Code : 4490
Email : nymph_neeti@hotmail.com
Memories - Every moment spent with my friends and gossips during the
Teaching hours with friends and unforgettable. I'll miss all these
wonderful moments in my whole life.
Message - Live life as if there is no
tomorrow and be proud of who you are.
Sign - Neeti Joshi

Name: Somyag Maharjan
Grade : XII , Faculty : Mgmt
Address: Ratan, Lalitpur
Code no : 5031
Email: somyagmrjn@gmail.com
Memories:
- Each and every moment spent with friends
  in section "09", and "B'2"
  in Prasad Academy.
Message:
- Try to be a leader, not a follower.
Sign: Somyag Maharjan

Name: Bibek Shakya
Class: XII' B2' Fac: Mgmt Code: 495
Email: bibek_shakya2052@hotmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment spent in
Prasadi Academy.
Message: Labour hard success
will definitely work
beside you.
Sign: Bibek Shakya
Name: Shobhit Regmi
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code: 585
Email: shobhitregmi@gmail.com
Memory: Doing activities, having fun, laughing, chatting, and everything done in Prasad.
Message: Success is how high you bounce when you hit the bottom. "Glory = Experience + Success"
Signature: Shobhit

Name: Siddharth Soni
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code: 4977
Email: siddharthsoni9894@gmail.com
Memory: Doing activities in classroom, picnic, and other memorable moments.
Message: Enjoy the life to enjoy success.
Signature: Siddharth

Name: Shovan Bajracharya
Grade: XII Fac: Mgmt
Address: Tri_mode, Lalitpur Code: 4492
Email: shovanbajracharya@hotmail.com
Memories: Well, there are lot from the last day of the last year, such as trips to Bagdogra, fear of exams, fun, lecture hall, and student stuffs in classrooms, canteen, punishment zone, picnic.
Message: Change the anxiety and 4 success look behind, its already following you.
Signature: Shovan B

Name: Reshan Kh
Code: 4498 Grade: XII Fac: Mgmt
Address: Koteswor
Email: Evil_ Reshan@hotmail.com
Memories: All memories are running in my mind... don't know from where to start. About everyday was memorable singing, joking, making fun of others.
Message: NIIA
Signature: Reshan Kh
Name: Pranjal Mahajan
Class: XI
Fac.: Mgmt
Code: 4482
Email: Pranjal.58@yahoo.com
Memory: Time spent and in Prasadi Academy was one of the best and memorable time of my life. The teachings, guidance of teachers, punishment are all gonna missed.
Message: Don’t follow success but follow Intelligence success will follow you.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Bijoy Shukla
Class: XII
Fac.: Mgmt
Code: 4471
Email: Utkile-Pink@Hotmail.com
Memory: Each & every moment spend on Prasadi Academy, especially the Picnic Time.
Message: Never give up, no matter what it takes. Give your best to achieve the success.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Huykatar Kinds
Class: XIII
Fac.: Mgmt
Code: 4528
Email: Too b’ldmin30@yahoo.com
Memory: Having fun in class with friends as well as teachers. Getting punished by doing silly things in class. Picnic with nice B’2 and all other interesting times in school.
Message: Don’t let go of good memories bro. On a bad day they are the ones that pull you through.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Sagar Acharya
Code: 4439
Grade: X
Section: B
Address: Kusumati, Lalitpur – 43
E-mail: Sagar.Acharya.76@yahoo.com
Memory: All the moments spent in PRASADI from the day of entrance to the day of departure are gonna be remembered. Half with friends, Tag Night Series, V.L., P.M. Parshu, Conversations of books, school tales. E-Award a Viney moment spent here with from and teachers will be missed.
Message: Straight hard to get success.
Sign: [Signature]
Name: Dipu Thapa
Class: XII 'B2' Fac: Memt Code: 4496
Email: Diputhapa12@gmail.com
Memories: All the moments spent in Prasadi academy, especially gossiping with friends.
Message: I do it because I can, I can because I want to, I want to because you said I couldn't.
Sign: Dipu Thapa

Name: Banish Patel
Grade: XII 'B2' Fac: Memt Code: 4445
Email: Banish.Patel123@gmail.com
Memories: The day we were taken to Wisdom Park for picnic was the most enjoyable day. All the days spent in Prasadi were marvelous. I will always remember the prank we did. The punishment we got, these days were a golden period for me.
Message: Be a man of your own part.
Sign: Lamb of God
Name: Parshlya Rai  
Grade: XII  
Fac: Mgmt.  
Code: 4632  
Email: parshlyarai@yahoo.com

Memories: 
Moments spent with my friends, especially XII A and XII B. These two years in Prasadi were the best years.

Message: 
Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you’ll land among the stars.

Signature: 

---

Name: Jasmine Shrestha  
Grade: XII  
Fac: Mgmt.  
Code: 4413  
Sec: B  
Email: Jasmine.Shrestha10@yahoo.com

Memories: Each and every moment I spent in Prasadi Academy especially the day of Picnic, dancing with friends, gossiping with beffies in class and laughing all the times.

Message: Life is yours, so enjoy it fully.

Signature: 

---

Name: Ishana Thapa  
Class: XII  
Fac: Mgmt.  
Code: 4595  
Email: joytarina@yahoo.com

Memories: There are so many memories which I have collected in Prasadi that can’t be scribbled in this small piece of paper.

Message: Don’t bother about people who judge you without knowing you. Remember, dogs bark if they don’t know the person.

Signature: 

---

Name: Shraddha Adhikari  
Class: XII  
Fac: Mgmt.  
Code: 4639  
Email: Shraddha.Adhikari 393@hotmail.com

Memories: The moments I spent in Prasadi will always remain fresh within me. I will always remember the deep and heart touching lectures of my teachers.

Message: Just give your best in every shot and always keep in your mind ‘I can and I will’. Don’t try to fit in, just stand out.

Signature: 

---
Name: Hasina Maharjan  
Class: XII B'3  
E-mail: Maharjan_Hasina@yahoo.com  
Memories: Two years of prasadi was priceless. Wonderful moments with friends in Grade 6‘13’ & B’3; and also miss the divine power of last bench.  
Message: “Every mistake is an opportunity.”  
Sign: Hasina

Name: Sephiya Shokya  
Class: XII B’3  
E-mail: Sephiya@yahoo.com  
Memories: Every moment spent with my friends, gossiping and laughing will be the best memory that I would take from Prasadi Academy.  
Message: “Learn from your mistakes rather than repeating it.”  
Sign:

Name: Shriya Shrestha  
Class: XII B’3  
E-mail: Shriya_12@hotmail.com  
Memories: The dog in prasadi will always remain in the memories, and these two years in prasadi will always be days to remember. I will miss my class ‘6×1’, and ‘B’3; all these fun, all the absentees, and of course my teachers.  
Message: “Don’t be the weed where everyone can walk, try to be the sky where every star can shine.”

Name: Tumati Maharjan  
Class: XII B’3  
E-mail: Tumati@yahoo.com  
Memories: All the golden days spent in Pr.  
Surrounded by unexpected visits of childhood, helping Fatty at local beauty, listening to songs and laughing, without a reason with my buddies, Mahtab, Vasudha, Trishna, and Yashika.  
Message: “Be a green grass that can absorb the rain.”
Name: Sandeep Man Pradhan
Class: XII  Fac: Mgmt. Code: 4637
Email: Pradhan@yahoo.com
Memories: Always felt a lag in the class, looking out of the window, laughing and one of the best memories of maths class (Maths class) taking notes, talking and me dozing off.
Message: Always do the things you enjoy and not the bad things. Enjoy the good things and feel confident in it.

Name: Nitish Manandhar
Class: XII  Fac: Mgmt. Code: 4638
Email: Nitish-Manandhar@gmail.com
Memories: Every minute spent with friends was memorable. My far memory would be the day in the class when we were all shouting for no reason and we got punished. The drawings I made in class would always remain a part of these days.
Message: Sure lives hard at times, but you can get a live the one day with a smile and smile through each and every bad day. Have some fun.

Name: Ashish Dhungana
Class: XII  Fac: Mgmt. Code: 4663
Email: gunnerashish@yahoo.com
Memories: From the first day in Prasadi to the final day in XII were some very good but the first day was the most memorable one. Faith and every moment are unforgettable, all the hours of Prasadi was basically hard work. But there were some happy moments. Every day and every moment are unforgettable.
Message: Life is a game, first learn to survive, then to win.

Name: Syuash Bhumathoki Magar
Class: XII  Fac: Mgmt. Code: 4622
Email: magar.syuash@hotmail.com
Memories: I have had my ups & downs, but it's been good to me. I made mistakes and even got scolded, yet I learned a good lesson. I appreciate all of my teachers for that.
Message: If there's no learning then there's no struggle. But struggle is a part of life, that's what makes life meaningful. Trust that the struggle will lead you to success.

Name: Syuash

Name: Bhowana Bhondari  
Class: XII  
Fac: Mgmt.  
Code: 5037  
Email: Bhowanabhondari2030@gmail.com  

Memories: Everything that happened in this two years will remain as good memories specially.  
Pankaj sir’s expressions, funtoos friends, good dance in picnic and many more  
Message: Success is not determined just by comparing with others, it is determined by comparing with yourself what you have done before you were capable to do.

Name: Saguna Maharanjan  
Class: XII  
Fac: Mgmt.  
Code: 5038  
Email: chims2_saguna@yahoo.com  

Memories: chit-chats and the unlimited laughs with buddies  
Message: Enjoy each and every second of your life.

Name: Aparna Aryal  
Class: XII  
Fac: Mgmt.  
Code: 4961  
Email: aryal_fairy@yahoo.com  

Message: ....Keep Smiling....
Name: Sanjay Tamang  
Class: XII ‘B3’ Fac: Mgmt 
Code: 5047 
Email: sanjay.tamang520@yahoo.com 
Message: Fear nothing & Risk everything, Life is full of challenges so enjoy it.

Name: Rohina Maharjan  
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code: 4913 
Email: Naida_grlmc@hotmail.com 
Memory: Picnic was the most memorable thing in Prasadi besides the time spend in Section 08 and 09.'.... Message: Be simple but look stylish, Be tough but look soft, Be bold but look cool, Be a winner but look like a beginner....IT "PROUD TO BE PRASADIAN" sign: £09

Name: Nenika Mali  
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code: 4938 
Email: Lovelygal – Nenika@yahoo.com  
Memory: Almost all moments spent in '09 & 'B3. 
Message: No need to do different job... Just do it differently "PROUD TO BE PRASADIAN"

Name: Sony Shrestha  
Grade: XII Fac: Mgmt Code: Sony 
Email: SonyShrestha79@yahoo.com  
Memory: Uncountable memories which I have spent in this place and teacher... Funny stories of teachers and many more. 
Message: Never allow someone to be ur priority while allowing yourself to be their option.
**Name:** Namita Thapa  
**Class:** XII  
**Fac.:** Mgmt  
**Code:** 4997  
**Email:** Namita_sweetgal@yahoo.com  
**Message:** Don’t follow Dignity, Signify should follow you!

**Name:** Shreya Mahajan  
**Grade:** XII  
**Fac.:** Mgmt  
**Code:** 5059  
**Sec.:** B’3  
**Email:** mj_shreya@yahoo.com  
**Message:** Prasadi is the proof of success move forward and achieve.

**Name:** Anita Awal  
**Class:** XII B3  
**Fac.:** Mgmt  
**Code:** 5002  
**Email:** Eclipse-one@hotmail.com  
**Message:** Chase the challenge, Success will follow you.

**Name:** Ganana Basnet  
**Class:** XII  
**Fac.:** Mgmt  
**Code:** 5013  
**Email:** hvenetpublic@gmail.com  
**Message:** Do believe in yourself and follow your heart.

**Memories:** Memories were uncountable as I was surrounded by friends. I was surprised to be elected as student of nursery school but as days passed by I understood that it was all for me and I am highly thankful to my teachers for believing in me.

**Memories:** The moments that I had spent with my friends & teachers in this school from XI’09 to XII’13, talking & fighting with the bench mates. The most memorable part was the picnic where we all had lots of fun there. Really, coleg life was really amazing.

**Memories:** All the silly and interesting gossip with my wonderful bench mates and teachers, inspiring and motivating teachers and wall the moments spent in Prasadi Academy from 09 to 13.
Name: Gethum Limbu  
Class: XII  
Fac: Mgmt  
Code: 5043  
Email: rupamukh@ymail.com  

Memory: I cannot forget standing up fora period not exclaiming loudly or cracking jokes with my friends, making whole class laugh with lots of joke fun. I admire our teachers especially Chandrak c for his "Heathen Farm boy." Coming colz late & returning home Re-Test Exam, dancing at picnic, inspiring words to chief & love from my friends.  
message: Work hard & struggle more to achieve success & goal in life.  

Signature: thumul

Name: Joel Rai  
Class: XII  
Fac: Mgmt  
Code: 5086  
Email: joelraje126@gmail.com  

Memory: Every moment was a memorable moment which will last long. But out of all "naa S", caricature & danced at picnic will be most memorable.  
message: Be good & be good enjoy your every moment with your friends. God help you & never forget study & education is important.  
Signature: -

Name: Anish Kadarika  
Class: XII  
Fac: Mgmt  
Code: 5084  
Email: shiva22kumar@gmail.com  

Memory: Honestly, never tested to new girls during two years. The teachers & teachers were at par. I came healthy & nothing the fun we used to have during class period and games. soccer, football, tennis & cricket.  
message: Do as much as you want in your own life & enjoy your life.  
Signature: thumul

Name: Sajun Shrestha  
Class: XII  
Fac: Mgmt  
Code: 4608  
Email: sajun.shrestha@yahoo.com  

Memory: Unexpected hair checking & friends that made boring periods fun.  
message: -Do your best, God will do the rest!  
Signature: Shrestha
Name: Silon Chitrakar
Class: XII, Mant Code: 4620
Email: Ceylon Chitrakar@yahoo.com
Memories: All the moments spent in PRASADI will be MISSED...
Message: This two yes of us life is not gonna come back, so, make it memorable and enjoy, but dont urge to study hard.

Name: Miroj Bikram Athikari
Class: XII, Mant Code: 5055
Email: adhikmj@yahoo.com
Memories: Singing in class, joking every moment spend in PRASADI
Message: Enjoy every moment of your life!!

Name: Ashish Bajrach
Class: XII, Mant Code: 5051
Email: basnyat_609@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment that I spent in PRASADI Academy, from the first day of intake till the end is memorable.
Message: keep it cool, judged and feel proud of being PRASADI
Signature: ASHISH

Name: Santosh Khadka
Class: XII, Mant Code: 4656
Email: khadka_888@yahoo.com
Memories: The day when homework copies were checked
Message: Past is experience, present is experiment, future is expectation & use or experiment with experiences to get experience. Silence is power of success.
Signature: SANTOSH
Autobiography/B3

Name: Anish Khaadgi
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code No.: 5071
Email: Anish-Khaadgi@Hotmail.com
Memories:
- Fun with friends,
- colz picnic, all
the teachers, chit bag, GT sir,
punishments & lessons learnt.
Message: JAI NEPAL
Sign:

Name: Velin Rai
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code No.: 5080
Email: VelineRaiwe@gmail.com
Memories:
- Singing, zikr, poem
- With friends, camp
Getting cap for a speech
Message: DO ANYTHING YOU LIKE BUT DON'T STAY LAZY ANYWAY
Sign:

Name: Krishna Timalsina (the great)
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code No.: 5079
Email: Krishna_tim@Hotmail.com
Memories:
- I cannot forget my friends,
- teachers and Chief Sir;
- Standing up for whole period for not submitting homework,
calling hall twice a week;
- cracking jokes in class were the most memorable moments in school.
Message: Do everything you want, but that is nothing you should love, its almost bad
Sign:

Name: Smiti Atal
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code No.: 5096
Email: Smitiatal@yahoo.com
Memories:
- First bench ma baghe ko bela 1st period ma nai khan Sir,
- Gorna at last bench ma, baghe ko bela Sathi hanu rita chuli gardi
- basnae.. enjoyed each and every moment spent with my gins in class.
Message: Height of a mountain can't be taller than your confidence because you can stand on your feet or mountain when you reach its top.
Sign:

67
Name: Anil Shastry
Class: XII
Fac: Mgmt
Code: 5928
Email: Shastry.anil82@yahoo.com

Memories: Every moment spent in Prasadi is memorable. The friends, teachers, and homework were enjoyable. We had fun playing the role of the headmaster during the play. Of course, the day of the picnic was memorable.

Message: Keep the mistakes you do and don't repeat it again.

Signature: Anil Shastry
Name: Rahul Rauniar
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code: 5087
Email: rahuleware20@gmail.com
Memories: Unexpected checking and long line in canteen, went back to home due to lateness. Last but not the least surprise item of final.
Message: Be yourself no body can stop u.

Name: Ashma Thapa
Code no.: 5054
Class: XII B3 Fac: Mgmt
Email: AshmaThapa35@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every moment that I spend in prasadi Academy from XI’09 to XII’11, crossing and laughing with bench partner. 1st experience of re-test in send-up exam of XI.
Message: Be what you want to be. Never follow others.

Name: Shaheek Kumar Jha
Class: XII B3 Fac: Mgmt
Code: 5027
Email: Shaheek86@yahoo.com
Memories: All the second, monthly and hours spent in prasadi academy and dialogue of my friends with lectures.
Message: Simplicity is the greatest lesson that you can imprint in your self.

Name: Garthnak Regmec
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code: 4627
Email: Regmec_Eminem@gmail.com
Skype: Garthnak dont1
Memories: Days spent in prasadi with friends, singing and the most unforgettable moment when I had to stand in front of class as a punishment.
Message:明天 mind discusses people, average mind the event, but great mind always sees sign.
Name: Raj Kumar Gole (Tamang)
Class: XII B3
Code: 4645
Email: Princetamang@gmail.com

Memory:
Interest is the father of memory. Revision is the mother of memory. What you are able to express through time is your memory. Prasad can we share in bed and parks with friends of music.

Message:
Failure is the father of success but never the step to it. Take time to be here.

Signature: [Signature]
Name: Rima Mohajan  
Class: XII  
Fac: Mgmt  
Code: 4640  
Email: Rima.mohajan@hotmail.com  
Memories: All the memory spend with my friend in Grade XI & XII.  
Copying notes from friend's copy of playing games in classroom.  
Message: Believe in yourself. Be what you can be.  
Sign:  

Name: Rajat Thapa  
Class: XII B4  
Fac: Management  
Code: 4699  
Email: Legendats@gmail.com  
Memory: Picnic on the green grass near the school.  
Message: Do good. Be cool! Keep rocking  
Sign:  

Name: Sujan Bhusal  
Class: XII  
Fac: Mgmt  
Code: 4586  
Email: bhusal sujan@hotmail.com  
Memory: Making fun in picnic, calling every friend “Varjan.”  
Message: Behind every achiever there has been a support system that has inspired him.  
Message: I didn’t expect to be at Prasadi, but it was my friends who made me.  
Sign:  

Name: Ujal Rai  
Class: XI  
Fac: Expert  
Code: 4557  
Email: ujal_ rai@live.com  
Memory: I will always remember my times at Prasadi, the loving and caring teacher and my Prasadi friends  
Message: Be ambitious. Have will, get way, don’t get stuck in confusion, just do it.  
Sign:  


Name: Bikrant Rana Magar
Class: XII "Agrit" Code: 4682
Email: bikrant_rana@hotmail.com
Memories: Every moment in grade XII and grade XI were my most precious moments with my friends and teachers. Between these two years I’ve made many new friends, spent time with them, and had some memorable experiences.
Message: Always stay positive and never give up. Never lose your confidence in yourself.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Dipesh Nepal
Class: XII ‘C’ Mont’ Code: 4692
Email: Dipeshnepal15@yahoo.com
Memories: Every moment spent in grade X and XI in Prasadi with my friends & teachers was enjoyable. I made some amazing friendships.

Name: Deepak Shrestha
Class: XII ‘B’ Faculty: Mnt.
Code no: 4628
Email: apple-lil@live.com
Memories: Unexpected classes from chief str, forced for cutting hair, picnics and everyday was fun in class with friends.
Message: There is nothing impossible. Have faith and believe that ‘YOU CAN’.

Name: Rishwanya Rana
Class: XII ‘A’ Faculty: Mnt.
Code: 4535
Email: rishwanya_xoro@yahoo.com
Memories: Never ending groups & parties around with friends. The basketball court where we played a lot. Getting selected for the diamond was amazing. I want to be a part of this team and make awesome friends. In Prasadi I found real & special friends.
Message: Life is a camera so face it with a smile.
Signature: [Signature] "Be Good, Do Good"
Name: Sohan Maharjan
Class: XII  
Faci: MGMT  
Code: 4653
Email: sssohan_05@hotmail.com
Memories: - Prasadi Academy is the good school. Here discipline is taught. Now a days people don’t know about discipline and they are also not in discipline. So this discipline is taught in our school, which is very important in our life.

Sign: Sohan

Name: Mukesh Shukya
Class: XII  
Faci: MGMT  
Code: 4465
Email: mukesh_shukya@ymail.com
Memories: - Grasping in classroom with best partners, countdown of days left in Prasadi Academy unexpected trick checking jokes of R쯕 Man Pargh, etc.
Message: Proud to be a Prasadian.

Name: Rabindra Bikesh Thapa
Class: XII  
Faci: MGMT  
Code: 9584
Email: rabindra_cool@yahoo.com
Memories: - Each and every moment spent happily at Prasadi Academy. The college picnic will also be in my heart forever.
Message: - If you move forward, you die. If you move backward, you die. Better to move forward and die.

Signature: [Signature]

Name: Akash Pahuk
Class: XII  
Faci: MGMT  
Code: 4550
Email: Akash_Pahuk2000 yahoo.com
Memories: - Akash Prakash Nathakai
Message: - Jai Nepal, Jai Shankar, this is my life...

Signature: [Signature]
**Name:** Ashoka Johnson  
**Class:** XII  
**Email:** ashoka_949500@yahoo.com  
**Memories:** Picnic, Overtaking roosters, laughing at each others jokes and silliness, playing "Dama dharam" during break time

**Message:** If you're worried, you're thinking.  
If you're depressed, you're thinking about your past.  
If you're at peace with yourself, you're living in the present.

**Signature:** Ashoka Johnson

---

**Name:** Bishal Giri  
**Class:** XII  
**FAC:** N/A  
**CODE:** 9969  
**EMAIL:** bishal@g9969.com  
**MEMO:** I have tons of memories but the best one is being with all the loved people in Prasadi.

**MSG:** We all have one or two things to teach each other. Don't ever think you know everything. No one knows everything. Learn new things every moment and every day.
**Name:** Smriti Sharma  
**Class:** XII  
**Faculty:** Mgmt.  
**Code:** 4534  
**Email:** s.m.sharma.2019@hanumti.com  
**Memories:** These days spent with friends, never ending homework, picnics at Manikt and almost all moment spent in 012 and 84 is unforgettable.  
**Message:** “History does not happen Overnight. BE GOOD DO GOOD.”

---

**Name:** Supriya Dangol  
**Class:** XII  
**Faculty:** Mgmt.  
**Code:** 4618  
**Email:** Dangol supurock@yahoo.com  
**Memories:** All these fun and happy moments with friends, knowledge gained from here.  
**Message:** “Where there is will there is way, so always look for a way to succeed.”

---

**Name:** Abhir Mahato  
**Class:** XII  
**Faculty:** Mgmt.  
**Code:** 4631  
**Email:** Abhirmahato127@yahoo.com  
**Memories:** The countless times we laughed at each other and at ourselves.  
**Message:** Whatever we done..... no regret..... make sure the same happens to you.

---

**Name:** Trisha Maharjan  
**Class:** XII  
**Faculty:** Mgmt.  
**Code:** 4668  
**Email:** Trisha_m@yahoo.com  
**Memories:** Uncountable laughs & fun with my friends; all the troubles we have shared with each other.  
**Message:** Join Prasadi & feel the difference so that you can work smart.
SOPHIA MAHARJAN
Grade: XI  Fac: Mgmt  Code: 4596
Email: sophy_thapa@yahoo.com
Memories:
Each and every moment of '019 (grade XI) is very special.
But being a PRASADIAN is the best of all memories.
Message:
There are thousand way in our life... but only single to choose!!
Best of Luck!!

Name: Rupa Maharjan
Class: XI  Fac: Mgmt  Code: 4624
Email: rupa.maharjan@yahoo.com
Memories: Time spending with my friends, playing games in class, enjoying fun with peers in canteen and gaining knowledge from Prasad Academy.
Message: In life mistakes teaches a lot of new experience.

Name: Jyotsna Chaudhary
Class: XI  Fac: Mgmt  Code: 4607
Email: jyotsna chaudhary@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every time spend with friends in Prasad.
Message: Once doesn’t mean always less become our life is also once & we have lots to achieve.

Name: Barga Shrestha
Code: 4538
Grade: XII  Fac: Mgmt  Sec: B4
Email: shrestha_76@yahoo.com
Memories: My memories in Prasad aren’t limited within this small sheet of paper. Special memory is being Prasadian.
Message: Just be yourself... Make ur separate identity!!
Name: Sarina Amatya
Class: XII 'B'
Faculty: Mgmt.
Code no: 4562
Email: Sarina amatya@hotmail.com
Memories: gossiping in classes, friends in Prasadi, classes taken by chief sir, each and every moment of XI and XII.
Message: If you want to be successful, double the rate of failure.

Name: Yasmine Shakya
Class: XII 'B'
Faculty: Mgmt.
Code no: 4482
Email: adee_mealways@hotmail.com
Memories: Friends in Prasadi, gossiping, laughing, classes taken by chief sir, being late for the classes and each and every moment of XI & XII.
Message: A good educational environment with the guidance of friendly teachers is what Prasadi is all about. Proud to be Prasadian.

Name: Garima Sigdel
Class: XI
Fac: Mgmt
Code: 4537
Email: sigdelgarima_historic@gmail.com
Memories: '012 and the last days of Prasadi
Message: Believe in you, believe in what you do.
Sign: Garima

Name: Shivani Sapkota
Class: XII
Fac: Mgmt
Code: 4527
Email: Shivalee22sapkota@yahoo.com
Memories: First day at Prasadi, lunch at Jim’s, battle of trash with friends in ‘012 and during exam time.
Message: There are something you cannot ameliorate, but you can avoid. So think before you step in.
Sign: Shiv.

WILL MISS THE DAYS IN PRASADI.
NAME: SIYA JOSHI
CLASS: XII  B4
CODE: 4525
EMAIL: shajoshi@yahoo.com
MEMORIES: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi was very special. Crying and laughing in class with my buddies, getting punished together are very memorable. Surprise picnic spot is one of the best memories. lol!!! :)
MESSAGES: “Life is challenging, faith so accept the challenge.”
“Proud To Be A Prasadiian”
“BE GOOD, NO GOOD”

NAME: Uma Dhongel
Class: XII  B4
Major Code: 4525
Email: angel_gal24@yahoo.com
Memories: All the cherished moments with my batch in 12 & 13. Picnic of XII to the last month in Prasadi.
MESSAGE: Believe in yourself not others.
SIGN: A
Proud To Be A PRASADIAN 😊

NAME: Sanjaya Shrestha
Class: XII  B4
Faculty: Management
Code: 4661
Email: sanjaya.shrestha@yahoo.com
Memories: I had the best time knowing all the people. I’m gonna miss this place and the times I spent here. I’m gonna miss all the fun and the laughter & the gossip done in the class. All the surprises during the picnics and donuts & donut dance. I’m gonna miss all the people around here.
MESSAGE: “Your Life isn’t grayscale, sometimes you have your color in it. You will realize how much beautiful it’s your life.”

MESSAGE: Work Hard.

NAME: Shreya Shrestha K.C.
Class: XII  B4
Faculty: Mgmt
Code: 4536
Email: megorvious@hotmail.com
Memories: lots of fun and gossips.
MESSAGE: Enjoyed a lot in picnic.
MESSAGE: Be proud to be a prasadiian.
Name: Sumnima Rai
Class: XII (Mgmt.)
Code: 4466
E-mail: Sumi_Sumnima@yahoo.com
Memory: Picnic day and all the moments in Prasadi Academy.
Message: Study hard and take full advantage of your time in Prasadi.

Name: Sukhyo Gurung
Class: XII (Fac) Mgmt.
Code: 4630
Email: beauty_dikhyo@yahoo.com
Memories: All the time I spent in Prasadi Academy, I’ve grown.
Message: Everyone of us has the ability to do what we wish for so never give up, wish ‘n’ then trying and crave for the best.

Name: Rajni Manandhar
Grade: XII (Mgmt.)
Code: 4629
E-mail: itsnerwani@hotmail.com
Memories: Every moment in Prasadi, returning home being 2 minutes late. First class. Prasadi’s fun time would be a life memory.
Message: Be proud to be a Prasadiian.

Name: Sumit Pradhan
Class: XII (Fac) Mgmt.
Code: 4539
Email: Pradhan_sum397@yahoo.com
Memories: Every Moment in Grade XI and grade XII and more.
Message: Don’t believe in others believe in yourself.
Name: Namita Chaudhary
Grade: XII, Management
Code: 4638
Email: Cmانتta60@yahoo.com
Memories: Each & every moment that I spend in Prasadi Academy with my friends & teachers specially in Grade XI.
Message: Accept all the challenges come in your life because life is full of struggles & pain.

Name: Sanju Mahagun (7659)
Grade: XII, Mgmt '19
Message:
Thnx Prasadi
for giving me the most
craziest and wackiest
friends ever !!!

Name: Niroj Wagle
Code: 4646
Class: XII
Faculty: Mgmt
Email: Niroj.wagle.954@yahoo.com
Memories: Every moment in Grade XII and Grade XIII were my memory because of my friends and the teachers. Good Friday in Grade XI.
Message: Face the challenges if you really want to be the winner.

Name: Chresti Tara Bajracharya
Grade: XII 'B9' Code: 4698
Email: Manta.mc@hotmai.com
Memories: Every moment of Prasadi Academy.
Message: "Mimious shows your outer look not you. Unmer our. Proud to be Prasadian"
Signature: Biresti
Name: Siddhartha Shakya  
Grade: XII B4  
Faculty: Mgmt  
Code: 4629  
Email: xida_sh@Yahoo.com  
Memory: Cracking jokes  
Wearing cap in whole winter season  
to prevent from cutting hair.  
and enjoyed picnic organized  
by college.  
Message: Knowing is not enough  
we must apply, willing is  
not enough we must do.  
Signature: Sid

Name: Pratik Thapa  
Class: XII  
Faculty: Mgmt  
Code: 4652  
Address: Kofanki, Ker.  
Email: guns_ross@Yahoo.com  
Memory: Every moment that I spent  
in these 2 years, is memorable.  
Celebrating Fridays with friends  
aft some college.  
Message: Be good, do good &  
See you!!  
Signature: Prad

Name: Abhijay Bikram Shah  
Class: XII  
Faculty: Mgmt  
Code: 4634  
Email: Ajay_shah@Facebook.com  
Memory: I don't have much more  
memories like others. But only the two  
memories: the first day in grade XI & the  
last day in grade XII.  
Message: Behind every Silhouette there is a  
backup that you forget

Name: Rakesh Poudel  
Class: XII  
Faculty: Mgmt  
Code: 4676  
Email: Ladykiller_poudel@yahoo.com  
Memory: All the moments with fens  
of grade XI, playing cards in  
class, enjoying picnic checkings  
and loads of homeworks.  
Message: When a challenge comes, accept  
it, face it & finish it. So U can  
be the no one (The one).
NAME: KAMAL SHAKYA
CLASS: XII Fac. Mgmt Code: 4531
Email: kamalshakya.templation@gmail.com
Memory: Spent 2 yrs in prasad with new people and new environment.
Every time I remember, my high school memories remain from my 12 life.
Message: No matter how long or short or near or years I will have to get on it.

NAME: UBAY NAM VAIDYAY
GRADE 5 AR "MANAGEMENT" SEC 5B
ADDRESS: Gwarko, Lalitpur
Email: vaideynaves@yahoo.com
Codename: 5500
Memory: Each and every moment spend in school time. Dancing in friends, with friends and teachers. Sitting in classroom surprising Saturday classes. Amazing friends too.
Message: Live today if there is no tomorrow...
Name: Sujakshya Bista
Class: XI 'B'
Group: Code: 4755
Email: sujakshya_bista@yahoo.com
Message:
I never thought those 2 yrs would just go by in a blink. Those 2 yrs have been very unforgettable to me. The days spent in XI 'B' as well as XI 'A' can't be forgotten and most of all, being classmate was awesome. Though it is time to leave Prasadi, I got immense change and opened me up. Thank you all. Goodbye.

Message: You might neglect following Prasadi in the first few months but in the end you'll be proud to be a "Prasadiut". So go ahead.

Sign: Sujakshya

Name: Raben Shakya
Class: XI Faculty: Group: Code: 4524
Email: rucokk-cubbinlive.com
Message: Anybody who says they love Prasadi

Message: Life Depends on LUCK!!!

Signatures: [Signature]

Name: Alitha Maharjan
Class: XII 'B'
Group: Code: 4989
Email: alita1-123@yahoo.com
Message: All the moments I have spent together with my friends and of course, Prasadi.

Message: If you are changed change yourself and go towards the success.

Sign: Alitha

Name: Gritshma KC.
Grade: XII - B5
Faculty: Mgmt.
Email: gritshma-kc12@yahoo.com
Message: All the moments spent with my bestfress, Days spent in XI 'B' and "B" were very special one. My journey from grade XI to XII to get overcome.

Message: And how can I forget, Pankaj Sir's.

Signatures: [Signature]
Name: Rohit Shrestha  
Class: XII  
FAC: Mgmt  CDE: 4930  
Email: Rohit - 777 @ yahoo.com  

Memories: My best two years as a Prasadian was very memorable. Those time spent with my friends and teachers was very fun and frothy. They keep living till date today.  
Hello. --------!! It was nice experience!!  
Message: You may not always be up when you thought you were going but you will always end up where you were meant to be!!  
Big Love.  

Name: Selika Shrestha  
Faculty: Mgmt  
Class: XII  
CDE: 4763  
Email: Jayaama - Selika @ yahoo.com  

Memories: All the days of our life are not equally important. Some days occupy a corner in our hearts. But up in every front from college days always exists an unforgettable moment in our life. I will always remember every moment spent in Prasad Academy. Making jokes, noise, cracking jokes with my close friends will always be remembered.  
Message: Be happy and you will be happy too. Who you were are signs!! :*  

Name: Pratima Dang  
Class: XII  
FAC: Mgmt  CDE: 4328  
Email: Pratima - Dang @ hotmail.com  

Memories: Had a great day in prasad with my friends and teacher. All the inspiring knowledge and saying of the teachers and specially inspiring words of our English teacher which made class quite interesting class. Had a quite memorable experience in Prasad Academy. And learned one thing from Prasad. Time flies but we never knew!  
Message: Try to be a good student and listen to the words of your teacher as well then one day you will be a great person.  
Big Love.  

Name: Chandra Khadka  
Class: XII  
FAC: Mgmt  CDE: 4839  
Email: Kaka - Chand @ emerald.com  

Memories: A time spent with teachers and friends, singing and dancing in front of all teachers. Wonderfull world of loads of home work.  
Message: Don't follow the world make the world to follow you.  
Sign: Chandra  

Proud to be a Prasadian
**Name:** Rakesh  
**Class:** XII  
**Code:** 5001

**Email:** rakeshma962@gmail.com

**Memories:** Every moment that I spent with my friends in Prasadi, on campus and in my room.

**Message:** Life is not a music player. Do listen to your favorite song and adjust it to every frequency and enjoy whatever comes in it!

*Miss U PRASADI*  
*Miss U FRENZ*  

**Known as:** Rohit Shaky  
**Class:** XI  
**Code:** 5000

**Email:** rohit.shaky@live.com

**Memories:** Going to barber shop once in 10 days, listening to music and being part of 52 pg. friends, Nordic Board of Prasadi, ‘THK’ etc. (Top - Secret 3);

**Message:** Kta kti lori prasadi mai do dhana lka...  
Jai Nepal! FIRST ITZ WELL  
LIVE FREE RIDE HARD

**Name:** Raju Shaky  
**Class:** XI  
**Code:** 5011

**Email:** fenix.agile@live.com

**Memories:** Each and every moment in Prasadi with my friends and teachers and entire family of moment of my life.

**Message:** A long academic knowledge, Prasadi gives the lesson of hard works, values of time, discipline, sincerity & co-operation which is the best part of prasadi.

**Name:** Bhupen Mawalhar  
**Class:** XII  
**Code:** 5033  
**Address:** Satdobato, Lalitpur

**Email:** bhupen.08@yahoo.com

**Memories:** Counting the days to sit in the last bench and playing with my friends and whistling.

**Message:** No one looks back in Helen life and remembers the nights they got plenty of sleep, work hard, party harder!
Name: Keshav Shrestha  
Grade: XII, Mgmt, Sec: B5  
Code no: 4520  
E-mail: keshavjstha@gmail.com  
Memories: The time spent in grade XII and Mgmt re-test examination will be memorable.  
Message: Work Hard.

Name: DiKram Basnet  
Grade: XII, Mgmt, Sec: B5  
Email: iloveu大多数人@yahoo.com  
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi.  
Message: Gate classes at 6:40

Name: Sujan Rana - Shalgar  
Grade: XII, Mgmt, Sec: B5  
Code no: 4558  
Memory: All those late nights home works, last night study for exams, re-tests, standing up for not completing home work & attempts to get smile from Manju Maam.😊  
Message: Believe in yourself  
Email: disciplekess@gmail.com

Name: Ratish Shrestha  
Class: XII, Faculty: Mgmt, Code no: 4959  
E-Mail: Ratish_2008@yahoo.com  
Memory: Picnic was most memorable. Each and every moment that I spent in Prasadi is unforgettable.  
Message: You are where you have to be, just breathe.!!!

Signature: Ratish
Name: Bismita Kagle
Class: XII  Fac: Mgmt code: 4668
Email: Bismita.kagle@yahoo.com

Memories: All the time I spent with my friend Sweta. Playing with Sweta and having fun with Nirenu 😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊😊

Message: You are a great person. Keep up the good work.

Name: Nishu Moharjan
Class: XII  Fac: Mgmt code: 4575
Email: nishu.majhi@yahoo.com

Memories: First of all, I really enjoyed studying in Prasadi. I made a lot of friends here, who are very close to me and who made my life full of fun & enjoyment. I will always remember Pankaj Sir's funny expressions & jokes. I have spent two years in Prasadi, but it feels like I ordered Pada yesterday only. I hope you will have good days in Prasadi and enjoy every moment. Good luck to you.

Message: You are the best person you can be. Keep going and be happy.

Name: Nisha Moharjan
Class: XII 'B'  Code: 34725
Faculty: Management

Email: Nisha_dreams@yahoo.com

Memories: Having fun with my besties, playing with them. Mr. Pandey Sir, my Class Teacher, was always strict, but he was very kind. He always guided us when we were in trouble. He was always his guidance and support. He always encouraged us to do our best.

Message: Be true to yourself and never give up on your dreams.

Name: Kaveekaiya Karthi
Grade: XII  Fac: Mgmt Code: 3474
Email: smile.kaveekaiya@yahoo.com

Memories: There are quite a few special memories. One of the most special memories was eating biscuits with my friends, playing basketball, and spending time with my best friends. We always had fun together. Mr. Pandey Sir was always strict, but he was very kind.

Message: Whatever you do, always keep your dreams alive.

Signatures:
Name: Priyanka Dhar
Class: XII
Fac: Mgmt
Code: 554
Email: priyanka@gmail.com

Memories:
From the 1st class to Prasadi, my best memories are with friends, fellow students, laughing and sharing moments of joy. Every moment with friends and teachers was really important and memorable. Picnics, photoshoots, etc., were amazing and unforgettable. The joy of friends is something to cherish.

Message: Enjoy your life and appreciate every moment.

Name: Laslo Sajalakshya
Class: XII
Fac: Mgmt
Code: 5418
Email: laslomajalakshya@gmail.com

Memories:
Time spent in Grade 11 and Grade 12 was full of enjoyment, exams, and fun. Midnight before the day of submission, carrying bags full of books, enjoying the company of friends, and watching movies were the highlights.

Message: Enjoy your life and cherish every moment.

Name: Pema Taman
Class: XII
Fac: Mgmt
Code: 5490
Email: pema@yahoo.com

Memories:
Every moment spent with friends was memorable to me. My appreciation.

Message: Life is beautiful, enjoy every moment.

Name: Puja Tamrakar
Class: XII
Fac: Mgmt
Code: 54512
Email: pujatamrakar@yahoo.com

Memories:
Sweet memories from the girls' day of Prasadi, the fun spent in the final days of Grade 12. Laughter, jokes, and memories are unforgettable.

Message: Cherish every moment and enjoy your life.
Name: Nischal Rana
Grade: XII
Fac: Mgmt
Code: 4526
Address: Imadol, Lalitpur
E-mail: neesal.rana@yahoo.com
Memory: Every moment that I spend in class with my friends, gossiping and laughing in class, all teachers' love and care and time at picnic
Message: You can't do things differently until you see things differently.
Signature: Agnihotri

Name: Shreya Manandhar
Class: XII
Fac: Mgmt
Code: 4543
Email: shreyamanandhar@gmail.com
Memories: Meditation in manju mam class for 10 min, enjoying at picnic, good friends, gossiping and guidance of teachers.
Message: Always be optimistic and never change from what you are coz the reflection of your real identity drives you towards achievement and success.
Sign: Shreya

Name: Jitana Shrestha
Class: XII
Fac: Mgmt
Code: 4563
E-mail: julianashrestha@hotmail.com
Memories: Picnic day; all the times spent with friends in Prasadi.
Message: When you were born, you cried, while the world was smiling at you; remember to live life such that when you die, you leave with a smile while the world cries for you.
Signature: Jitana

Name: Solakshana Shakya
Class: XII
Fac: Mgmt
Code: 4544
Email: black_smilepassion@yahoo.com
Memories: Every moment from XI to XII spent in Prasadi with my friends.
Message: Best of Luck for your future. Have fun!!!
Sign: Solak
**Name:** Prateek Bhakal  
**Class:** XII - Management  
**Code:** 4831  
**Email:** PrateekACLEETBOY@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** All my friends and things changes time changes but memories don't. I'm gonna miss you all. 
**Sign:** Slim Shaddy  
**Note:** Life goes on!!!

---

**Name:** Sabrina Sharma (Chaukaghari)  
**Grade:** XI B5 (Mgmt)  
**Code:** 4903  
**Email:** SabrinaSharma86@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** All the memories while playing basket ball and with my dresser's in 08' and last chance in the pharmacy with Gary, praiva, nisha, melina and palista etc. (Almas missing 08')  
**Message:** In d'next school situation don't say no more??? always say to me!!!  
**Sign:** Sabrina

---

**Name:** Sadan Khadka  
**Class:** XII - Fac. Mgmt  
**Code:** 5401  
**Email:** way-heath75@yahoo.com  
**Message:** Each and everybody lost in prasadi  
**Note:** We'll see you next year Tokay!!!

**Sign:** Sadan Khadka  
**Note:** Santa Claus  
**Note:** Janakpur
Name: Zaha
Grade: XII 'Mgmt'
Section: B5
Address: Jmadel, Lalitpur - 06
Email: Signing_f@book.com

Memories: Had a lot of fun in prasadi especially with all of us. Every moment spent with all was souvenier.
Laughing, gossiping, talking... Businessman speaking Eng & Ego talking...
Message: Success is permanent when u achieve it without destroying it principle.

Name: Bibek Manjari
Class: XII "Management"
Section: B5
Code: 4922
Email: Manjari_Bibek13@yahoo.com

Memories: All those little things... I had with in these 2 years... = Lack of sufficient space in this piece of paper to express all my memories.
Messages: Never blame anybody & think down on the worst day. Box as good day gives u happiness. Bad day gives u experience... (o) Be soo happy that when others look at u, they become HAPPY too. :D

Name: Ashim Malla
Grade: XII Mgmt 'B5'
Email: asem-malla@hotmail.com

Message: Some people make is they say yes, when they actually want to say no.

Name: Abhijit Koirali
Class: XI stream: Mgmt
Code: AP9O
Email: abhijitk8999@rocketmail.com

Memories: Wow!!! The uncountable...
Anyway each and every moment spent in prasadi will be memorable for me.
Message: Never wait for anything you should move further to achieve. Last but the most important thing, "never ask anyone what you should do."
Name: Abhijit Roy
Class: XII
Faculty: Management
Email: abhijitroy0719@gmail.com
Memories: The days of grade XI and the jokes we used to crack will always be remembered.
Message: Opportunity comes once, so work hard.

Name: Ravi Maitra
Class: XII
Email: ravi.maitra2019@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment spent in Prasadi will be a memorable part of my life.
Message: Doctors are not enough to describe the pride of being a Prasadi, so many of you can come in.

Name: Souvik Majumdar
Class: XII
Email: souvik.majumdar@live.com
Memories: Days and classes studied with friends.
Message: Enjoy responsibly.

Name: Ritwik Majumdar
Class: XII
Email: ritwik.majumdar@live.com
Memories: The pride of being a Prasadi, so many of you can come in.
Message: Doctors are not enough to describe the pride of being a Prasadi, so many of you can come in.
**Name:** Nitya Kumari  
**Code:** 7133  
**Email:** Nitya.nhekuri@gmail.com  
**Memories:** Nice memories, playing cards, dancing and making pests at home. Enjoying the content with friends and friends.  
**Message:** Your thoughts guide you, so always think of your future.  
**Sign:** Rahul

**Name:** Sangita Thapa  
**Class:** X11  
**FAC:** Mount  
**Code:** 4756  
**Email:** Thapa.sangita18@yahoo.com  
**Memories:** Unlimited laughter and gossiping with classmates and obviously, a picnic dance in "HUKAR BAR" song was an awesome moment.  
**Message:** All is well!!!  
**Sign:** Rajeev

**Name:** Melina Sharma (4833)  
**Class:** XII 'B5'  
**Email:** blueswan13@gmail.com  
**Memory:** The first day of class, I can never forget. New friends, new laughter, new moments.  
**Message:** The rule of life is to have lots of fun but don’t get caught.  
**Sign:** Melina

**Name:** Ranjan Kunwar  
**Code:** 4467  
**Grade:** XII 'B5'  
**Email:** karboyranjan@yahoo.com  
**Memory:** All the days that I enjoyed with my friends in Prasad Academy.  
**Message:** Aim high as a star so that even if you fall, you will reach to moon.  
**Sign:** Ranjan
Name: Suyantra Bajracharya  
Class: XII 'B'  
Fac/Dept Code: 9289  
E-mail: cute_tamata @ hotmail.com  
Memories: The time spent with friends, laughing, guessing, eating, dancing, drinking...BOYHOOD time! Out picnics, solving lots of homeworks...  
Message: Thinking well is wise; Planning well is wiser; Doing well is wisest...  
Sign:  

Name: Dinsh Silwal  
Code: 98346  
Class: XII  
Fac/Dept Code: 9289  
Email: DinshSilwal39@ yahoo.com  
Memory: I’ll never forget the homework re-tect, and class guessing with my friends and teachers lectured...  
Message: The world doesn’t pay money for what you know but it pays for what you do with what you know.  
Sign:  

Name: Saurav Khatri  
Code no: 9513  
Grade: XII Management  
Section: B  
Address: Matripal, Lalitpur  
Email: Terrifying_death715@gmail.com  
Memories: Frequent hair cut and had lots of fun with friends and teachers.  
Message: Target your goal on ripe fruits not on falling leaves.  
Sign:  

Name: Manisha Shrestha  
Code: XII  
Fac/Dept Code: 9230  
Email: manishaharegurlal@gmail.com  
Memories: Memories can never be beautiful without beautiful people, and in Prasadi, I’ve made a whole bunch of beautiful people! Can’t forget my sweet friends, Sushil, Sohini, Keshav, Pragya, Binod, Bhakti, Shreeja and everyone. The talks and the fun inside the class room with Shripad and Keisha and back home with Dhanya and Ishan. Our teachers are also great. Some really funny (Bunahajis) and converts. The things you lose now and then turn into gold. Best wishes to Prash and your group, make these days and my friends.  
Message: To Kushal Prasad, Do not think too hard, just listen to ur heart and enjoy u to the fullest. You won’t regret of coming to Prasadi.  
Sign: 
Name: Toonisha Bonjan
Class: XII
Stream: Mynd
Section: B072
E-mail: Thullier_toon@yahoocom
Sign: 

Memories: leaving when breaking rules of Prasadi waiting for punishment but they realize now I am saved.

Message: Within you is most amazing feeling you can possibly imagine. All that you look for, mostly nowhere looked for has always been right inside you. That is gift you have.
Name: Terisha Maharjan
Class: XII  Fac: Mgmt  Code: 4673
Email: Mangal67@hotmail.com
Memories: Abit homework can’t forget
Lots of homework from individual teacher. Can’t forget
the group punishment of the teacher, also those checking
time periods in Prasadi. Staying at the foot of the stairs
during boring class back to back
Enjoyed being a Prasadiian
Message: "We are all are born to be Real not Perfect. So Be Yourself
"What is the Best Comfort one can get
in this whole world

Name: Ruksh Bhandari
Class: XII  Fac: Management  Code: 4732
Email: rukshbhandari@yahoo.com
Memories: Picnic was awesome
Passing funny time
in Tobacco’s period
Unforgettable Sweet voice of Manju
ma’am and her wondrous style of umpiring
and Teaching.

Name: Rubina K.C.
Class: XI  Fac: Mgmt  Code: 4679
Email: Rubina_KC@hotmail.com
Memories: unlimited fun in
Picnic with my ‘4 Pandavs’ AP, B.B, G.K, E.D and me.
Message: When I look back at the time
spends, the hard work, made me smile
but memories did so enjoy your life & create as many
memories as you can.

Name: Bijoy Roy K.C.
Class: XI  Fac: Mgmt  Code: 5014
Email: vj_Ke@yahoo.com
Memories: days of homework, scolding
math sir, Picnic, having fun in classes, enjoying with
friends in ‘each and every moment spent in Prasadi’
Academy are memorable.
Message: Time once spent, doesn’t come
back. Enjoy every day of your college life, in such a way that
you’ll never have to regret on what you did.
Signature: Bijoy
Name: Ashish Shamala '471'
Grade: XII Mgt. 86
Address: Labhput - Bagdale
Email address: Ashish Shamala @ yahoo.com
Memories: Moral Lectures of account and Business man.
Message: Try and taste everything in your life but never give up until you get success.

Name: Sanjay Tarulekar
Code: 4755
Grade: XII Mgt. 86
Address: Vrindaban, Bihta
Email: evabadboys@yahoo.com
Memories: Having fun in picnic with friends, getting caught while talking in class.
Message: Never give up until you get success.

Proud to be a Prasadi.

Name: Adarsh Ganjankar
Class: XII Fac. Mgmt. Code: 4712
Email: Adarsh90@hotmail.com
Memory: Every moment spent in Prasadi and my good friends.
Message: Be good. Do good.

Name: Anish Chalise '85
Grade: XII B6 4702
Address: Badikhel - 3, Jallapur
Email: anish_chalise@yahoo.com
Memory: Each moment I've spent in Prasadi, I feel so emotional while writing it with tears in my eyes. Having a unique feeling in me. In XI'90 the time passed so fast and fantastically with new friends and teachers who had thought those new friends and new teachers will be like my family one day. In XI'92 today, I feel so emotional while writing it with tears in my eyes. Czech. I am leaving my school and friends. Be good, Kumta, Bije, Daftab, and everyone. Ms. Don't copy any body. Be that person to whom every body copy.
Name: Neetha Chaudhary
Class: XII
FAC: 4704
Email: neetha@ymail.com
Memories: Every moment spent in Prasadi.
Message: "Be good do good"

Name: Susan Akhri Shrestha
Class: XII
FAC: 4770
Email: susan@ymail.com
Memories: Every moment spent in Prasadi.
Message: "Best of Luck"

Name: Faneeda Mahajan
Class: XII
FAC: 4703
Email: faneeda@ymail.com
Memories: Times spent with frenz in Prasadi. I'll neva 4get the Picnic & the dance.
Message: "U'll neva get the second chance to make the 1st impression."

Name: Nancy Thapa
Class: XII
FAC: 4686
Email: nancy@ymail.com
Memories: All the time spent over here will be memorable. Some time learning, Some time playing with all of us.
Message: "Forget not but just wish you all great success."

Name: Pradnya Saili
Class: XII
FAC: 4707
Email: pradnya@ymail.com
Memories: Best of luck to all.
Message: "Proud to be Prasadi"
Name: Biwekshya Paudel
Class: XII  Fac: Mgmt  Code: 4304
Email: Biwekshya.Paudel@yahoo.com
Memories: Fun with friends and teachers in picnic. Non-stop dance in picnic at... Inspiring Encouraging friends and teachers will be missed a lot. Enjoyed many new periods a lot.
Message: "Enjoy your journey in Prasadi but never take your studies for granted..."
Sign: Biwekshya

Name: Sujata Raut
Class: XII  Fac: Mgmt  Code: 4534
Email: Sujata.Raut@gmail.com
Memories: All the moments spent in Prasadi Academy: laughing and gossiping in class; seeing friends while answering the question; being with my friends and parents in Prasadi. The moment... What a period! Parent was obviously memorable.
Message: "Though how much difficulties come in your life, face it with a smile and work hard then you will easily achieve your goals..."
Sign: Sujata

Name: Sunita Rai
Class: XII  Fac: Mgmt  Code: 4535
Email: Sunita Rai.mrkk@nepalmail.com
Memories: Making different excuses during the absent times and being cuddled in class, just with my mates! Oh, God! My teacher is my best friend..."
Message: "From Prasadi Academy, I have learnt to be self-confident, self-dependent, always try to give your best efforts at your best. Never give up!! Good luck..."

Name: Sanjita Sapkota
Class: XII  Fac: Mgmt  Code: 4637
Email: Sapkota.Sanjita@yahoo.com
Memories: Every moment spent in Prasadi Academy is memorable for me as well as I miss my loving friends..."
Message: "I'm glad to be a part of Prasadi. It taught me important lesson in my life..."
Sign: Sanjita
Name: Nabin Shrestha  
Code: 4770  
Grade: XII Mgmt  
Sec: B6  
Address: Harsidhi, Lalitpur  
Email: Nabin.shilka@gmail.com  
Memory: Lectures and jokes of teachers. Little bit serious in study, late arrival, loving miss and countless faults.  
Message: Don’t expect anything to fall from sky, so always try....  
Sign: Nish

Name: Tanak Raj Joshi  
Code: 4760  
Grade: XII Mgmt  
Sec: B6  
Address: Mahadei Bajura  
Email: Tanak.bajura@gmail.com  
Memory: Doing homework gossiping, laughing, inspiring teachers like bhaiya sir and maa like nabin, late arrival and lots of fun.  
Message: Just remember “The day you have learned nothing and laugh is the day you have wasted.”  
Sign: Tanak

Name: Sabhin Shakya  
Class: XII, Fac: Mgmt, Code: 4729  
Email: Sabhin_prene@hotmail.com  
Oolma46@gmail.com  
Message: Go good and do good and get positive compliments by teacher  
Sign: Sabhin

Name: Vivek KC  
Class: XII, Fac: Mgmt, Code: 4792  
Email: Vivek.KC_Mhattar@hotmail.com  
Memories: Euro Cup Matches whole night and college in the morning. Each and every moment spent with my friends in Prasadi.  
Message: Love you all.  
Sign: Vivek
Name: Prashant Shimire (Sharma)  
Class: XII  Fac: Mgmt.  Code: 4724  
E-mail: Ashu_01@yandex.com  
Memory: Beautiful voice of Monju, Miss, laughing class of Manjali Sir, Group of Rajkumar Sir and lot more. If I write the whole magazine will be filled with ha ha ha....  
Message: Everybody do your best, teachers are there to support you and push you towards your best.
Name: Kumir Maharjan
Class: XII, Mgm.E. Sec: ‘B6’
Address: Siddhipura, Lalitpur
Email: Kumir.Maharjan@yahoo.com
Memory: Every movement spent with friends in class XI & XII.
Message: Chase excellence success will follow you.

Name: Rachit Maharjan
Grade: XII, Fac: Management
Code: 4699
Email: 0845979@gmail.com
Memory: First day at Prasadi and homework.
Message: The goal aim of education is not knowledge but action.

Name: Sonisha Maharjan [Code: 4714]
Grade: XII, ‘B’ 6
Faculty: Commerce/Management
Address: Patan, Lalitpur
Email: maharjansoni889@gmail.com
Memory: Firstly the picnic day...time spent with friends like Susana, Shweta, Sanjita, Akritee, Pranita, Seno...
Message: Because what you were before entering Prasadi is what you have turned to be, lead differently. Always proud to be Prasadiian.

Name: Kripa Subedi
Class: XII, Mgmt. Sec: ‘B6’ Code: 4772
Email: kripa.subedi@yahoo.com
Memory: The times spent with my friends packing the bag before the last period over.
Message: Be in the shoes of Prasadi Academy.
Sign: From a miss u Prasadi.
Name: Echhya Dahal
Class: XII 'B' Fac: Management Code: 4693
Email: echhya.dahal@hotmail.co.uk
Memories:
- Unlimited dancing with friends in scenic.
- Cooking jokes in class with my five bitches, Rubina, Shyam, Anushima & Pragyas.
- Jokes & having unnecessary fun in the college premises are the best memories of mine in Prasadi.
Message:
Don’t judge a book by its cover.
Signature: Echhya

Name: Shumon Singh
Class: XII Code: 4716
Faculty: Hant
Email: Shumon_16@rocketmail.com
Memories:
- Going in the class with friends.
- I will miss Sugoya’s jokes and Rubina’s jokes.
Message:
Hard work + talent = work hard.

Name: Sugyasa Khandel
Grade: XII (B+44) Code: 4883
Section: B'
Email: Ne__sugyasa@yahoo.com
Memories:
- Returning back to home from being late, unlimited fun that we had in picnic.
- Jokes of Rubina, all fun with my 5 (Rubina, Anushma, Sugoya & Sugya) is time.
Message:
Yesterday was history, tomorrow is a mystery, but today is gift so live as if it today.

Name: Bijayata Ramyat
Class: XI Fac: Management Code: 4683
Email: bijeta@live.edn
Memories:
- Doing the naughty mischievous things in grade XI with Ayushma, dancing in the heart of the picnic and all the unlimited fun and time spent with Ayushma, Echha, Rubina and Sugya...
Message:
Don't do those things which let you down and make others back bite. And even if they do... Don't leave them...
Name: Jena Mahachchain
Grade: XII ‘A’
Code no: 9678
Address: Sundhara, Lalitpur
E-mail: jenamahattiqu@hotmail.com
Memory: Each and every moment which I have spent in Prasadi Academy is memorable for me. Special fun and learning with friends.
Message: Try to have ultimate fun in 2 years in Prasadi. Lots of love and respect to you. Proud to be a Prasadian.

---

Name: Paavan Sapkota
Grade: XII Sec ‘B’
Address: Budhabare ‘C’ (JHAPA)
Code no: 4728
Email: Paavan.sapkota_80@yahoo.com
Memory: Carrying loads of bag, unexpected bag checking, hair cut and enjoying with friends in picnic. I won’t be missing these days.
Message: Believe in your self. "Success will believe in you".

---

Name: Maheshwor Karki
Grade: XII ‘A’
Code: 4690
Address: Labahu, Lalitpur
Email: cowguy_maheshwor@yahoo.com
Memory: Sorry! I’ve poor memory power.
Msg: Life is not a race. Go fast be alone, go far be together.

---

Name: Prayash Thapalia
Class: XII ‘A’
Code: 4839
Email: guestxing_walking_1989@yahoo.com
Memory: All the days spent with friends in Prasadi Academy was memorable moment. So extra no name, no extra colz.
Message: Good luck. Keep Kalai Katma Jayu Jagatiyo... see-se." memorable to prasadi koi... exam...

---

Name: Arjun Pratap
Class: XII ‘A’
Code: 4839
Email: Guestxing_walking_1989@yahoo.com
Memory: All the days spent with friends in Prasadi Academy was memorable moment. So extra no name, no extra colz.
Message: Let’s fly high, always fly... take a roll.
Name: Pratikshya Sharma
Class: XII Mgmt Code: 4749
Email: sharma_pratikshya@yahoo.com
Memories: Getting scaled by T.P. Ujjvi Sir, Pranendra Sir. Had great time with frenzz.
Message: Have the attitude to live your life.
Sign: Pratikshya

Name: Subin Kumar Shrestha
Class: XII Management, sec: B '6
Email: Deadchicken@live.com
Memory: Every moment I spent with my friends, being sent back home for being late, the picnic, doing late night homework, canteen samosas...
Message: Cut your hair and nails on time.

Name: Sujala Ghale
Class: XII Fac: Mgmt Code: 4707
Email: Suz_gh@hotmail.com
Memories: All the memories are fresh which are spent with frens and of course scolding of teachers.
Message: Success comes only when you work hard.
Signature: Sujala
Name: Roshoni Banar
Class: XII 'B'
Face: Mont
Code: 4896
Email: Roshoni@rediffmail.com
Memories: Being sent back home for being late, playing truth & dare in ninth period.
Message: Enjoy each & every moment in prasadi.
Sign: (Signature)

Name: Mili Shaky
Class: XII 'B'
Face: Mont
Code: 4715
Email: Mili15@yahoo.com
Memories: Playing truth & dare game in ninth period, singing during the class.
Message: Be what you are!! You are the creator of your own destiny!! Keep Smiling.
Sign: (Signature)

Name: Ayushma Prakash
Class: XII 'A'
Face: Management
Code: 4169
Email: Ayushma@gmail.com
Memories: Each and every awesome time spent in picnics dancing for hours, making fun in class out of jokes, that the single moment spent in passed away in prasadi.
Message: We should know the existence of us in the world and move ahead according to it.
Sign: (Signature)

Name: Bikha Rajkhandal
Grade: XII 'B'
Face: Mont
Code: 86
Address: Laghu New road
Email: Bikha12@gmail.com
Memories: Having fun with bench partners and laughing. Each and every moment spent in prasadi.
Message: Proud to be prasadit. Always be positive towards your teachers and their suggestions given to you.
Sign: (Signature)
Name: Prasadi Punyo
Grade: XII Science
Code No: 4876
Email: prasadi_1995@yahoo.com
Memories: Every moment spent with my friends and the 'picnic'.
Message: A River Runs The Rock, Not Because Of Its Power, But Because It Keeps Going On... Remember Never Lose Hope... Defend And Face The Challenge. To Increase The Courage, Keep Moving Towards Targets. To Tell The World There Is Nothing Impossible For You. Signature: prasadi

Name: Mrigendra Pradhan
Class: XII, Fac: Sci, Math
Code: 5068
Email: Mrigendra_pradhan@yahoo.com
Memories: Always enjoyed Chef's Shaik lectures... BHT & CSW's dialogues... KS mam's period... the26.10.15... Day with Shrik, Kamal, Rehan, Nabin & Fazil... esp. Rehan's Forehead... & picnic was great...!!!
Message: Impossible is nothing... Just do it...!!!

Name: Nabin Tandon
Grade: XII, Fac: Math
Code: 4881
Email: theone.eureka@gmail.com
Memories: Doing hw. in blocks, friends (Kamal, Srinath, Mithu, Tiga, Mrig, Arjun, Shambhari, D.P. and All Others), making fun of friends, listening jokes and picnic was surprising. So can't forget all these teachers.
Message: What you've got from inside is all that creates your identity.
Signature: Nabin

Name: Rijan Niraula
Grade: XII, Fac: Science
Code: 4936
Email: Rijan_533366@yahoo.com
Address: Bishatuman Nager-15, Nany
Memories: Each and Every moment spent with friends, nonstop dancing in picnic, enjoying Hamal's six class homeworks and playing football with cricket ball in basketball court.
Message: Only a life lived for others is a life worthwhile. So always try to make others happy.
Signature: Rijan
HIMAL KANDEL
XII 'B1' Fac: Sci, Code: 4900
Email: Kandelhimal100@gmail.com
Address: Baglung-1, Baglung.
Memories: Seeing homework in classroom
and back and every moment
spent with friends in
"Prasadi Academy".
Message: "Life is a root book whose first
and last pages are filled by
happiness and smile.
Proud to be a Prasadian!"

Adhip Malak
XII 'F1' Fac: Sci, Code: 4905
Email: Malak_adhip5@gmail.com
Memories: PICNIC
DANCE DANCE & DANCE
Organ class of 8th hr, BCO
Sir, Morning basketball and
Plastic football.
Message: Enjoy your life in
Prasadi.

Suraj Gurau
XII 'F1' Fac: Sci, Code: 4844
Email: gurauSuraj@gmail.com
Website: www.facebook.com/gurau
Memories: Best moments spent in college.
Laughed a lot with Teacher.
Teacher praising students.
Got punished by chief sir.
Stood in front of big clock.
Message: Our competitors can copy our
work but not our passion. So, Use
in your own passion 2 go ahead.
Stay (Best of luck)
Saurav Khatriwada
11th D1 Fac. Sci Code: 4900
Email: Saurav.K9@gmail.com
Address: Sankhamul, New Baneshwar
Memories: Frequent haircuts
take a lot of homework completion
day, jokes and moments of
spending time with friends.
Message: Life is awesome
for everyone. Make your legendary.

Name: Darpan Guragain
Code: 4559 Fac. Sci
Class: XII B-One, XI J-Eleven
Email: darpan.guragain@yahoo.com
Memories:
Each & Every moment spent in Prasadi
Message: It ain't about how hard you hit, it's about how hard you can get hit & keep on moving forward.

Samrat Bhardwaj
11th Sec D1
Address: Sankhamul, New Baneshwar
Email: Kiemish@gmail.com
Memories: Apart from studies, every moment of Prasadi is worth remembering. specially the occasion of 15th May
Kumars, sports talk during break, and the last two exams.
Message: Life is not about what you've experienced, but how you perceive and adapt it to yourself.

Name: Ashish Subedi
Class: XII D1 Fac. Science Code: 4900
Address: New Baneshwar, Kathmandu
Email: Devil_haunted@yahoo.com
Memories: A lot of homework, frequent haircuts and fighting with friends.
Message: Being a Prasadi student, you have to know something valuable... "IMPROVISE, ADAPT, AND OVERCOME"
"Sign: Ashby"
Name: Suman Khatri
Class: XII  Fac: Sci  Code: 4868
Email: influj_h19@yahoo.com
Memories: Everytime I spent with my friends making fun of each other, laughing on stupid jokes were memorable, and also doing homework.
Message: Never stand begging for what you have power to earn.
Signature: 

Name: Priyanshi Thapa
Class: XII  Fac: Sci  Code: 4853
Email: prvisualrebel@gmail.com
Memories: Sorry, @, I've stopped from short term memory loss.
Message: Je gannu una, gara, madai 'tung' matari!!! :D

Name: Bhal Ahmad
Class: XII  Fac: Science  Code: 1844
Email: bhalahmadhikari75@gmail.com
Memories: Moments of joy, the time spent in DJ with Shish, Dhan, Sonu, Adhik, Pav, Kamal, Rehan and Suvan, Manisha's homemade chalta
Message: Be wise, you’ll know the right thing to do.
Signature: 

Name: Kamal Chhantyal
Class: XII (Ar)  Fac: Sci  Code: 4882
Email: Shrishtinoy_kaaka@ymail.com
Memories:
Bekyo Pandey, Nipun, Srijah, Jacks, Thapa dai aanya ramalo jana ko, URT sir lay sadhak Kapil Kat-Shank.
Am Ks mani ra BA man ko once haru...
Message: Know message to K dinu... tei ba manavai pedu tihuto mauchhe bannu, homework gannu ani dech bikaah gannya....
Signature: 
Name: Ashish Man Singh Pradhan
Class: XII
Roll: Sec1
Code: 181
Email: ashishpradhan7@hotmail.com

Message:
It's hard to find a friend who is:
95% talented
96% funny
98% loving
99% intelligent
and 100% educated
so don't v dare.... love Prasadi

Name: Lokesh Pal
Grade: XII, Sec. D1
Email: lokeshpal929@yahoo.com
Address: Badekhasa, Bhusal
Memories: Every class of S, B, H, B, C, G, & B, P. Every class was taught by chief sir, motivations of all teachers, daily loads of homework... And all days in Prasadi are worth memorizing.
Message: The greatest barrier to success is fear of failure.
Sign: @esh

Name: Bivak Bhandari
Class: XII(D1)
Roll: Sec1
Code: 48+8
Email: bhandari.bivak@yahoo.com
Memories: I cannot write my academic memories in some piece of paper. So, each and every moment of my academic session will remain a memory forever in my life.
Message: Life is not a pressure cooker... so do not pressurize it... challenge the hurdles... do what you want to enjoy every moment of your life.
Sign: @abh

Name: Santosh Subedi
Class: XII (D1)
Roll: Sec1
Code: 47+6
Email: santoshsubedhi22@yahoo.com
Memories: Every class was a B, M, S, B, H, & B. Every class was B, M, S, B, H, & B.
Message: "Learn from your past & mistakes!"
Sign: @santosh
Name: Aksh Kumar Choudhary
Class: XII, Sec. D-ONF
Code: 4879
Email: rmeakshen@gmail.com
Address: Hathausa-2, Kapilvastu
Message: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi Academy with friends.
Message: Past is experience, present is experiment, future is experiment. Use your experience in your experiments to get your expectations.
Sign: Aksh

Name: Rahim Basakola
Class: XII, Sec. G
Code: 4880
Email: basakola91@gmail.com
Message: Memories:
I will never forget all the fun time I had with my friends (Shivi, Dinesh, Bipin, Priyanka, Devi, Rekha and others) during the days of study. We used to enjoy the sunny days and the delicious food in Prasadi. It was so much fun and memories that will always be a very memorable event in Prasadi.
Message: Don’t let anyone look down on you...
Sign: Rahim

Name: Rahul Prasad Patel
Grade: XII, Sec. D-ONE
Email: www.facebook.com/krjprak
Message: Each and every moment spent with teachers was very enjoyable. I still remember the moment when I saw the smile of my favorite teacher while she was teaching.
Message: Prasadi Rocks!!
Sign: Rahul

Name: Rupesh Hamal
Class: XII, Faculty: Science
Code: 4838
Email: xylo_explorer@yahoo.com
Message: Memories:
Having fun with friends and teachers during picnics, jokes of Songeet and Kushal (J6), Inspirations from Sunil, friendship of Darpan and classes of SBI six, KS naam.
Message: Dream as high as you can and never give up on your Destiny.
Sign: Rupesh
**NAME:** Vish Shrivastha  
**Class:** XII  
**Fac:** Sci  
**Code:** 4B63  
**Email:** Wordlife-vish@Hotmail.com  
**MEMENTOS:**  
In 12th, I was fun....  
  Comedy moments with Kamal, Priyank, Pankaj, Manish and Ashutosh. Picnic, maze & bake sale, and many fun moments with my friends.  
**MESSAGE:** Don't be afraid to fail, coz that's the best way you'll learn...... :)  
**SIGN:** [Signature]

---

**NAME:** Ujan Maharjan  
**Class:** XII  
**Fac:** Science  
**Code:** 4B66  
**Email:** Ujanmaharjan@yahoo.com  
**Mementos:**  
In 12th, K.S., Raman and IJ being our favorite groups, and our boisterous behavior.  
**Message:** Don't be so serious coz if you're in Prasad, it is so much fun to be here than you expect me to be.  
**SIGN:** [Signature]

---

**NAME:** Dheenendu Chhabra  
**Class:** XII  
**Fac:** Sci  
**Code:** 4B69  
**Address:** Shivamandir-2, Nawalparasi  
**Email:** Dipenchamp2@Yahoo.com  
**Mementos:**  
I spent 2 years in Prasadi which was a unforgettable moment of my life.  
**Message:** Build up confidence in your chosen field which leads you to success.  
**SIGN:** [Signature]

---

**NAME:** Jagdishwar Upadhyay  
**Class:** XII  
**Fac:** Sci  
**Code:** 4B87  
**Email:** Sharjag77@gmail.com  
**Mementos:**  
Every day spent in Prasadi is momentous to me.  
**Message:** Learn to be responsible for your actions and to make your own right decisions rather than to have someone else's notion thrust upon you.  
**SIGN:** [Signature]
Name: Prem Raj Pandey  
Grade: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 4915  
Email: Tack_paggio@yahoo.com  
Address: Birendranagar-4, Sukhet, 944  
Memories: Precious time I spent with my friends in the library. And enjoying the study as well as jokes in SIT-Sir's period. Sir's spirit have boosted me to chase excellence.  
Message: Do not let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do.  

Name: Achin Banjara, Code no: 4837  
Faculty: Science, Grade: XII  
Email: achin_banjara42@yahoo.com  
Address: Kathmandu, Kathmandu  
Memories: Sir S.B.'s classes, his jokes; unexpected bag exchange at school gate & class. And inspiration from teachers who accrossed and taught me to learn.  
Message: Never fear to fail, there are no mistakes and live the life you've imagined.  

Name: Pokar Sapkota  
Grade: XII, Sci  
Email: pokar_sapkota@gmail.com  
Address: Katam, Kathmandu  
Memories: Completing my work in class, sleeping in notebooks under the desk, groups of football and cracking jokes and finally, boozing in class.  
Message: Don't get excited if you get extra holidays, you may have classes on Saturday too.  

Name: Akash Shakyak  
Class: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 4923  
Email: zone_4kesh@yahoo.com  
Memories: Lots of fun time with friends in picnic. Time spent doing homeworks. Every moment in Prasad's are to be cherished.  
Message: Even though life throws many obstacles at you, you will always have the hidden strength existing within you to overcome it without a trace.  

Signature:
Name: Pravin Bhattacharjee
Grade: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 1765
Address: Malika G. Dhalek
Email: Pravinbhattacharjee@gmail.com
Memory: Unexpected book checking, return back being late from colt, homework.

SBH sir classes,
encouraging lectures of chief sir.
First day of Prasadi Academy, CSQ sir's frequently English speaking word 'Oh'.
Message: Time is the big enemy of a man. So, don't waste a second.
Sign: Pravin

Name: Sunil Thakali
Class: XII, Faculty: Science
Code: 4946
Email: Sunilthakali@yahoo.com
Memory: Late night study during exams. Doing homework in class. UEF sir (Joy Jadav Kapal) cast bhaneko. Ani Et man ra Mamal sir ko period...
Message: Ek chhut paradi padnus and jivan ko majha himus...
Sign: Sunil

Name: Himanshu Chandra Rai
XII D1, Fac: Sci, Code: 4999
Email: rai.himanshu008@yahoo.com
Address: Bhopakh Dallpur
Memory: frequent haircuts of reehat, sitting in orange as sunrise, riding on hot day Dallpur. Of course, moments to fight with my handsome friend.
Message: When you are sad, don't be sad but be awesome instead.

Name: Uraj Moharjan
Class: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 4965
Email: Urozmnr.07@yahoo.com
Address: Jawalakhel, Lalitpur
Signature: Uraj
Memory: Forever.
The names that I spend with my friends and the joke that is made by our sir SBH. So JINDABAAD for sir.
Message: Be your self and try to be friendly with everyone.
Name: Priyanka Rajacharya  
Class: XII  F: Sci  Code: 4606  
Email: Priyanka_Rajacharya@hotmail.com  
Memories: Fun moments with friends, laughing at and with my close mates. Making funny faces and teasing friends in class. :P  
Message: Don't give up in life, cos sometimes things are possible when you want it bad enough.  
Signature: Priyanka

Name: Deepen Shrestha  
Class: XII  F: Sci  Code: 4611  
Email: Deepen_Shirock@gmail.com  
Memories: Every moment spent in Prasadi academy.  
Message: We must learn to fail, we must learn to become pain, we must learn to lose something, we must learn to lose someone. This is how life works. For the one who goes through success, this is how life works. For the one who gave us all they have, this is how life works. For the one who are now called legends.  

Name: Manisha Shrestha  
Class: XII  F: Sci  Code: 4814  
Email: Shrestha_manisha@yahoo.com  
Memories: In class, making fun of people around, late submission, in all the papers half in class, sitting in the back, getting caught by teachers very often. A PICNIC!  
Message: Enjoy to the fullest &

Name: Jyothika Tuladhar  
Class: XII  F: Sci  Code: 4572  
Email: chronicles_revival@hotmail.com  
Memories: In 10th, making fun of people around; home work submission; and also the beginning of lifetime friend, D:D, sitting in the first bench.  
Message: Have fun to the fullest in Prasadi but you should study atleast in the evening. Everything happens with a reason. COZ THIS IS PRASADI. :D :D
Name: Sandeep Khadka
Grade: XII, Fac: Science, Code: 4738
Email: khadkasandeep2000@gmail.com

Memories: Every day passed in present academy, lectures of teachers and hardwork done throughout college life, especially the class of 8th Form and K.S.R. Summing the homework and class hours, it was all fun and profit.

Message: Enjoy your life in your own way.

Saroj Subedi
Grade: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 4553
Address: Ratna Park, Morang
Email: ntnade@gmail.com

Memories: “Good ones”
@Backroom collection: bravura nature collection but had fun playing hal and roaming around.
@Picnic & Dance: Fun, music...
@Classroom: Jokes, fun, study, normal sir.

Message: Whenever you feel sad, keep feeling sad and start feeling awesome instead.

Name: Nishan Thapa
Grade: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 4334
Email: rytycode@gmail.com

MEMORIES: Almost all memories in 8th & 9th with wonderful daily practice, morning 3 days boozing, special function (as called) EHTMM, Mirchi. Even fantastic classes of Hand with the wacky subjects. There was wildness, bossing in class, uninterested but always fun. And Amazingly Sweet.

MESSAGE: Life is not what you can do, it is all about those you love you do.

Nishan
Name: Aayusha Bhattacher  
Class: XII, Faculty: Science  
E-mail: aayusha_432@hotmail.com

Memories:
It’s hard to pen all those memories spent in Prasadi in between these lines. Sep. days in 9’6 with Hitesh, Poush, Kirti, Chintan, Neha. Kirti, Kirti, Kirti, Kirti, Kirti. Neha, Poush, Poush, Poush, Poush. Talks, laughs, gossiping, lectures of teachers like Sir Mane, SEM, GECERS & yes POMA too!!

Message: The worthless present becomes the beautiful past when you flash back because it’s always better in memories.

Signature: Aayusha

Name: Reeta Gaikwad  
Class: XII, Faculty: Science  
E-mail: Reeta_computer@yahoo.com

Memories: Each and every special moment in 9’6 and 10’2 were like a dream come true. Phone, chits, lunch break, “by who”, “by who” and the on-Dhanashree outstanding, mind-blowing, rocking PRETCI. Silly jokes, RIWAH, our award function in 9’6. ninja party and telling each other every now and then all the way to Vahanbundu. @ Bangalore.

Message: You are the best and like every moment of life, live. Our dreams are

Signature: "Prasadi Rocks"
Name: Sanyu Shrestha  
Grade: XII  
Fac.: Sci  
Code: 5020  
Email: Sanzo_Quile@yahoo.com  
Memories: Each and every moment spent with my friends, college picnic, break time  
Message: You only get one shot don’t miss your chance to blow. This opportunity comes once in a lifetime  
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Md. Imteyaz Alam  
Class: XII  
Fac.: Sci  
Code: 4959  
Email: Mohammad.Imteyaz13@yahoo.com  
Memories: Each and every day spent in Prasadi Academy is memorable. The lecture of K.C. (sir), S.H. (sir) and others are quite interesting.  
Message: May the knowledge bring you greater good.  
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Upendra Kumar Yadav  
Class: XII  
Fac.: Sci  
Code: 4950  
Email: ukyadav04@gmail.com  
Memories: I will never forget those late night study sessions, examination. If home work submission time, admirable lecture of S.S. sir, and all other teachers, returning back home from school entrance to being late & late. But that red the book of "Atmosphere of Prasadi Academy" as long as there is life.  
Message: Great the lessons with [Signature]  

Name: Raj Kharel  
Class: XII  
Fac.: Sci  
Code: 5067  
Email: rajkharel4@gmail.com  
Memories: Playing basketball up the last minute and other teachers entered the classroom, entered canteen. I was sir calling me breakfast.  
Securing exactly 80% in physics in 1st year exam. Neatly class with 3 windows and doodle and funny moments on picnic.  
Message: You are always on the learning phase of your life. So don’t panic if you make a mistake, because years later you’ll have a collection of it known as experience.
Name: Ankit Bishnoi  
Grade: XII, SCII, Code: 4943  
Address: Shrikrishnaji, Lalitpur  
Email: AnkitBishnoi@gmail.com  
Message: Enjoy every moment of our life.

Name: Sandeep Patel  
Grade: XII, SCI (B.sc)  
Code: 5060  
Address: Bandung, Pune  
Email: Sandeep_Rugs@yahoo.com  
Message: Enjoy each and every moment of our life, and wish you guys always be happy.

Name: Aashif Shafi  
Class: X, FAC: SCI, Code: 4952  
E-mail: Aashif-asworld@yahoo.com  
MEMORIES:  
The most memorable was the classroom that had 3 orange colors and the school premises that never looked as if a jungle.  
MESSAGE: Life is like a chicken meat.  
Cut it for chicken wings, simmer, roast or leave it to stare, the choice is all ours.

Name: Sandeep Jaiswal  
Class: XII, Fac: SCII, Code: 5140  
Email: Sandeep_Jaiswal8304@hotmail.com  
MEMORIES:  
I am studying in SELK, RKS and RPY for classes and aspiring copying of dialogues “chhaj.”  
“No problem, no problem.”  
MESSAGE: Nothing is like a box of chocolates, you never know what is in there...
Name: Biphek Dhakal
Grade: 12 Science [Biology]
Sec: D2
Code No: 5063
Address: Lamminagar, Butwal, Nepal
Email: Dhakal-Biphek@rocketmail.com

Memories: Late night homework preparation, Gunfever interesting periods, Birch's "Last Time" and commercial smile and specially "Picnic"

Message: Enjoy your two years in Prasadi.

Sign: Biphek

Name: Chandra Shekhar K.C.
Class: XII Science
Code: C101
Email: Shekhar-C@hotmaile.com

Memory: All the moments in Prasadi are equally important (leading, leading style of chief sir, teaching style of CR, CSA, RCG, RS and SRC teachers, who taught me really impressively and how nice...? I can't explain)

Message: Chinta Reina, chintong day, developer country win, Sukhjib's desk ko bhaat game responsibility kena

Sign: Shekhar

Name: Atish Ghimire
Class: XII Faculty Science Code: 5034
Email: atishghimire@yahoo.com

Memories: Each and every moment spent in prasadi with friends in '06 and '07, lectures of RCG sir, Hamalsir, RCG, RPS sir, Hamalsir's extraordinary swimming classes and RPS sir's efforts were the best.

Message: All the best! Keep smiling and love branches. Be in picnic homework.

Sign: Atish

Name: Pratik Shrestha
Class: XII, Science, Code: 5065
Email: Pratik-lonely@yahoo.com

Memories: All these good times with my friends. I met lots of new friends and good ones. All the classes of my caring and inspiring teachers. Playing mini football and periods checkout but the best part. The rush to get the TT during fifth break. The best part was returning home with college friends. How can I forget the candy dance at picnic. Prasadi days were really unforgettable!

Message: Days might seem difficult as a pensioner but try to find away to enjoy these.

Sign: Pratik
Name: Om Prakash Patel  
Class: XII  
FAC: SCI  
Code: 4347  
Email: Omprakash57532@gmail.com  

Memories: Each and every day spent in Prasadi Academy is memorable. The last day in Prasadi Academy is quite more interesting as compared to other days.

Message: Live the life such a way that others love to live for you.

Sign: [Signature]  
26/11/30

Name: Pravesh Shrestha  
Class: XII  
FAC: Science  
Code: 5430  
Email: Pravesh_shrestho@yahoo.com  

Memories: It’s sure that every moments spent in Prasadi are memorable but it is also true that those memories are not more memorable than that of schools. However the day of picnic is unforgettable for sure to me.

Message: Life should be enjoyable and memorable so, enjoy your life and your day memorable.

Sign: [Signature]  
[Proud to be a Prasadi]
Name: Sanjana Yadav  
Class: Twelfth ('12')  Fac: Science  
Code: 4931  
Email: sanjya201211@yahoo.com  
Memories: Picnic day was the most memorable day. Chit chatting with friends, laughing in class with my benchmate Mokshla and Upama, on silly topics and finally all my friends and teachers.  
Message: The best way to make your dreams come true is to wake up...  
Sign: Sanjana

Name: Shrijana Shah  
Code No: 4957  
Grade: XII  Fac: Science  
Section: D2  
Email: shrijana.shah75@yahoo.com  
Memory: Dancing maddly in picnic, talking about classes the periods of Home Sir, BCG, RPF and UAG Sir every moment spent here with teachers will be MISSED....  
Message: Never think yourself inferior than others. If others can make it to the top, why not you?...  
Sign: Shrijana

Name: Nitesh Sah  
Class: XII  Fac: Science  
Code: 4820  
Email: mystyle420@gmail.com  
Memories: Those interactive classes of BCG, KBP, RKN Sir and SSA mam. Unique homework asking style of BBP Sir.  
Those awesome moments spent with very modest and humble friends.  
Message: Be good. Do good!  
Sign: Nitesh

Name: Nirman Neopane  
Class: XII  Fac: Science  
Email: nirman.neopane@gmail.com  
Memories: There are lots of memories at Prasadi. I would never forget my benchmates Raj and Ast.  
My best Biology, Chemistry, English teacher will always stay in my heart.  
Message: Believe in yourself and you'll never work alone.  
Sign: Nirman
Name: Preetha Shreedha
Grade: XII Fac: Sci Code: 5032
Email: sthpreetha @ hotmail.com
Memories: Um... Every moment spent with friends shall be cherished forever : ( )
Doing assignments will be last seen : ( )
Message: Enjoy each n every moment of ur life...!!

Name: Saurav Raj Singh
Class: XII Fac: Sci Code: 9424
Email: sauravrajshingh94091@gmail.com
Message: Do the best, you do best
Sign: 
LOVE WHAT YOU DO.

Name: Pranit Supakota
Class: XII Fac: Sci Code: 4949
Email: dynamic - pranit @ yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every class of 5G and 5S will always be in my memory and I’ll never forget.
SiP sir calling me “Pawar Pranit”, SPS sir calling me “Hiya, Kuchu” jokes, Exam preparation with Gijwa, Purna, Atish, guessing questions and picnic was awesome ?!
Message: Go the way you like but chase the best one
Sign: Pranit

Name: Mera Kishnacharya
Class: XII Fac: Sci Code: 5050
Email: address: young.mera@nimh.com
Memories: Each & everyday spent at Prasadi was a wonderful time. Doing loads of homework, working on the lab, giving heavy heads & the encouragements from teachers.....
Message: Time flies in blinding speed, seized every moment without any regrets.
Name: Srinkhala Kayastha  
Class: XII  Fac: Sci  Code: 4960 
Email: kayastha.srinkhala@yahoo.com  
Memories: All the days at Prasadi were wonderful, teachers and lovely friends, those classes full of jokes and laughter, lots of homework in heavy bags when it broke & test tubes n beaker in Chemistry lab in the most memorable picnic with non stop dancing n photo.  
Message: As a Prasadi, I got the real meaning of “Chase Excellence & Success will follow u”. Believe in myself n work hard & Achieve Success  
Name: Anupa Pandit  
Class: XII (Sci)  Code: 5052  
Email: anupa.1001@yahoo.com  
Memories: From first day at Prasadi to the last day of Prasadi, lots of homework, guidance by teachers, chief sir’s strictness.  
Message: Never give up until u try.  
Name: Monika Shrestha  
Class: XII  Fac: Sci  Code: 4960  
Email: monika91@yahoo.com  
Memories: The each and every moment spent was memorable for me in Prasadi, especially the time spent with Mona and Riju. And also the picnic in class 12.  
Message: In each and every step of life there is struggle, so go for it and you can get happiness. I love u Prasadi.  
Name: Prabhia Acharya  
Class: XII  Fac: Sci  Code: 5060  
Email: prabhsiv@rediffmail.com  
Memories: Every day was a memorable day in Prasadi. Cricket, jumping, gossiping with friends, reading, and lots of homework and many more. All the time spent in Prasadi are golden period. Just can’t be summed up in a period. Last and the most memorable day was Picnic of grade 11.  
Message: An arrow is always pulled back and you have to target. Don’t get Hamilton by your mistakes. Stay high!
Name: Riju Mahanjan
Class: XII Fac. Sci. Code: 5036
Email address: lady_rjku@yahoo.com
Memories: Fun with my friends in XI and XII.
Shrijana, Kokilawati, Kuchal, Diti, joke, SBH
Sir ko evergreen dialogue “ghost” and SRT
dir le Kapi.
Dilanda surikute, ad vanam
Vake and do on.... Loved it... and picnic...
Message: Don’t wish to be like others, just
love yourself and your own way because
you are a diamond yourself. Have fun
“fun” while you can.
Sign: P... Proud to be a Prasadians
& KEEP SMILING!!

Name: Manjula Nirmala
Class: XII Fac. Sci. Code: 4516
Email: Manjula8888@yahoo.com
Memories: Dance mainly in prasadi
Bela sir saying “you stand
up last time”. SBH sir saying
(chashma), SK mom “palka
“hello” “hi” “hi panic
in class, doing beginners
in SBH class and options
lots of fun with girls.
Message: Nothing is impossible or impossible itself says I am possible whether hard.

Name: Smriti Jha
Class: XII Fac. Sci. Code: 1933
Email: Smritijha39@yahoo.com
Memories: SBH’s and KBP’s sir
laughing period, continuous
dancing and eating in city picnic’s

Message: “do everything willingly
and happily”. If you have no more
options, make up your option, do
until and stop ahead with it.
Sign: Smriti Jha... always smile !!

Name: Upana Toml (Bat)
Class: XII Faculty: Science
Code: 5108
Email: sarema@mayank@gmail.com
Memories: Classmate, Manoj, Oli, joke, SBH in park with other’s
and friends and my handmade cake
SMS: Stay safe my friend.
Name: Pragya Jha
Class: XII B2  Fac: Sci  Code: 5106
E-mail: Pragya_Jha28@yahoo.com
Memories: Every moment I spent with my friends and non-stop dance during celz picnir.
Message: If you're quite, you're not living; you've got to be merry, lively & colourful.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Sanjana Gupta
Class: XII  Fac: Sci  Code: 4862
Email: sanjana.gupta722@yahoo.com
Memories: Doing lots of fun with my fav. Uppana and Saiju, dating in class, making noise in the lab lunch, laughing in the nuisance things of boys & girls, hiding the activity of bookmen & girls, how we forgot we were taken Trishul Park in picnics by staff & going Interminals. Great moment's spent in giving Memory Essay & gonna miss my college days.
Messages: Don't thing you can't achieve your goal. Have self-confidence & trust yourself. With some hardwork, ALL IS WELL.
Signature: [Signature]
Name: Krisha Byanjankar
Class: XII  Faculty: Science
Code no: 5045
Email: krisha___byanjankar@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi academy is the times that I’ve spent with my friends.
Message: Hardwork has no substitution.
Sign: Krisha

Name: Ranjan K. Yadav
Class: XII  Fac: Science, Code: 4936
Email: ran-janak@yahoocom
Memories: Visiting school 3 times in 29-30 day and doing during examination day abroad.
Message: Be clean, be healthy, be friends, of class 11/5/2014 (C) is the best, best friends.
Sign: Ranjan K. Yadav

Name: Mohammed Obaidullah Dikkaah
Code: 4480
Address: Janakpur, Pashupati
Email: Obaidullah-Dikkaah@yahoo.com.au
Memories: How can I forget the inspiring words of chief visitor, when he came to class. Never forget the interesting class of VIII and IX.
Message: “Instruction ends in the schoolman, but education ends only with life.”
Sign: Obaidullah Dikkaah

Name: Aastha Shah
Class: XII  Fac: Sci Code: 5097
Memories: Each and every moment that I spent in Prasadi Academy with my friends and teachers is worth remembering. Homeworks and punishments, picnics and classroom, picnics etc.
Message: No matter wherever we are, we need is just to enjoy. So enjoy life.
Sign: Aastha Shah
**Name:** Bikram Bucha  
**Class:** XII  
**Sci:** CHE  
**Email:** bikram_dhakal9@gmail.com  
**Memories:** Longing desires to play basketball and football in old basketball court, inspiring classes at 5:50 am, and fun-filled laughter and gags in both 6th and 8th std. Nonetheless, picnic at the end session.  
**Message:** Don't judge others, judge yourself.  
**Sign:** Love 

---

**Name:** Sammit Jhung Khadka  
**Class:** XII  
**Sci:** CHE  
**Email:** Sammitjhungk@gmail.com  
**Memories:** Playing football in that basketball court, huge laughs in the class, lively conversations and challenges of teachers, never-ending homework and, who forgot the PICNIC!!!  
**Message:** Don't make thoughts your aims, don't make dreams your master.  
**Sign:** Love

---

**Name:** Kushi Khadgi  
**Code:** 4815  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sci:** CHE  
**Email:** Kushi_k@ymail.com  
**Memories:** Playing football in basketball court, having my bag seized, joking everyday in class, Picnic day, Math with Mr. Krishna, Science exams, 8th std, 9th std, 10th std, 11th std. Style of chief sir.  
**Message:** Always keep your father and mother in your heart. Heart is the eternal abode of your parents.  
**Sign:** Love 

---

**Name:** Lata Bajracharya  
**Class:** XII  
**Code:** 4626  
**Email:** lotuspraj @hotmail.com  
**Memories:** Last two years have been filled with wonderful memories. I've enjoyed every moment spent in school. My friends, their stupid jokes in class, doing homework in class, pushing people to get good in entrance. Practical classes, especially Physics, were always the highlight.  
**Message:** Life has its ups and downs, but the important thing is that we don't lose hope. Believe in yourselves, believe everything is possible, even the word 'impossible' says 'I'm possible'.  
**Sign:** Love
Name: Rabina Shaky
Class: XII  Fac: Sci  Code no: 4840
Address: Chakupat 21, Lalitpur
Email: prabinashakya@yahoo.com

Memories: Every moment spent with friends and teachers
cracking jokes in break time, funny lectures, picnic dance and a lot...

Message: As stars can’t shine without darkness, there will be good days in
Prasadi too!! You won’t regret studying here.

Name: Neha K.C.
Class: XII  Fac: Science  Code: 4550
Email: kc_neha23@yahoo.com
Memories: The time spent in Prasadi till date was unforgettable. Days in
JT and in D2 with friends was fun-filled memory. Picnic, day spent with friends: Gunaha, Arjunha &
Prabha was the best part in Prasadi.

Message: If you haven’t failed, I just
found 100,000 ways that don’t work. So, people out there reading this message,
don’t ever give up.

Neha K.C.
Name: Prasadi Souvenir
Class: XI
Code: 2070

MESSAGE:
Never give up and keep fighting, you will have to endure a lot of pain.

Name: Nabin Kumar
Class: XII
Code: 2070

MESSAGE:
It's not how hard you work, but how hard you work when you don't feel like working that makes a difference.

Name: Prasadi Souvenir
Class: XI
Code: 2070

MESSAGE:
Just keep going and never give up.

Name: Prasadi Souvenir
Class: XI
Code: 2070

MESSAGE:
Keep moving forward, no matter what.

Name: Prasadi Souvenir
Class: XI
Code: 2070

MESSAGE:
Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to continue that counts.

Name: Prasadi Souvenir
Class: XI
Code: 2070

MESSAGE:
Believe in yourself and all you can be, because in the end, you will be taller than your dreams.
Name: Mandip Giri
Code: 4982
Grade: XII, Sci
Section: D’3
E-mail: mandipgiri@hotmail.com
Memories: All the good times I had in Prasadi, especially during B.P. E.S.R. and B.B.T. The jokes and laughter with friends. I will miss those days.
Message: Try to get the best even in the worst and good luck to all.

Mandip

Name: Sourav Khatari
Code: 4981
Grade: XII, Science
E-mail: sourav.khatari2070@gmail.com
Memories: Umm... Each and every moment spent in Sections D’3 and J.3 I will cherish forever after.
Message: The thing always happens that you really believe in and the belief in it makes it happen. So, have faith in yourself and feel proud to be a Prasadi

Sourav

Name: Bibek Shah
Code: 4989
Grade: XII, Sci
Sec: D’3
Email: Bibek.shah@live.com
Memories: Everyone in my group getting excited from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. except me even though I had equal hand. The awesome moments spent in class hearing junk food and telling people: ‘Mind of mine, digging my picnic getting to hand in Midnight Cohen It was really cold for not bringing opens CD.
Message: With buddies who are always by my side. These 2 years would be like heaven and until the sleep you get here you don’t gonna get anywhere.

Bibek

Name: Krishna Raj
Code: 4938
Grade: XI, Sci
Sec: D’3
Email: krishnareddikaran@yahoo.com
Memories: Jig and a jape
Message: Current is far away. Prasadi is just a milestone. Don’t run faster, run after knowledge

Krishna
Name: Sanam Shrestha
Class: XII FAC 2 Sec: C1
Code: 4574
E-mail: sanamshrestha01@yahoo.com
Memories:
Those classes of YKG and KJ, having some fun with
Mr. RJ and making fun in class and two whole joke
i.e. Rabindra Toshi.
Message:
Always have a positive attitude towards everything.

Sign: 

Name: Saugat Pokhrel
Class: XII, Sec: A3
Address: Kalanki, Kathmandu
Email: saugat@outlook.com
Memory:
Doing homework, gossips.
Checking, checking. YKG, KJ's English. Plan ho Mare danse
and fun. Class na Joshi ko bitta. All was fun. SAH eir
ko dialogue huru.
Message:
Be proud of yourself.
Hope for the best, prepare for the worst.

Sign: 

Name: Nishant Chhetri
Class: XII
Code: 5614
Address: Amarpur, Naulokbari
Email: nishant.chhetri86@gmail.com
Memory:
All days spend here in Prasadi with my friend of 4 years. Most
spare days when chief air came with 4th package of tobacco.
Awesome picnic...Dancing...Chatting...Tasks.
Message:
Want success? Do something different. Be successful person.

Sign: 

Name: Sunil Adhikari
Class: XII
Code: 9549
Grade: 18
Section: C3
Address: Babarmahal, Budhanilkantha
Email: suniladhi96@yahoo.com
Memory:
In the day I began as a student of Prasadi Academy camp. At
very first, I was not sure...but now I am sure. I will never
forget the way I lived and how I ever had.

Message:
Expect to do more & more for Prasadi.

Sign: 

Name: Siddharth Shrestha
Class: XII
Code: 4605
Grade: 18
Section: C3
Address: Babarmahal, Budhanilkantha
Email: siddharth_shrestha96@yahoo.com
Memory:
In the day I began as a student of Prasadi Academy camp. At
very first, I was not sure...but now I am sure. I will never
forget the way I lived and how I ever had.

Message:
Expect to do more & more for Prasadi.

Sign: 

134
**Name:** Kushal Bhattarai  
**Class:** XII  
**Fathers Code:** 5905  
**Email:** bhattarai_kushal@yahoo.com  
**Handy:** Kushal85@yahoo.com  

**Memories:** All these moments spent in these two years will remain in my heart. Moments of fun with friends, 340 pages, 53 pages, 16 games, those 5 pads, went to the movies, having fun and many more. All that in our memory. Very important to remember will be not mistakes, but what really needed my life. All will come again. I’ll miss you all.

**Message:** More memories please, to learn, forward, go down from here.

---

**Name:** Rabindra Joshi  
**Grade:** XII  
**Fathers Code:** D700  
**Email:** mbjoshi2020@hotmail.com

**Memories:** Home is the Prasadani soul. Except for home, the Prasadani soul is empty. Leaving with apprehension and full of bitter memories.

**Message:** Make your own different way to the same destination. Never search for it. You’re fated. Very proud to be PRASADIAN.

---

**Name:** Sabrina Tiwari Shrestha  
**Class:** XII  
**Fathers Code:** 4795  
**Email:** group.cps@hotmail.com

**Memories:** Most of the moments of 03.

Most of the days of XII starting with CRT complaints, working hard in the middle of class. Making sport teachers and its really fun to be with all.

**Message:** More than you can hold, more than you can get, pursue few steps and chase after your dreams.

---

**Name:** Archana Shukla  
**Grade:** XII  
**Fathers Code:** 4634  
**Email:** arch.shukla1@yahoo.com

**Memories:** Every moment spent in Prasad with friends and teachers are memorable.

**Message:** The way of life is to meet & depart. But the hope of life is to depart & meet again. Always have faith and be hopeful.
Name: Bhargab Acharya
Section: D (XI) and D3 (XII)
Code: 4647 (Sciences-Maths)
Email: bhargab26e@yahoo.com
Memories: During homeworks, quizzes, and tests, we had fun. Sir was always helpful and encouraging. The picnic was a highlight for all.

Name: Prabha Acharya
Class: XII Faculty: Science
Code: 5100
Email: prabha@ yahoo.com
Memoirs: I have had quite a good time during these last two years of high school. We had a lot of fun. My best memories include playing with friends, going to the movies, and hanging out with my friends. Sir was always helpful and encouraging. I will definitely miss his guidance.

Message: This is to all my friends and teachers. Always happy to be in your company. Always be happy and stay safe.

Name: Farankha Dhakal
Class: XII Fac: Science Code: S091
Email: farankha@facebook.com
Memories: My memories in Prasadi include playing around in class and with my friends. We had a lot of fun. Sir was always helpful and encouraging. The picnic was a highlight for all.

Message: To be successful show your inner talents.

Name: Raman Shrestha
Code: 4788
Grade: XII, Sec: D3
Address: Kusunti, Lalitpur
Email: Makeevery1_loveraman@gmail.com
Memoirs: Every second spent in Prasadi was memorable. We had a lot of fun. Sir was always helpful and encouraging. The picnic was a highlight for all.

Message: If u r not using ur smile, u r like a man wid million dollars in a bank n no checkbook to keep smiling. Always be happy and stay safe.

Sign:
Name: Sabu Shaky
Class: XII D3  Fac: 565  Code: 4666
E-mail: madnessed@live.com

Memories:

Waking up early in the morning
and staying up late in the night to
finish homework,

eating lunch with the girls.

Message: Listen to your heart and execute it from your mind.

---

Name: Pranitha Joshi
Class: XII  Fac: 861  Code: 8722
E-mail: bugsbakyaji@gmail.com

Memories: Every day in Prasadi was special, no matter how the days
have passed. Picnics, gossip with
friends, lectures of
teachers, all those fun moments
are kind of hard to forget.

Message: Be who you are, and search
for the stars of your life.

Sign: Pranitha

---

Name: Ajit Thokar
Class: XII D3  FAC: Science code: 5056
E-mail: Ajitthokar@gmail.com

Memories:

Days with JFC and D’3.

Message: Always be the reason of someone’s
happiness.

Never be just a part of it. Be a part
of someone’s sadness,
but remember, you never be the reason
for it.

TRULY AJIT.

---

Name: Chhek Thelaul
Class: XII D3  FAC: Science code: 5057
E-mail: ChhekThelaul1982@yahoo.com

Memories:

Every moment I spent in Prasadi
is memorable.

Message: Live as if you are to die tomorrow,
learn as if you are to live forever.

Chhek
Name: Bishnu Narkoti
Class: XII - Sci.
Email: bkbhushan@yahoo.com

Memories: First day at the college, cracking jokes with teachers, playing games in the basketball court, having fun with friends, playing football in the court, singing in classes, and having a lot of fun. I remember the days of high school, and how we used to play football in the basketball court.

Message: "Don't take things easy, just think and work hard to achieve your goals."
Name: Sudip Khatriwada
Class: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 9767
Email: Splendid.sudip@gmail.com
Memories: Each & every days spent in Prasadi. Dancing madly in picnic. Also I had unforgettable memories with friends like Shishu, Jee, Pratik, Nishan, Hitam, Prachi
While returning home from college, eating Motto at Bhavaya.
Message: Never compete with yourself. Whatever you win or lose you are always best.
Sign: Sudip

Name: Umesh Khanna
Class: XII, Fac: Maths, Code: 4752
Address: Prasadi, North Kolkata
City: West Bengal
E-Mail: umeshkhanna@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment that I spent in Prasadi Academy, dance in picnic and carrying all homework copies for final homework checking. Lastly, I’ll never forget the English spoken by teachers.
Message: Short run after success, run after excellence. Success itself will follow you...
Sign: Umesh Khanna

Name: Nishan Bose
Class: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 1731
Email: Nishan_2016@yahoo.com
Memories: From my first day on Prasadi on 5'11' to my last day in D3 all were equally full of memories. I can't describe in this small piece of paper. But outside I usually enjoyed with my friends Bajaj, Sudip, Hitam, Prubh and also eating Motto.
Message: Never compete with yourself whether you win or lose you are always best.

Name: Dipesh Patel Shrestha
Class: XII (Sci), Code: 4933
Email: Dipesh.shrestha2016@gmail.com
Address: New Bane, Shwaks, 34
Memory: Each and every moment I spent with my friends. The time we spent joking, laughing, doing and travelling.
Message: In tempo & many more.
Sign: Dipesh
Name: Prakash Chandra Saha
Class: XII  Science
Code: OA18
Email: PVrazaah20@yahoo.com
Memories:
Days in ‘T6’ & ‘D3’
with friends.
Message: Don’t forget past, it
will help you to make
your future.

Name: Santosh Arun Yadav
Class: XII  ‘D3’  Faculty: Science
Code: OA72
Email: Coolsoody_dan@yahoo.com
Memories: Every moment with my friends,
the kind of teachers... Every moment in this
city were special and will be cherished
for a whole life......
Message: ‘Life is too short to regret all our
stupid mistakes. Just learn from it and
keep moving on. It’s never known u might
find the milestone to ur success’

Name: Pradip Bieta
Class: XII  Faculty: Science
Code: OA22
E-mail: Shadowking4@rocketmail.com
Memories: What else would be
memorable than spending
times with friends, teasing
teachers in ‘T6’ and ‘D3’,
getting scolded etc.
Message: If you seek to be an
ICON, first believe in
ICAN...

Name: Anurag Singh
Class: XII  Faculty: Science, code-4824
Contact: anursingaw@rocketmail.com
Address: Sadhana, 3 Taureh
Memories: Every moment in Prasadi is
memorable. Playing basket ball
and foot ball on hot sunny
days, laughing with friends,
and sitting in the for lunch
were unforgettable time in
Prasadi. The way that the renown
present the lesson was
very fantastic.
Message: Small bricks are to be tested,
other to be swallowed and some
how to be chewed and
digested. Best of luck
friends!!
Name: Utsav Thapa
Class: XII, Fac: Sci.
Code: 4623
Email: UtsavThapa@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment in JHS and DHS are memorable, especially the inspiring Akc sir. I take him as an ideal man.
Message: It doesn’t matter whether you topped or not, but you must have knowledge.

Name: Gouth Gajurel
Class - XII SC, Sec: D3
Address: Damak, Jhapa
Email: Krajji_guy32@yahoo.com
Memories: Re-tests & homework Message: Do homework & cut your hair on time!!!

Name: Sushan Roy Shukya
Class: XII D3, Fac: Science
Code: 4649
Email: Sushan_shukya@Gmail.com
Memories: Prasadi Academy has always been an unpredictable place & ended up having the most hilarious, enjoyable & awesome moments with my buddies for life...........
Message: Remember, life isn’t all about having, it’s about living. Try to learn & let go WILD & have FUN !!!
Best of luck for ur. future guys
Sign: Sushan

Name: Swapnil Karki
Class: XII Science (Maths) Section: D3
Email: Swapnilk2000@live.com
Memories: Every single moment spent in Prasadi... These memories can’t be expressed in this piece of paper. Two years of struggle, doing lots of homework but with my fore everything went so easy. And in the end Janma Prasadi was worth the trouble.
Message: Don’t let the little things walk just pass you by, it’s those little things that you’ll find happiness in.
Name: Adarsha Thapa
Class: XII, Fac: Science, Code: 4782
Email: Link with me @ Yahoo.com
Memories:
Kabindra Joshi falling in the middle of the class while running from 3rd bench to last during SKLK sir’s class.
Message: the moment you break the trust, love and friendship disappears. So promise yourself never to break it.

Name: Richav Pokharel
Class: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 4721
Email: pokharel19927@gmail.com
Memories:
Homework gareko, college gauri chilo bhayera payke, ekum mai lekhnaro raya tera parera barse peda ko danne and gathi hau.
Message: Do homework and cut hair regularly.

Name: Ritesh Giri
Class: XII, Fac: Sci; (Da); vid: 4952
Email: Funkyraaz@yahoo.com
Memories:
Everyday was itself a memory
Message: Fly higher so even if you fall you’ll be among the stars.

Name: Shirshak Aryal
Class: XII, Fac: Science, Code: 4769
Email: aryal-shirshak456@hotmail.com
Memories:
Lots of memories which can’t be expressed by just words. All these friends who made each & everyday of my school life colourful & unforgettable.
Message: Always be you rather than trying to be somebody else.
Name: Ayush Khanna  
Class: XII 'D' "Science"  
Section: C  
Email:  

Home: Living here these four years, we enjoyed the remember class and the classes' presented lots of fun with my friends. Every moment that I spent with my friends in our class was enjoyable.

Message: "The best way to predict your future is create it. Here is lots of fun inside prasadi..."

Signature:
Name: Bhishma Raj Joshi
Class: XII 'D4'  Fac: Science  Code: 4344
Email: rajbhis@gmail.com

Memories:
I can't remember all things as I'm human but all my friends 'T13' and 'D4' & the discipline maintained by the college. Also, all my teachers and lab staffs.

Message: I expect Prasadi to do good, better, best and excellent too...........

Signature: Bhishma

Name: Prakash Kr. Thakur
Grade: XII  Fac: SCI  Code: 4344
Address: Janakpur-01, Nepal
Email: deviampriyadarshani@gmail.com

Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi and Prasad with Jeeveswari and the energy lectures by S.B.H. Sir and "that time" by B.C.S. Sir etc.....

Message: "Don't allow your heart to enter your mind and let love never depart from your heart."

Name: Anup Mahasjan
Class: XII  Fac: SCI  Code: 4374
Email: Anup087@yahoo.com

Memories:
Wonderful and precious moments spent along with friends.
Class 13's inspirational lectures.
Knowledgeable interactions with all the teachers.

Message:
"If you don't succeed, the end, then it's not the end yet" 
"So never give up"

Signature: Anup

Name: Vivek Khadka
Class: XII  Fac: SCI  Code: 4349
Email: Khadka-vivek27@yahoo.com

Memories: Discipline, quiet and calm environment of Prasadi Academy. Common sense jokes of the Sir, romantic mood of Sam Sir, jokes of Rakesh Sir, English of RDV Sir and more...

Message: Wherever you be, be happy and try to gain your ambition and make your dream business...

Signature: Vivek
Name: Pankaj Yadav
Class: XI
Fac: Science (Bio)
Code: 455
Email: Yado.113@live.com
Memories: Fun and dance in picnic with friends of J7 and D14.
BCA sir’s last time.
Honesty during attendance.
Message: Don’t take decision which will make you regret in future.

Name: Sachin Poudel
Class: XI
Fac: Science (Bio)
Code: 4852
E-mail: Sachin_poudel64@yahoo.com
Memories: Laughing, teasing the friends, especially when teacher told us not to talk.
Message: You are born poor, so be confident to achieve the success because there isn’t anything to loo se.

Name: Nirav Raj Sharma
Class: XI
Fac: Science
Code: 4558
Email: Thelvers1997@hotmail.com
Memories: Outstanding and inspired fruitful classes of K and SA ma'am and SBH & BC sir’s. Not to forget saklace sir’s classes as well.
Message: Don’t waste time, don’t do drugs and don’t fall in love.
Sigh: Nirav

Name: Shrawan Kshadka
Grade: XI (Bio)
Class: D4
Address: Baggal 4, Lalitpur
Email: Shrawan53@hotmail.com
Memories: Wild dance @ frisby ground, playing football in basketball court and making various attempts to bring the ball whenever it went to the neighbouring house.
Message: Study hard, enjoy harder.
Name: Sanad Chandak
Grade: XII, Sec: D4
Email: Chandak Sansad@yahoo.com
Memory: Everyday was fun, jokes and nonstop laughter. Rolling time Bob and Duv. Class of normal birth. Hope we keep in touch, hair checking and all of course the picnic was very memorable. I will always remember my soul friends at Prasadi and will be missing them all.
Message: These two years of our life is not gonna come back. So, make it memorable and enjoy but don't forget to study hard. And is what counts the most.

Name: Kshitij Lingtel
Grade: XII, Sec: D4
Address: Minbhawan, Baneshwor
Email: sk.niyorm@hotmail.com
Memory: Friends of H and D. Fun of picnic.
Message: Do not ruin our future looking back to the past.

Name: Sanjeeb Khadka
Grade: XII, Science (Biology), Sec: D4
Address: Chhampi Lalitpur
Email: kdk_Sanjeeb@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment in Prasadi was a picnic day. Laughing with friends and teachers. Playing football in basketball ground. Scared from chief sir when he arrived next day.
Message: Nothing is imposible in this world because nothing is imposible.

Name: Subodh Shrestha
Grade: XII, Sec: D4
Address: Subodh@outlook.com
Memory: Most of the best, good and other moment of being a Prasadiian.
Message: Aaha message to you bai ha. Hi ma radai hukrok hu?
Sign: Subodh
Name: Prasun Shaha  
Class: XII  D'  4  EX-J12  
Faculty: Science 'B'  
Code: 4880  
Email: prasunshah-babin@yahoo.com  

Autobiography/D4  

Memories:  
- All the stuffs done as a student of Prasadi are memorable like singing songs in class, doing lots of H.W., dance in picnic etc. The whole 2 years in Prasadi was awesome and memorable.  
- Message: Just be patient and live life. Work hard and time will reveal its truth.  

Signature:  

Name: Nikesh Maharjan  
Code: 4681  
Class: XII  D'  4  EX-J12  
Memories:  
- Nice moments spent with D's.  
- Message: Don't be proud to be a prasadian. Make yourself to have you as a prasadian.  

Signature:  

Name: Manisha Shrestha  
Class: XII  F'  4  EX-J12  
Fac: Science  
Code: 4789  
Email: m-koolguy@28@yahoo.com  

Memories:  
- Songs sang with bench partners awesome moments spent with D's.  
- Message: Try to learn & enjoy from every moment in Prasadi.  

Signature:  

Name: Ankita Shaha  
Class: XII  D'  4  EX-J12  
Memories:  
- Encouraging words of BRRG, KS, & T.  
- Message: Be positive, pleasant and patient.  

Signature:  

Email: ankita.shaha.1234567890@yahoo.com  

Name: Bhawana Maharjan  
Class: XII  
Fac: Sci  
Code: 4628  
Email: BhawanaMaharjan13@yahoo.com  
Memory: Each and every moment I have spent being prasadi with my teachers and friends.  
Message: With hard work and dedication to your study move onward.  
Sign: Bhawana

Name: Nisha Rista  
Class: XII  
Fac: Sci  
Code: 4664  
Email: NishaCorperl@gmail.com  
Memories: Each and every moment that I have spent with my friends dancing in a picnic with friends, gossiping about others during class time, attending class even on Saturday. Each and every inspiring words of the teachers.  
Message: Winning doesn't always mean being first, winning means you're doing better than you've done before.  
Signature: Nisha

Name: Janaki Rana  
Class: XII  
Fac: Sci  
Code: 4814  
Email: Janakirana22@yahoo.com  
Memories: All the practical classes specially 12th, contact to major, pile of homework, nail coloring, picnic, etc.  
Message: Do all your homework or else...!!!  
Signature: Janaki

Name: Geesam Malla  
Class: XII  
Fac: Sci  
Code: 4558  
Email: Geesamging@yahoo.com  
Memories: 1st day in Prasad, continuous dancing in a picnic, playing truth or dare with friends. Every moment spend in Prasad!!!  
Message: The best way to make your dreams come true is to wake up!!!  
Signature: Geesam
Name: Manisha Kumbha
Class: XII Fac.: 90 Code: 4569
Email: Manisha.kumbha31@hotmail.com

Memories:
Every moment in the class XI, XI+1 matters. I enjoyed the
funny moment of the BBA BBA jokes by the
class , playing truth and dare, with friends
and teacher during class period.
continuous dancing and rest all is "chyna"
everytime.

Message: Smile is curve that makes everything
straight. So, keep smiling!

Gen: Manish

------

Name: Mottika Tamang
Grade: XII Sec: B6
Address: Nakhipot, Lalitpur
E-Mail: asha_asharush@yahoo.com

Memories: Friends of Iz and Di and me! The night home returned
with my girls, lash of holi. Habitat with Mona,
Staff, naughty and purplish jokes and dance of pink

Message: Winner never quits,
and quitter never wins.

------

Name: Sunita Poudel
Grade: XII, Science Sec: D4
Email: sunita414@yahoo.com

Memories:
1st day in prasadi, hanging out with
my girls, non-stop laughter & wildness,
football (stale), battin's classes, get-to-
together before classes, serious talks with
Muma, freedom, fun in XII, lunch time
drnam, the only picnic, laptop, D4

Message: May ronn miss you prasadi

------

Name: Jut Thapa
Grade: XII Fac: Science Code: 9691
Email: Muqulini.2001@yahoo.com

Memories:
girls (Muma, Kit haru)

Jokes

Laying till crying

Teasing the fox

Teenage. Ko Josh

Msg: Hey Prasadi,
we both are. Everyone seems attractive towards u. Keep it up!!
Name: Pragya Shah  Code: 4662
Grade: XII, Sci, Bio  Sec: B4
E-mail: kai2012010@yahoo.com

Memory:
Silly talks with Jyotshila,
Anjana, Mona, shruti... etc. Even in
Lunch time, the way we teased the
boys. School football in BKM sir's
class,
Picnic, salty, sweet
memory and many more.

Message: You expect to be successful
person tomorrow, college never expects
that from you.

Name: Rekha Pujari  Code: 4800
Grade: XI, Sci, Bio  Sec: D4
E-mail: rekha_40@yahoo.com
Address: Kusunti, Lalitpur

Memory:
The moment spirit in 3rd and 4th
Homework. Though used to be a lot
but learning was fun. Rushing
everyday to get college on time
with colleagues. All those nonsense
outside with friends,
The picnic at Tribhuvan park.

Message: Learn to appreciate what you
have, before time forces you
to appreciate what you lost.

Name: Gayatri Yadav  Code: 4904
Grade: XII, Sci, Bio  Sec: B4
E-mail: cute@freniever@yahoo.com

Memory:
Hand jotes in Break.
→ Crunchy memory of Picnic
→ When we used to get home on foot with Priya
→ Smiles.
→ Eating in Class
→ Jokes by Monika’s senti
talks.

Message: You are the only person
who can revolutionise your life.

Name: Anjana Giri  Code: 4106
Grade: XII, Sci (Bio)  Sec: D4
Address: Kaldang, Kathmandu
E-mail: anjanarocks@hotmail.com

Memory:
All the moments spent in
Prasadi Academy, with my friends.
I’d never thought these little years
would just fly on a blink and
most of all the time was
unlimited dance with friends
was too good and I’ll nuda ko
smile ko football on BKM sir’s
period.

Message: Enjoy whatever you do.
book, tell is the only option u have.

Sign: Aditya
**Name:** Shu Sharma
**Class:** XII D4, Faculty: Sci, Code: S10C10
**Email:** shu99@hotmail.com
**Memories:**
Playing with friends while the teacher was teaching, and obviously the lunch!

**Message:**
You are the leader of your life.  

---

**Name:** Shiksha Gha
**Grade:** XII A, Section: D4
**Class:** XII A, Faculty: Sci, Code: S10C12
**Email:** shiksha07@yahoo.com
**Memories:**
All most all the moments spent in Prasadi being fun and going to class XI D4 and XII D4.
Sadhana, the playground, art classes, dancing, students, family, and friends. We served khana and jalebi, sanjhuary and other food. In the hostel, our rooms were full of fun, stories, and laughter.

**Message:**
Hope for the best & prepare for the worst.

---

**Name:** Subrata Mahajan
**Class:** XII E, Faculty: Sci, Code: E4912
**Email:** subrata mahajan@hotmail.com
**Memories:**
Every moment spent in Prasadi was special.

**Message:**
Sign: Subrata

---

**Name:** Alika Upadhyay
**Class:** XI E, Faculty: Sci, Code: E4609
**Email:** upadhyay.aliya@yahoo.com
**Memories:**
The first day I entered the Prasadi with the beating heart to fill new the Prasadi is bidding me a farewell and all memorable.

**Message:**
The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.
Sign: Alina
Name: Salinda Sharma  
Grade: XII Sci  
Sec: ’B’  
Email: sharmasalinda@yahoo.com  
Memories: Each and every moment I spent in Prasadi is memorable especially at picnic, fun with yrs of ’71 and ’74 and doing lots of homework.  
Message: The only one thing that makes a dream unattainable is the fear of failure.  
Signature:  

Name: Sita Gharti Magar  
Class: XII by Fac: Sci Code: 4625  
E-mail: Sita_Gharti2008@yahoo.com  
Memories: I will be missing all the friends and the end of 10th.  
Message: Life is not a bed of roses. So learn to struggle.  
Signature: 

Name: Torsha Shrestha  
Class: L.V  
Fac: Sc. Code: 4554  
Memories: All the teachers who taught me since the very first day of Grade 1 till the end of L.V. Every moment that I spent with my dear friends will always remain in my mind and I will always remember my homeworks & tests.  
Message: All hard work will definitely pay off. I believe that life lessons are the most important.  
Signature: 

Name: Smita Shrestha  
Grade: XII D.I  
Fac: Sci  
Code: 4924  
E-mail: Smita.Shrestha011@gmail.com  
Memories: The first day at PA is memorable, remarkable, and the least picnic dance.  
Message: Be strong enough to face the reality of ur life.  
Signature: 

Name: Smita Shrestha  
Grade: XII D.I  
Fac: Sci  
Code: 4924  
E-mail: Smita.Shrestha011@gmail.com  
Memories: The first day at PA is memorable, remarkable, and the least picnic dance.  
Message: Be strong enough to face the reality of ur life.  
Signature: 

Name: Smita Shrestha  
Grade: XII D.I  
Fac: Sci  
Code: 4924  
E-mail: Smita.Shrestha011@gmail.com  
Memories: The first day at PA is memorable, remarkable, and the least picnic dance.  
Message: Be strong enough to face the reality of ur life.  
Signature: 

Name: Smita Shrestha  
Grade: XII D.I  
Fac: Sci  
Code: 4924  
E-mail: Smita.Shrestha011@gmail.com  
Memories: The first day at PA is memorable, remarkable, and the least picnic dance.  
Message: Be strong enough to face the reality of ur life.  
Signature: 

Name: Smita Shrestha  
Grade: XII D.I  
Fac: Sci  
Code: 4924  
E-mail: Smita.Shrestha011@gmail.com  
Memories: The first day at PA is memorable, remarkable, and the least picnic dance.  
Message: Be strong enough to face the reality of ur life.  
Signature: 

Name: Smita Shrestha  
Grade: XII D.I  
Fac: Sci  
Code: 4924  
E-mail: Smita.Shrestha011@gmail.com  
Memories: The first day at PA is memorable, remarkable, and the least picnic dance.  
Message: Be strong enough to face the reality of ur life.  
Signature:
Name: Sneha Karna  
Grade: XII (D4)  
Class: XI  
Code: 4816

Memories: Most memorable experience was being in the prasadi J6 and J4 for the entire year. The experience was so good that I really enjoyed the strict but disciplined and affectionate environment of Prasadi.

Message: Never give up in life coz even my problem has a solution.

Signature: Maha

Name: Mahima Timalsina  
Class: XII  
Code: 4815

Email: Mahima_TIMALSINA@yahoo.com

Memories: Times that I've spent with the prasadi teachers was great. We learned to draw, dance and many more. I really enjoyed the strict but disciplined environment of Prasadi Academy.

Message: Enjoy whatever you do!!

Signature: Mahima

Name: Anguthma Paudel  
Class: XI (D4)  
Code: 4598

Address: Maneshwar, Lalitpur  
E-mail: Paudelanguthma@yahoo.com

Memories: There was always dancing at the prasadi, and we were the best at it! We used to make our own costumes and dance. It was a great time.

Message: Don't take study as burden rather make it your passion so that you can achieve success in whatever you do.

Signature: Anguthma
NAME: Bishal Timoleena
CLASS: XII
FACULTY: Science
CODE NO.: 4557
SECTION: D'4
E-MAIL: bishal.timoleena@yahoo.com
MEMORY:
Class of 9th, smile again after six and scolding of R.L. main. The moments with the friends.

MESSAGE: "Bhash excellence success will follow you"
SIGNATURE:

NAME: Subash Gautam
CLASS: XII 'D'4' Fac: Sci, Code: 9561
Email: Subashgautam85@gmail.com
Memories: All the stuffs done as a student of Prasadi Academy are memorable. Picnic and some dance steps with friends, etc.
MESSAGE: Think, Be and Do positive. And keep your determination.
SIGNATURE:

NAME: Mishal Royamajhi
CLASS: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 456P
Email: mishal-the cricket lover @ yahoo.com
Memories: The moment I spent my time with my friends in XI and XII. I will never forget the time. I am now trying to follow the niche team of Prasadi Academy — welcome to notice board of Prasadi Academy.
MESSAGE: Success is far away, Prosadi is just a milestone.

NAME: Robin Banijh
Code: 4549
Grade: XII, Sci, Bio
Sec: D'4
E-Mail: Schadenfreude-anime@yahoo.com
Memories: Talks about anime, manga, etc.
MESSAGE: Get Rich or Die Trying.
SIGNATURE:
Name: Sumit Kumar Singh
Class: XII, Fac: Science
Code: 4802
Email: sumitkumar43@gmail.com

Memories: The good aspect of this college are rules which are stringently followed not only by the teachers but also the students. We are able to put our views in problems and behind the management and name grades of this college is very good. The teaching is not at all affected by the involvement of the students. The students or non-morning starboard.

Message: "Do what you can, wish what you move, where you are."

Name: Saurav Jaiswal
Class: XII, Fac: Science
Code: 1899
Email: saurav.jaiswal@yahoo.com

Memories: Every interaction in SK and class B seems joking in RD’s class. Creating full imaginative, a hidden mind but with little concentration in books & all.

Signature: [Signature]

Name: Kaushal Singh
Class: XII, Fac: Science
Code: 4550
Section: D-4
Email: kaushal_singh@yahoo.com

Memories: Times spent with friends throughout class XI (211) and XII (119), P.E.G.N.E.C, homework, practical assignment, hardworking teachers, exams and results like never before, school-like environment, games of TT, Animal camp, Mall yatra with friends, cottage food, 20 miles of lunch break, chat-chat about movies, songs, never-ending groups and many more memories which shall remain cherished.

Message: “Enjoy the time at Prasadi to the fullest.”

Signature: [Signature]
Name: Mohini Dhungel  
Class: XII, Sec: Science, Code: D5
Email: mohini05@gmail.com
Memories: All the nicknames I got, the way we are worth in class, playing 11, bomb-bet, the folks, BCC p.r, and Moomal sir, copying homework, doing it up and down, getting scolding, dancing with Ose and Osh, and being in panic (my key had cramped), my first birthday, getting similar, writing, helping my friends in homework, all in all, giving all test, being sent home for being late, going to eat after college ended.
Message: It doesn’t kill me saying this, but doing things yourself is really beneficial, and if you’re interested in reading novels, then visit www.mohinvok.blogspot.com

Name: Nisha Shrestha  Code: 4662  
Class: XII ‘Sa’  
Sec: D5
Address: Dhangadi, Kailali
Email: Nishatka24@yahoo.com
Memories: Prasadikoo first day, my 1st day, STH, first board exam question, games, pahkhe, and his famous dialogue ‘Ghasthao’, charming smile of BCG, paper chatting in class XI specially with Sonali.
Message: Keep on trying until you get successful, do not lose your hope, and don’t keep the work for tomorrow. Just do it today.

Name: Alina Paudel  Code: 4763  
Grade: XII (Science)  
Sec: D5
Address: Phungling-5, Taplejung
Email: alina7muskan@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every moment from 2011 to 2013, especially Ram’s smile, chat with my friends, lunch time, playing Pachisi, knowing mobile carry and, then, doing my course carrying heavy books & homeworks. Yet all days were amazing.
Sign: @hio

Name: Jyotsana Patka  
Code: 4665  
Grade: XII, Sci. Cio  
Sec: D5
Address: Ghatthaghar, Bhakarpur
Email: JyotsanaPatka@hotmail.com
Memories: Interesting 2 years in prasadikoo. Never used late night homework. Time spend with my group and of course ‘J11’ and ‘D5’ and picnics of Grade ‘J11’.
Message: Today act is tomorrow’s memory. So enjoy the life.
Name: Kiran Kandel
Class: XII  Fac: Science Code: 4945
Email: Kirankandel15@yahoo.com
Memories: Having fun with friends
teaching each other, nicknames
of my friends, cracking jokes
& lots to thing.

And every single day in Prasadi.
Message: Don’t copy your home
works from others.
Sign: K. Kandel

Name: Niran Pradipathi
Class: XII  Fac: Science Code: 5070
Email: niran.pradipathi@yahoo.com
Memories: Teaching tuens in III. Gathering out
side the lab. Chemistry and talking
with SAT and BON. Videoering with
Uday and the gang. Happy (SAT) 4th
period & every time with him. Time spend
with each and every friends, playing
football in basketball court, walking
on campus, Basketball, Eiko, Chiva, RL.
Mama's period, Eiko, haso, Picnic. I know
Sahi has many at his home. I steel the
afternoon and first time I met him.
Message: Don’t be too honest. Be this.
world is not for honest people.
Sign: N. Pradipathi

Name: Manej Mandal
Class: XII  Fac: Sci  Code: 4923
Email: Manej_mandal@yahoo.com
Address: Biratnagar, Mahendranagar
Memories: Ugly, Obvious, Heavy boys, a
terrent of homework, exams, Picnic, teachers.

Message: Just believe in yourself before you want others
to believe you.
Say it: "Prasadi & Prasadien Rock!
Loudly: Proud to be a Prasadien.

Name: Saugat Malla Magar
Grade: XII  Sci. Bio
Address: Kirtipur
Email: 8461810@yahoo.com
Message: "Welcome to noble board of Prasadi
Academy! I am the best of the Jhange.
Best friend: Bungo, Aditya. They made
me laugh and cry. I love them,
especially, Samrat, Pradip. They
made the way they made me feel.
None of those are possible in
reproducing. These moments are
for ever and ever.
Message: Enjoy life like there is tomorrow
make every second count.
Sign: S. M. Magar
Name: Bhaskar Shahi
Class: XII  Fac: Science  code: 482
Email: shahi.bhaskar@yahoo.com

Memories: 20 sir ko period, Picnic , doing homework, cracking jokes in the class, recite of RKR, YKR, SUI

Message: Every person have some special memory so try to expose it, you will get a special person.

Sign: Bhaskar

Name: Rohit Dhakal
Class-12  Fac: Science code: 482
Email: dhakalrohit88@yahoo.com

Memories: How can I forget the cold nights and 3 am, doing my homework till 8 am. From the morning, the most precious 30 minutes of my life. How can I forget the time we spent together, without looking towards the blackboard, laughing loudly without any reason, the days and jokos, proud, the fun, and the smile. The most funny thing that I have seen in my time, which you even don’t get a chance to see. Manage yourself. I can’t forget the mental torture given by the means, results, and especially the principle disappointments.

Message: Every person have some special memory so try to expose it, you will get a special person.

Sign: Rohit

Name: Bimal Aryal Code: 4730
Grade: XI, Science Sec 3B
Address: Baniyal
Email: Bimalaryal@yahoo.com

MEMORY

Lama Kapai huda ut sir songa
Lukera bane,
chada ma saupat priyam
hamani rabandra songa hola gardai
bano, oni picnic day A-A, talking
with oni about shini, mini, tubelight ?

MESSAGE
Romania xa Tindogi. Joy Nepal!!!

Name: Pritam Thapa  Address: Imadol  Oliyapan
Class: XII, Science Sec 3B  Code: 4576
Email: prithil343@gmail.com

MEMORY: I have a lot of things from class I to DS. I had a wonderful home. I’m gonna remember the days till the end. I had some days spent with Yaju in grade XI and with Sangal, Bikal, and Subash help me remain alive in my memories. Classes 8, 9, 10, and 11 were awesome. And the last day in Prasad you, the principal, your true genius mean a lot. Lastly, the best memory, 3rd year 1st Trm.

MESSAGE: Chef, ok days, nice memories. Success will follow you. Big 3, try to talk with excellence and success. Love happiness. 3rd year and 4th year.

Sign: Pritam
PRASADI SOUVENIR  2070

Name: Dakshita Yadav  
Grade: XII  
Section: D5  
E-mail: Yadavdakshita@yahoo.com  

Memory: A bundle of memories and practices, the most wonderful day is picnic day, lecture by Hamid Sir, RKS sir band each and every incident. A Prasadi that I will spend with my peers.

Name: Nisha Mahesh  
Class: XII  
Fac. Sci  
Code: 4941  
E-mail: nickyshy@yahoo.com  

Memories: My first day in Prasadi is still fresh and it’s already time to say goodbye. Each and every moment I spent with my friends in Prasadi, SMT Sir to ferry folks, RKS Sir to ‘erchya’, loads of homework, unexpected bag checking will remain in my memories. How can I forget about non-stop dancing in picnics! It was fun.

Message: The elevator to success is out of order. You’ll have to use the stairs one step at a time.

Name: Anil Shah  
Code: 4797  
Class: XII D5  
Email: Dakshita.dakshita@yahoo.com  

Memories: A piece of paper is not enough to recall all those memories that I shared with my awesome friends and great teachers, but a piece of paper is all I have and my memories is composed of my sweet friends, saugat, kiku, robin, phoney hero, hotelkeeper, chari, minu and so on. And of course SMT, Bhat, RKS, RKL, teachers and all those who helped.

Message: The path of Prasadi is never going to be easy but believe me, the going to be worth it.

Name: Shreya Upadhyay  
Class: XII  
Fac: SAI  
Code: 4969  
Email: Shreyaupadhyay 86@yahoo.com  

Memories: Each and every day in Prasadi is a fun-filled memory, singing, dancing, laughing and doing loads of mess in the class, eating shaklu, banana, yummy pizzas, ‘The Pickle’, non-stop dancing and not to forget, all three’s favourite SMT Sir to classes and RKS Sir to ‘erchya’. Well, Prasadi has also given me a lot of good friends and many sweet memories which would forever remain fresh in my heart.

Message: Everyday do something that will shock you. It leads to a better tomorrow.

Sign:
Name: Pradeep Rai
Class: XII, Faculty: Science, Code: 4966
Email: pradeep.rai2008@gmail.com

Memories: The two years were filled with a lot of memories...choosing them would be as hard as choosing the brightest star in the sky...from 310 to 05, I had a great time...some days went good and some went bad but still I'm gonna miss them all. Time spent with friends and teachers will remain fresh forever. Two years went away in a blink of an eye...if I could, I would go back in time & live those moments again.

Message: You are best the way you are...Be Yourself. Keep smiling.

Sign: Pradeep
Name: Pappu Krishna
Class: XII (Science)
Sec.: D's
Email: prd9863@gmail.com

Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi with friends ( Param, Dipjyoti, Sahan, Moni);°, especially SBH; Picnic day; lecture of our chief sir.....
Message: The best way to make your dreams come true is to wake up. (Signed)

Name: Subha Shrestha
Class: XII, Sec.: D's
Code: 4968
Email: Subha28@yahoo.com

Memories: Picnic, Homework, Re-tests, these heavy bag packs 'n' the time spent with my friends of D's and J's. Prasadi, class...
Message: Just believe in yourself and work very hard. (Signed)

Name: Rumi Rajbhadana
Class: XII, Fac.: Science
Code: 4748
Email: rojBHadana_rumi@yahoo.com

Memories: Doing lots of homework; heavy bags; dance at picnic; jokes of RST, AB, RNC, PK... practical classes; playing hangman, frequent homework; checkings; and all the friends...
Message: Be proud to be a Prasadiian.

Name: Asiya Khumal
Class: XII, D's, Apr. 610
Email: asiya.khumal@yahoo.com

Memories: Journey from first day of J1 to the last day of D5. Much also; joy; sadness in the Classes with GM, Aish, Tara, Abinap, Shefali, emotional birthday celebration, balls dance of picnic with my gals; lectures of RT, BR, RL, REI... Shouting in class for no reason... each and every moment spent in PRASADI with my buddies will be missed...
Message: Always accept what you get from your teachers, it's for your betterment.
NAME: Shreya Thapa
Grade: XII
Science, Biology, Sec-D'
Address: Guwako, Lalitpur
E-mail: n_t2012@yahoo.com
Memory: Sometimes we never know the true value of moments until it becomes memory. Each and every moment at Prasadi is memorable, especially the lectures of Sir B.R. (Sir, Anil) and picnics with friends. I will miss all the moments spent in Prasadi!
Message: When faced with a challenge, look for a way, not a way out.
Sign: Shreya

NAME: Sanjana Nigl
Grade: XII
Science, Sec-D'
Address: Gadchoti, Lalitpur
E-mail: sanjana.nigl@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment I spend with friends, bus driving, coming Teacher's Day, and the fun we had playing in the halls. Being a part of the school and the people I met is something I will always remember.
Message: Never run away from a problem. Instead, face it all away, because the candle of hope is still burning for you far away.
Sign: Sanjana

NAME: Pradita Shrestha
Class: XII
Fac-S:
Code: 9785
Email: pradita.shrestha@hotmail.com
Memory: There are lessons that include practicals, Sir's humorous classes, dissections during practicals, doing late night homeworks, amazing break times, gossiping, cracking jokes with friends and many more.
Message: Be like a postage stamp — stick to one thing until you get there.
Sign: Pradita
STAY HAPPY ✌️
**NAME:** Prateeka Panta  
**CLASS:** XII  
**FAC:** SCI  
**CODE:** 674  
**EMAIL:** paty_25@yahoo.com  
**MEMORIES:**  
Every moment spent with my friends, esp. the good times.  
**MESSAGE:**  
Listen to your heart rather than thinking what others will think about you.  
*Signature: Prateeka*

**NAME:** Ashma Thapa  
**CLASS:** XII  
**FAC:** SCI  
**CODE:** 5209  
**EMAIL:** a_asha@yahoo.com  
**MEMORIES:**  
Dance in college picnic & each and every moment spent with my friends. Especially Oyo girls & guys. Also loved SBI sir classes & BIO sir’s.  
**MESSAGE:**  
Never let your friends & family go. They are everything in your life.  
*Signature: [Signature]*

**NAME:** Nabina Thapa  
**CLASS:** XII  
**FAC:** SCI  
**CODE:** 4310  
**EMAIL:** Nabina_thapa805@hotmail.com  
**MEMORIES:**  
It is the very day when the results of grade 8th were out. I felt so blessed that I could say the happy news to my parents that I passed.  
**MESSAGE:**  
No matter how highly educated or successful you are, no matter how much blessed you are, you cannot remove this sense of ignominious and compulsory from this society alone. You always need family’s, friends help.  
*Signature: Nabina*

**NAME:** Nabin Poudel  
**CLASS:** XII  
**FAC:** SCI  
**CODE:** 5022  
**EMAIL:** nabin_poudel@yahoo.com  
**MEMORIES:**  
Doing hw till midnight, chatting before starting of classes, herbarium collection journey, YKG sir’s OA, OA song doing in class, Hanoi sir’s classes.  
**MESSAGE:**  
Chase excellence, success will follow you.  
*Signature: Nabin*
Name: Gomati Joshi
Class: F5, Faculty: Science, Code: 4813
Email: Rekhsyam sahu@yahoo.com

Memories:

class of SBH sir and now, many events that can’t be discerned to this small paper.
Message: “Don’t try to copy others, instead be such, an example that others will have in copy you.”
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Sharmilla Dimala
Grade: XII, Science, Bio, Sec: D5
Code: 4738
Address: Chankhe, Kalipur

Memory: Each and Every moment spent in Prasadi are worth
“to be memorized.”
Message: Just do believe in yourself and achieve success in life.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Salumahato
Class: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 4604
E-mail: Salumahato@yahoo.com

Memories: All the wonderful moments that I shared with the friends of D6 and J11; SBH Sir’s class; BTM Sir’s class; College Picnic....
Message: “Don’t judge each day by the harvest you reap, but by the seeds you plant.”
Sign: Salumahato

Name: Veekoha Bannaet
Class: XII(D-5), Fac: Sci, Code: 4601
E-mail: sweetaa.banna@ymail.com

Memories:
Message: Nobody is perfect in this universe, I’m not, I can try, please...
Sign: [Signature]
Name: Sabina Dahal  
Class: XII  Science (Bio)  Sec.: D'15  
Code: 4768  
Memory:  
Every moments passed in the excellent academic environment of Prasadi Academy.  
Message:  
Be punctual, regular, disciplined and sincere student.  
Signature: Sabina

Name: Surej Raj Pandey  
Class: XII  Fac.: SCI  Code: 4963  
Email: hamal2002.chitraka@hmail.com  
Memories:  
Picnic @ Banke, Fun loaded Claw @ SBH School,  
RKS School, RKS, RKS, RKS! Smiling me - BCS SK!  
Singing Pandey and Pandey, Teaching at GT Sirl,  
Pradhy in my best friend Sarthak, Krunali  
Abi, Pratik & Sarthak, Fun having Swastik by eating  
Sushi during Immigrant Rush for a Canon  
Moment spent in Prasadi dancing 2 km running  
in Front of U and Me U guys!  
Message:  
Never become one of the billions of the stars shining in  
the sky. Be one that outshines all of them and shining is unbelievable feat. Impossible never.  
Says I'm Possible.  
Sign:  
Say

Name: Pratik Nepal  
Class: XII  Fac.: Science  Code: 4961  
Email: pratik.nepal65@gmail.com  
Memories:  
Doing hw till midnight, hiding bags of books in T10, herbarium collection,  
journey, amazing  
Dance with friends in picnic, gathering infront of Da and making fun at  
each other, all organic classes of 2011,  
Inspiring dialogue of SBH many  
and many more .........  
Message:  
Keeping friendships is the best to remain alive forever.  
Sign:  
Pratik

Name: Abhi Devkota  
Class: XII  Fac.: SCI  Code: 4914  
E-mail: svi.devkota@yahoo.com  
MEMORIES:  
Doing hw early in the classroom,  
dancing during the picnic, having fun in break time, Hamal sir's  
Message:  
Always keep your goal in mind.  
Signature:  
A
Name: Yashoda Mishra
Class: X11 D’s Fac -Sci Code: 4246
Email: Yashoda.mishra@gmail.com

Memories: All the moments spent in Prasadi are special. Being first in 1st term and fall in love with many teachers who advised me after I failed. Picnic, dance, loads of homework and books and lots more.

Message: Life sprays numerous obstacles but damn care about them and always smile cos if u get Jared u lose what u have.
No matter what happens life goes on so chase to dream

Sign: 1999

---

Name: Ashok Sharma Paudel
Class: X11 Fac -Science Code: 4964
Email: Paudel.ashok6@yahoocom

Memories: Doing lots of fun, herbierum collection journey, dance in picnic, sir Ke class, sir Ke loud voice, BS sir Ke tea, making noise sat lab, carrying heavy bag and more.

Message: We R born to lead not to follow

Sign: 1999

---

Name: Sh rit Shankar
Class: X11 Fac -Science Code: 5068
Email: bro_pri38@yahoo.com

Memories: Herbierum collection journey BS sir Ke class, doing homework daily in the class, dancing daily in the picnic.

Message: Have patience Rome was not built in a day.

Sign: 1999

---

Name: Reena Mahajan
Class: X11 Fac -Sci Code: 4708
Email: Black beauty_reena@yahoo.com
Address: Guwahati, India

Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi. Sirin BS sirna tiffin sakhali gossip cardai bane. Class start bana agnal tiffin sakine.

Message: Be proud of being Indian then you will learn to be patriotic.

Sign: 1999
**NAME:** Pratika Regmi  
**Code No.:** 4707  
**Grade:** XII  
**Fac.:** Science (Bis)  
**Email:** pratikaregni13@gmail.com  
**Memories:**  
I found those moments I spend with my friends, doing homeworks and practices at class, being late and returning home with mahina. And also non-stop dancing in plants. Bag seized from the shop by robbing criminals and other theft. I won’t waste.  
**Message:** Don’t remember your past but learn from your past mistakes, which will be helpful in reaching your future.  
**Sign:** Pratika

**NAME:** Sunith Tamang  
**Code No.:** 4706  
**Grade:** XII  
**Fac.:** Sci.  
**Email:** tamangsunith.13@gmail.com  
**Memories:** The most memorable moment would be my first day in the Prasadi Academy where I met those few friends of my life, and another would be the jokes and conversations with my friends in bau while returning to hotel.  
**Message:** To be a perfect Prasadi, you must know the value of time, punctuality and discipline.  
**Sign:** Sunith
Name: Presham Ragh Palher
Class: XII A
Aad: 561
Email: panchanand.shankar@gmail.com
Memory: Every moment of class & stuff will always be cherished. God with us, Laxman (Barani), Saurav (Aayusha), Prashant (Prashant), and Vaishnavi (Vaishnavi). Unexpected entry of teacher, Chhaya (Pujari) in XI A, Kaushal, and Saurav. Love from Prashant, Vaishnavi, and Laxman. God bless but not least, friends in XI B will always be remembered.
Message: For you, you are the best. Keep on shining.

Name: Saurav Pokharel
Class: XII A
Aad: Science
Code: 4764
Email: its.me.saurav94@gmail.com
Memory: In two years time, let's memories get inside your head so, this piece of paper is too small to express them. But, these memories comprise of both good and bad times.
Message: When you get fully adjusted here, its only homework, hair cutting, heavy study, and exams that bother you. So, child and take it easy.

Name: Bijaya Bista
Class: XII B
Aad: Science
Code: 4751
Email: bijaya.bista@yahoo.com
Memory: Every day in Prasadi was memorable to me. Dining in picnic, Akshay Sir Period of JTS and interesting lectures of BG Sir.
Message: Don't lose your hope, take every problem as an opportunity to exercise your creativity.

Name: Gaurish Tamang
Class: XII B
Aad: Science
Code: 4736
Email: thegirishdude@yahoo.com
Memory: Even start to the end of fun in class of Ravi, Prashant, Vaishnavi, Saurav, and Akshay Sir.
Message: Keep your hopes high, your dreams gohere.
Make being a Prasadi worth being it. A life spent making mistakes is not only honorable, but more useful than a life spent doing nothing.
Name: Sushant Bogati  
Class: XII, Fac: Science  
Email: bogati.sushant@yahoo.com

Memories: From the first lecture of BSC, JPY, SSA, dancing in pink, funny scoldings of RRC, finally last lecture of chief and the day of college and through.  
Message: One should never take the easy road but rather the right road no matter how long the travel.  
Sign: Sushant

Name: Gaurav Acharya  
Sec: D'S  
Class: XII, Science  
Code: 4934  
Address: Halwara - 1 Parseni Gang

Email: Acharya_gaurav.22@yahoo.com

Memories: Each and every moment at Prasadi is very memorable, especially the picnic of Manhrot, lecture of RCG, SSA, RPY etc. They'll always remain fresh in my mind.  
Message: Proud to be a PRASADIJEAN  
Believe in yourself. Chase excellence. Success will follow you.  
Sign: Gaurav

Name: Bhuwan Regmi  
Class: XII; Fac: Science  
Code: 4979  
Email: Regmi.bhuwan.55@yahoo.com

Memories: All those days spent in Prasadi, enjoying the lectures of teachers and funny talks of chief sir.  
Message: Aim high as a star, even if you fall you will reach the moon.  
Sign: Bhuwan

Name: Manoj Ghimire  
Class: XII; Fac: Sci  
Code: 4937  
Email: Manoj.gh10@yahoo.com

Memories: All special moments with my friends, lectures of DSC, Sir RRC, Sir SSA, mom, sir SK mom & so on. Picnic that left our precious memories of life time. Snaps, superb dance & music that totally rocked my colz.  
Message: Don't follow - Always lead.  
Do best leave the rest.  
Sign: Manoj
Name: Saurav Chitrak
Class: XII, Sec: D8
Address: Kirtipur, Kathmandu
Email: sthabhu@gmail.com
Memory: Some good memories were spent in D8 with my friends during class hours. Picnic at Mokuli was just awesome.

Message: "Life is what happens when you are busy making other plans."
Name: Sudat Gouletha  
Class: X; Fac: IS; Code: 4774  
Email: sudatgs@yahoo.com.au  
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi will remain in my memory forever.  
Message: Utilize time in such a way that you don’t have to regret it later.  
Sign: Sudat Gouletha

Name: Kirtan Shahi  
Grade: XII, Sci, Biology  
Sec: D8  
Address: Budhanagar, Ganeshwar  
Email: eyona-k8@yahoo.com  
Memories: Moments spent gossiping with my friends of XI ‘T’ and XI ‘D’, and yes! wild dance at picnic, chief sir.  
Message: I can never forget those sleepless nights during the road to success is dotted with many tempting parking place.  
Sign: Kirtan Shahi

Name: Siddhartha Chakya  
Class: XI - D8  
Fac: Science (Bio)  
Code: 4612  
Email: lavishdeath111@gmail.com  
Memories: My friends,二期 homework in class, awesome picnic at TP, all the dialogues of teachers, reading 12-hour before exams, giving tests of Bio and Physics, all the dancing in picnic, hpt, homework, check-ups, hair checking, etc... etc...  
Message: Just don’t get yourself failed in exams like what you wouldn do to make it worth remembering in future.  
Sign: Siddhartha Chakya

Name: Reeya Pandey  
Class: XI  
Fac: Science  
Sec: D8  
Email: pandeyreeya12@yahoo.com  
Memories: Each and every moment spent in ‘13 and ‘14 with my funny group, continuous chatting and laughing with Sudikshya, Raji, Sriki and Manisha & will miss short fight too, etc......  
Message: Dictionary is the only place where success comes before work. Hard work is the price we must pay for success.  
Sign: Reeya Pandey

Stay young, wild & free!
Name: Krishna Bajracharya
Class: XI Sec ‘A’ Code: 4825
Email: kh.lonely@yahoo.com
Memories: Time I spent in J13 and D8 was JP talks wid friends, lot of HIWs, singing wid Kirti, and dives during classes, Korean chat wid Kirti, Paper chats, and lotz more that can’t be limited within a sheet of PPM. I also try dance at picnic wid all friends and all teachers, and their way of teaching. Miss D8 who makes us life (JP) so much on urself...

Name: Roji Maharjan
Class: XII Sec ‘D’ Code: 4811
Email: rozmaharjan@hotmail.com
Memories: Every moment spent in J13 & D8, coughing, eating in class, havin fun with my friends, laughing and doing homework in class and submitting in last hour and many more... Message: There is only one success, to be able to spend your life in your own way...

Name: Priyanka Kochar
Class: XII Sec ‘A’ Code: 4540
Email: priyankakochar@yahoo.com
Memories:
- Late night homeworks
- Making fun & laughing
- with Mina, Gopika, Raasha, ina & Priyanka (bajracharya)
Message: Always remember your code number (used for reset)
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Dwina Singh
Class: XII Sec ‘B’ Code: 4810
Email: dvin@ymail.com
Memories: Especially gossip and fun with my teachers and beloved ones at J13. Remember that don’t think a college dance or picnic can be great in D8 like Karachi... And sir he is stupid... and so on... This space is quite small to write all my memo...

Message: A whole ocean is present at the back of every wave, and he who struggles to reach the ocean is better than he who never attempts it.

“MILES TO GO BEFORE WE SLEEP”
Name: Merina Niraula
Class: XII
Email: Merinaanraula@hotmail.com
Memories: Making fun of everyone and taking with my friends Priyanka, Ini, Jyotsna, Manisha and Priyanka. We spent great time with them.
Message: Enjoy ur coolz life;) 

Name: Sushanta Maharjan
Class: XII
Email: Sushanta.maharjan@yahoo.com
Memories: Unexpected bag checking, loads of jokes and silly jokes, especially with my friends Sandhu, Sanjay, and Anu. Also, when returning home eating Potharu, chatting with Sushra, Chhika, Ritha, Shibu... etc.
Message: Just enjoy each and every moment in Prasadi.

Name: Sandhya Pradhan
Class: XII
Email: Sandhya.pradhan@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every moment that I spent with my friends Priyanka, Ini, Jyotsna, Manisha, and Sushra. Doing homework till midnight, making fun of others, non-stop dancing in school, playing softball, and bossing around.
Message: Don't care what other say. Just believe in yourself.

Name: Sunita Leghara
Class: XII
Email: Sunita.leghara@yahoo.com
Memories: Every moment spent with my dearest friends Anu, Sushra, Sandhu, Anju, and Morley. Lectures at SBH, DD's, etc., Samai's, PKS, etc., Rayam, and all the groups in BIS lab.
Message: Just enjoy each moment of your life, you'll find everyone and you can't get to know your value.
Name: Subiksha Bogadi
Grade: XII
Fac: Sci
Code: 4912
Email: cute_mesubi@yahoo.com
Memories:
Each and every moment spent in Prasadi with my friends, especially the late night homeworks and dance in the picnic jokes & lectures of SBH are sick.
Message: You rarely succeed at anything unless you have fun doing it.

Name: Manjita Khadka
Grade: XII
Fac: Sci
Code: 4939
Email: manjita.khadka@hotmail.com
Memories: Early practical classes, first bench serious studying—and all the short or sweet gossip.
Message: There are many stars in the sky, but only a moon, so don’t aim at the stars but the moon...

Name: Ashmita Karki
Grade: XII
Fac: Sci
Code: 5007
Email: Karkiashu@yahoo.com
Memories: Most of the first bench to Walter three, hang out with friends, long lasting homework, and can’t miss the dance of picnic!!!
Message: Every day at Prasadi is a memorable day.

Name: Jwala Barai
Grade: XII
Fac: Sci
Code: 5015
Email: Barai_jwala@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi, 20 minutes break time, lectures of every teacher, especially SBH with lots of fun.
Message: Listen to what other says but do what your heart says.
Name: Amaha Maharjan
Class: XII D's: Faculty: D's: Code: 4991
Email: sulekha.maha@hotmai.com
Memories: twenty six alphabets
Can’t express my memories.
Messages: Aim high, beyond the sky... : (}

Name: Mahima Adhikari
Class: XII Fac: Sci. Code: 4991
Email: mahimaadhikari89@yahoo.com
Memories: Every moment spent here with friends and teachers starting from XI J10 upto XI DB will remain as a memory forever. There are many
so can’t be expressed in a paper.
Messages: We enjoyed our time, now the time is yours. Don’t forget
Mahima to have fun in picnic.

Name: Utkrista K.C.
Class: XII Fac: Sci Code: 4856
Email: kcuutkrista@yahoo.com
Memories: Each and every moment spent with my friends in Prasadi are memorable especially picnic hour.
Messages: Don’t underestimate yourself & not being perfect coz no one is perfect in this world and life has got enough time to turn yourself towards perfection.

Name: Ashmita Yadav
Class: XII Fac: Science Code: 5026
Email: lucky.9am619@yahoo.com
Memories: First exam of Prasadi, first exam result of Prasadi, fun loaded class of normal six daily loads of homework,
Messages: In a bad situation you must not give up hope because there is a chance that it will improve.
Name: Bijay Shrestha
Class: XII, Fac: Sci., Code: 4386
Email: shresthabijay765@yahoo.com
Memory: Teasing and joking with friends. Picnic time and time spent at the end of session of class.

Name: Amrit Lamjani
Class: XII ‘Sci’ ’Bio’ Code: 5018
Email: Amritlamjani@gmail.com
Memory: Loads of homework, late night study during exams, fun with guys at canteen. The most memorable moments at picnic which can’t be forgotten.....
Message: Do that thing which you’re really say, don’t do according to ur Heart.
Signature:

Name: Yukti Karal 8-
Class: X11, Fac: Sci., Code: 4826
Email: yuktikarnal66@hotmaill.com
Memories: The Up & Drum with Spro, for being late for class.....
The late night homeworks, sleepless nights before the day of HW checking, class parties, endless jokes and uncontrolled laughing.... And each day wishing Friends...
Message: Always be a dreamer but in character with your head on the clouds and your feet on the ground...... ROCK ON!
Signature:

Name: Bibek Chandra Mohanlift
Class: XII (XII) faculty: sci. code: 4786
Email: ibo6666@hotmail.com
Memories: Too many memories, but specially time spend with friends, dance in picnic, funny times of our teachers, quarreling with friends with new some topic on the top of all, the first day and first class in 7th will be with me forever.
Message: Never take life as a rate, just take it suxhib. When you are in love, chase your goal and keep thinking what you become later.
Signature:

I love PRASADI
** Memories: Each and every day in Prasadi where I had spent lots of time with my friends are most unforgettable memories. The dance I had with my loved one in picnic is most interesting and unforgettable memory of my college life. Message: When you first come to Prasadi then you will understand where you have gone. So try to be a Prasadi.

** Name:** Moni Raj Giri
** Class:** XII 'Medical' 
** Code:** 5046
** Email:** suhanbik@gmail.com
** Memories:**

** Memories:**

** Sign:** [Signature]

---

** Name:** Upama Marahatta
** Class:** XII 'D' 
** Fac:** Science 
** Code:** 4973
** Email:** Upama_Marahatta@yahoo.com
** Memories:**

Gossiping with friends in physics period.

** Sign:** [Signature]

---

** Name:** Anuraj Kumar Chaudhary
** Class:** XII 'P' 
** Fac:** Science 
** Code:** 5074
** Email:** bigun _anuraj@yahoo.com
** Memories:**

Angry piwle - popo named by NMRG. MRG, RPR. PP's chudda box. Moment's shared with all other pant: SEH, BCG, SSA, RRG. RPY's claims that they's forming Basketball play like money, every ball gone, in new to learn how to earn but never forget to show my all skills.

Message: Anyone & everyone can be the best, but only one can be different only to be the lord of one who. Life respect everyone's opportunity, one poor to recognize it past hold at best one is all yours. Never let anyone manipulate you, your mind. Be a mystery - lush green my little gemini.

** Sign:** [Signature]

---

** Name:** Pradeep Khanna
** Class:** XII 'P' 
** Fac:** Science 
** Code:** 4474
** Email:** pradeepkhanna@yahoo.com
** Memories:**

Memories to each and every moment I spent in Prasadi with memories in my memories forever.

Message: Utilize time in such a way that you don't have to regret us later.

** Sign:** [Signature]
Name: Shwetika Dubey
Class: XII
Fac: Science
Code: 5112
Email: dubey.shwetik@yahoo.com
Memories: Uss ma bitayeka haak pal malai yad aane bhi!
ghar Jane beko masti sabai yad aane bhi! Please ma bitayeka moment cha shabe nemanabte rahe bhi!
Message: Winnie don’t do different things; they do things differently.
Sign: Beena

Name: Saugat Tripathi
Grade: XII
Fac: Science
Code: 4717
Email: saugatcraulleet@yahoo.com
Address: Saneza 2, Lalmipur
Memories: The time I got suspended and the day at picnic
MESSAGE
Great spirits have always encountered opposition from mediocre minds.
Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.

Name: Suraj Kumar Gujgta
Class: XII
Fac: Sci
Code: 4697
Email: Suraj_992@yahoo.com
Memories: college picnic with lkr of dancing, non-stop chat and gossip with friends during college hours, unique handshake with Divakar, fun in micro after college hours, periods of SBH sir, RGA sir, SSA mam and BA mam.
Message: Just don’t give up trying to do what you really want to do where there’s motivation and desire, you can’t go wrong.
Sign: Suraj

Name: Sandeep Dhekla
Class: XII
Fac: Science
Code: 5814
Email: beckham.sandeep@gmail.com
Memories: Classes of SBH, DDA, AKS, BCA, SSA. Last day of classes and picnic (it was the most memorable) last day.
I will always remember the day when I was suspended and sent home back. Making noise with the most memorable.
Message: Be precious than anyone
Sign: Sandeep
Name: Aunushka Khajage  
Grade: XII  
E-mail: Aunushka.Khajage@yahoo.com

Memories: Every moment of DE and TJ was filled with unique characters, competitions, laughter, and unforgettable moments. Friends in DE, very cool teachers, Kya Kya and other events.

Message: Yesterday was a story, tomorrow is a mystery. Today is present so enjoy every second. Have fun alongside. Chilled in prasadi! Enjoy your life ahead!

Name: Rahul Yadav

Class: XII  
E-mail: Rahul.Yadav2005@gmail.com

Memories: Many special memories but the memories of our picnic are just unforgettable. The amusing lectures, fun, and entertaining games of our teachers will remain in our heart. We all were proud to be a part of prasadi.

Message: Life is not ending by the finishing line. Keep running, readers, and set new goals. Face it; never let your head down; always strive for better.

Name: Sneakar Prayag

Class: XII  
E-mail: sneakarprayag@yahoo.com

Memories: Every moment spent in prasadi was memorable. With my friends, I had some of the best memories.

Message: The best way to predict the future is to create it.

Name: Silesh Maharjan

Class: XII  
E-mail: Silesh_Maharjan@yahoo.com

Memories: Wonderful moments spent in prasadi with amazing teachers and friends.

Message: Never give up. Good luck!
Name: Sabita Karki
Class: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 4836
Email: karkiakshay@gmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi brings up fond memories of playing basketball with friends, busy schedule, loads of homework, laughing and talking with friends during class hours. Most enjoyable moment was dancing with friends during the last dance party. Message: Everyday do something that will bring you closer to a better tomorrow.
Sign: Keep smiling!

Name: Sudikshya Neupane
Class: XII, D’G, Sci, Code: 4832
Email: wanted-sudikshya@yahoo.com
Memories: Moment spent with my friends, lunch time ko masti.
Message: Don’t talk, just act. Don’t say, just show. Don’t promise, just prove.
Sign: Smile

Name: Amit Kumar Chaudhary
Grade: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 4773
Email: ceostudenton@yahoo.com
Address: Koteswora-28, Kathmandu
Memory: All days from entrance to departure, gossips with friends, classes of BS, AA, DD, picnic, homeworks, exam pressure, class visits of chief 6th, my 7th and D8 friends.
Message: Complex problems have simple, easy to understand, wrong answers. Life is just a mirror, and what you see out there, you must first see inside you.
Sign: Keep smiling!

Name: Mona Sunitha G
Class: XII, Fac: Sci, Code: 4823
Email: SunithaSunithaG@yahoo.com
Memoirs: Endless hours of doing homework, unforgettable laughter during class hours, having noodle party in order to celebrate the last lunch day, doing up and down with study for being last for class (about 1 minute+10), lots of playing with my classmates in picnic. Each day spent was a prasad.
Message: Listen to what others say but always do what you think is right for you.
Sign: Smile
Name: Bimala Gyungai
Class: XI, Faculty: Science Code: 4781
Email: stancompanymail@yahoo.com

Memories: Namal sir ko class, AKTM sir, SCA mom ko class, RKK sir ko Chiya golf, RP sir ko "sit down, sit down" vanne style, Satish hari saga ko master, S din mal S wala enam, 2 days long winter vacation and picnic mal nachato ko

Message: "Have more fun and study much more. This should be the motto in this wonderful studentlife".

Signature: [Signature]

Name: Arun Sunuwar
Grade: XI Science Sec: D B
Address: Bhainsepati, Lalitpur
Email id: achieveraran70@gmail.com
Memory: I’ll never forget our picnic day.
Message: Proud to be prasadian

You’ll never regret being a prasadian.
Name: Sanjiv Chitrakar
Grade: XII Sci
Address: Chapagaun-2,Lalitpur
Email: Sanjivlp@live.com
Memories: Enjoy in Organic Class.
Very fun in Morning Class 0’10’
Facing a lot of problems in
Message: Enjoy every moment like
your last day of your life
Sign: Sanjiv

Name: Bhuvan Upadhya
Class: XII, 09
Faculty: sci’code no: 4682
Email: Ubbuhan@gmail.com
Message: Enjoy each and every
stupid moment of your life!!!

Name: Binda Awasthi (5042)
Grade: XII B Sci
Email: Binda_auwaah@yahoocom
Memories: Homework checking, being suspended,
MESSAGES: Failure is the key to suceed.

Name: Madan KS’
Code No: 4887
Class: XII B Marks’
Section: D9
Email: Mahank@yahoocom
Memory: Each and every moments spent in Prasadi Academy are memorable.
I want forget my friends and
at-caring and at-inspiring teachers.
Message: Try to be real proactive and
be proud being a prasadi.
Name: Sandeep Shikya
Grade: XII ‘d’
Field: Science
Email: sandeep.shikya24@yahoo.com
Memories: All the days spent and made fun are very memorable. All days are very memorable for me. I owe my P.A.N.S.S.
Messages: If you fail in your life don’t be sad because in order to get success you have to pass through failure...

Name: Abhik Shah
Class: XII faculty: Sci.
Code: 4994 sec. Dg
Email: anirbanalok86@yahoo.com
Memory: Each and every moment I spent with my friends specially mom, AK, sis, AK, Pradip and my dear friend Pradipt.
Message: Better have a pain of discipline than pain of regret.

Name: Pukar Adhikari (5051)
Grade: XII Dg Sci
Email: pukar.1888@yahoo.com
Memories: All the days spent in Prasadi specially class bhaiya sher farkina, suspend vako by GT’s; and very memorable.
Messages: Never give up with hope.

Name: Abitya Thakor
Grade: XII Sci Dg
Email:
Memory: Each and every moment in P.A.N.S.S.
Message: Be proud to be PRASADIAN.
Name: Nabin Maharjan
Class: XII, D9, Science
Email: guys_in_the_hell@yahoo.com
Memory: SBH Sir's period, BCS Sir's class, Mr. Bhuyan's classes. My best memories were spent with friends in the park, running around, and playing games. My favorite memory was when we went on a picnic to the park. When I think about those times, I get really excited.
Message: Be yourself, don't change yourself, and don't let anyone else change you. Best of luck to all the upcoming students.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Binod Shrestha (5062)
Class: XII D9 Science
Email: Punky_Binod366@yahoo.com
Memories: Unforgettable days in Prasadi. First and last day, can't forget. Days spent with friends were very special. Messages: Feeling proud to be a Prasadian.

Name: Clain Maharjan
Class: XII 9th Section
Email: Me_Clain@yahoo.com
Memory: Time spent with friends in class.
Message: Enjoy the moments in Prasadi.
Name: Siddhaarth Mishra
Class: XII 'D9' Fac: Sc Sec:区内
Address: Bijnor, Uttar Pradesh
Email: sendhomistryacid@gmail.com
Memories: Lectures of S.B.H Sir, D.D. Sir, and others, attending classes on Sat, giving Re-exams, frantic, having extra short holds and of course fee renewal.
Message: Life's challenges are not supposed to paralyse you, they're supposed to help you discover who you are. So take challenges....

Name: Jitendra Yadav
Code: 4917
Class: XII
Fac: Sci
Address: Raj Bhawan, IAPT
Email: jayam1117@yahoo.com
Memories: Every moment spent in J.B.II (91) with S.B.H Sir and D.D. Sir, lectures of chief Sir and full of fun (never boring) classes of S.B.H Sir (Chem) and D.D. Sir (WIP)
Message: A mind is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be ignited.

Name: Rajan Joshi
Class: XII 'D9' Fac: Science Code: 5044
Email: joshi_rozan@hotmail.com
Memories: Getting punished for silly mistakes, cutting hair every two weeks, funny moments spent with friends, teasing friends with different nicknames, arguing about favorite football clubs, picnics, eating, playing basket ball and T.T. in 20 mins, break and many more.
Message: At the end of the storm is a golden sky. Keep calm and believe in yourself.

Name: Pradeep Subedi (U882)
Class: XII 'D9' Science
Memories: All the days spend in prasadi. And all the classes attended in the prasadi with my friends.
Message: Feeling proud to be prasadi.
**Name:** Shraddha K.C.
**Class:** XII (H) Science
**Address:** Dhapasi - 8 Kathmandu
**Email:** keshubh@gmail.com

**Memories:**
- Every moment in Prasadi is unforgettable but especially picnic was awesome.
- Do hardwork to get success in life.

**Sign:** Shraddha

**Name:** Srijana Bhattarai
**Class:** XII FAC: SCIENCE Code: 4923
**Email:** Srijanbhattarai999@gmail.com

**Memories:**
- Each and everyone that I spent in Prasadi academy, Class of BCC, SARKAR submitting homework at odd time.
- Singing songs sometimes debate about cricket with Rama
- Picnic was unforgettable.

**MESSAGE:**
Life in Prasadi will be easy if you enjoy it.
Prasadi

Name: Pravin Pradha code 1441
Grade: XII Science (Maths) Section A & B
Address: Samakhushi, Kathmandu
Email: basupanta@yahoo.com

Memory: Spending time with friends, studying together, playing football, making noise in various subjects.
Message: Chase excellence, success will follow you.

Proud to be Prasadi

Name: Anurag Mani Koirala
Class: XII (Science) Code: 1458
Email: anurag_koirala@yahoo.com

Memory: Spending time with friends.
Message: “Working hard, friends, study, not hard.”

Sanjeev Deshar

Name: Sanjeev Deshar (4830)
Class: XII Art
Email: Sanjeevdeshar@yahoo.com

Memory: Every period of Mr. Bajal, dancing at picnic spot with friends, never argument with anyone (except Bajal’s cousin), never making noise in every period of Mr. Sir.
Message: Enjoy every moment of life because you don’t know which one is last.
Name: Ajit Shukla  
Code no.: 4579

Grade: XII  
Sec.: D-9

Address: Gajendra-2, Kapilvastu

Email: ajitshukla30@gmail.com

Messages: Be what you are interested in, not what you are suggested to. Imagination is more important than knowledge.

Sign: Ajit Shukla

---

Name: Birendra Kumar Yadav  
Class: XII (D9)  
Face: Madh
Code: 4580
Email: y.birendra@yahoo.com

Memories: Every period of “Bungra Dahal” sir of Nepal.

Message: Happiness and sorrow are parts of living. But smiling in any condition is art of living.

---

Name: Abhidan Jung Thapa  
Class: XII (D9), Science
Code: 5057
Email: abhidanthapa@gmail.com

Memories: Had lots and lots of fun at picnic. The period didn’t care mind blowing and unforgettable.

Message: You can’t control the waves but you can learn to surf. Never give up.

---

Name: Milan Gautam  
Class: XII (D8) (101)  
Sci Code: 6034
Email: g-milan31@gmail.com


Message: If you move on rules life is easy and fun.  
Devast.  
I love Prasadi
Prasadi Souvenir 2070

Name: Allen Dhakhuwa
Class: XII
Faculty: Sci
Code: D284
Email: allen_dhakhuwa@yahoo.com
Memories: Having fun and enjoying classes in every way possible. Tennis, friends, singing in class etc.
Message: Life doesn’t turn out the way you want but make the most of it and never regret anything in life. Yolo!

Name: Subin Tha Shrestha
Class: XII
Faculty: Science
Code: 4182
Email: shubin@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment I spent with my friends for two years. For instance, teachers got thoroughly exasperated with our noise.
Message: It is good to fall down as long as you get up.

Name: Nivesh Hyangju
Class: XII
Faculty: Sci
Code: 4926
Email: niveshyangju@gmail.com
Memories: Lots of them!!! This TOKYO sized paper won’t be enough to tell all my memories. Baka horu lea.
Message: There are surely 100 different in which you can prove yourself better than others.

Name: Suryan Ray Pradhan
Class: XII
Faculty: Science
Code: 4695
Email: suryan2004@gmail.com
Memories: Time spent with friends during class, enjoying the fun with friends.
Message: Enjoy the two years because it goes so fast.
Name: Anish Kafle
Grade: XI B’g
CCE: 5089
Message: Don't disrespt anybody
Memories: Message slip collection

Name: Rishav Khanal
Class: XI
Fac: Sci
Code: 4573
Email: Rishav-khanal06@yahoo.com
Memories: Laughing out loud in the class, dance performed in picnic, pushing friends for getting someone in the cartoon and having chitter with buddies sitting under the tree, bhauraha.
Message: Stay fresh to death

Name: Utavar Shrestha
Class: XI 'Sci'
Code: 5004
Email: utyaw97@yahoo.com
Memories: The one and only picnic to Tribhuvan park where we had fun with some awesome surprises.
Message: "If you wanna excel in Prasadi, don't sleep during the lectures."

Name: Anish Rai
Class: XII 'Sci'
Code: 4592
Email: Highway to hell_26@outlook.com
Memories: Each and every moment I spent with my friends and teachers will never forget the periods of San Sir.
Message: After being Prasadi, I will know the meaning of studying and to achieve success in
Name: Aporva Pokhareal
Class: XII D9, Science
Code: 4620
Email: aaporva@gmail.com

Memories: Each and every moment and care teachers in J.U.C. making tea. The incident "muddy D9" ka lata hai, Singing, teasing, while having tea in class and getting caught. I will also miss the frequent hair cuts.

Message: Enjoy and live today to the fullest, no tomorrow's tag, you'll remember these moments when you're old and grey and in the future this will be the Good Old Days.

Name: Nikita Dubal
Class: XII D9, Science
Code: 4623
Email: goodgirl_angel@yahoo.com

Memories: Too many!!

Message: Live life King size.

Name: Raisha Sreedhar
Class: XII D9, Science
Code: 4624
Email: raisha@rediffmail.com

Memories: Cracking jokes at laughing all time with priyanka, malini, jyothika, ira, pattu. Jee nuda qabtta namulo, all time light gone and zabar ka auka dina, hamme gang.

Message: Life is going to be short, don't waste it over the small things.

Sign: Raisha
Name: Anisha Bhural
Grade: XII Sci 'D9'
Address: Shan Khamul
Email: anu.galaxian@gmail.com

Memory: The days spent at Prasadi will be cherished forever. Bag checking, homeworks, schoolings, picnics and endless chats will always be remembered. Join Prasadi!!

Name: Sujiro Moharjan
Grade: XII Sci 'D9'
Address: New Nepal
Email: suzie.moharjan@hotmail.com

Memory: Every moment spent in Prasadi will always be cherished. Especially the endless and all same dense talks with my friends of D9 and S9/10.

Message: Live n let live... 😊

Name: Shvick Gajurel
Class: XI Sec: D9
Faculty: Science
Email: Shvick2014@yahoo.com

Memory: In grade IX with Ramen and Sanam, classes full of jokes, with Allen laughing wildly. Making fun of others. Gathering in front of '558' and enjoying whole break.

In grade XI, having fun with Bhunte, Jee, Khad and Risha in class, with Nima, Ajay, Tiger, Sonam, Shikha, and also with.

Message: School level never return so, enjoy well 😊

Name: Yaju Shrestha
Grade: XII Sec: D9
Email: shresthasaju@gmail.com

Memory: Each and every day of my life spent at Prasadi.

Message: it's the possibility of having a stream income that makes life interesting 😊